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unlike

they

are,

frequently,

that

easy it is for people to bring up children

which we have been taught to suppose|: who never had any [to bring up. How
'A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
them to be. Recall a familiar instance eagy it is for men out of office to tell péoISSUED BY
THE
ple who are in office what they ought to
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishmapt, from our history.
“do.
There iis a universal conceit and arSome
who
read
thess
lines
will
rememRev. I. D.. STEWART, Publisher,
To whom’ all letters on business, remittances of
ber the whirlwind of the times of Andrew rogance in this respect.
money, &¢., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
“Tt i§'no small thing
¥or a Than to “Stand
Jackson, of more than fifty years ago;
Ar All
Al communications designed for publication
Doren bex Sdureased to Editor The Alorafug Star,
and how terrible-was the bitterness that in the center of practical public duty. It
ver, N.
H.
was felt against him. His public gareer is very different from standing in a private
Terms +—$3.00
ear i paid trietly’
and his private life were associated with sphere. + Elements are so many, interests
in advance,
A
VE pai
Within the
first thirty
ys, and $ ua a not.
‘| such language of violenge as has, per- are so conflicting, there are so many conhaps, no parallel in our history, ¢. e., if trary ‘minds that are drawing hither and
we can believe the statement of’ his. bio- thither, that except in rare instances
a man has a dominant will, followgraphers.
Every adjective expressive of | when
|
ing a clear and discriminating judgment,
bitterness
and
violence
was
‘employed
to
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1880.
it becomes burdensome to discharge pubheap obloquy upon’ Bim. =
©
lic
duties.
If this were remembered, it
‘ ABBA, FATHER !"
Years have passed away. Ie has gone
would somewhat qualify our severe words
i Take thine own way with me, dear Lord, » long since to his test. Men have - formed

B

@he Horning Star. :

- I said,
‘ Kneeling in prayer at midnightby my bed,

different judgments.

They have sepa-

of condemnation.”
It ought especially to be considere

rated the ‘good from the evil; and there
has been many a time in the last twenty how different is practical administrati
‘What if He take me at my word, and lead
years when the whole community have from moral speculation about duty. This
Into the wilderness, from verdant mead
is not a question of the necessity of such
‘And pnstures green, in which his sheep do looked back and fervently wished for justa
speculation.
It is the duty of every
“few. (lays; or a month, of his stalwart will
feed?
-| and energy and push:
and “have said; ethical teacher to raise up a theological
‘What if kis way winds o’er the desert sands,
“Oh, for Andrew Jackson!” And yet the idea of right and duty, and to maintain
Aroad of painand loss, through Sujycorched
| day was when many would as soen bave “before the mind an ultimate standard of
lands,
perfection. We need moral speculation.
Where not a palm with grateful shadow thought of inveking the devil “as him!
But it must not be forgotten that the
And it may well be asked, if we are never
stands?
most
thatwe can justly oafhot of men in
*
* ?
-*
.
*
fe
to cease to ridicule ‘and exaggerate
And then upon my heart there féll déep- dfead.

©

1880.

I

A whisper came—" iad loss! There may be

the faults

of those

who

are

elevated

trust who are dealing

with practical

character and motive: They have as ten- not more than two or three legrned in ‘one
dency, Which
rarely fails them, of dis- _house, but now as many as six, eight, and in
coursing on the faults of others, rather one house twelve, manage in some way to get

than their virtues. They may be good men,
nay,

are

in some

instances

men, andthe faults of which

very good
‘they

speak

are real, perhaps worse even ‘than they
represent them to be. Their “motive—
well, T do not'know - exactly what it is.
It is the way they have got into. Meet
them wherever you may, at religious associations, in the cars, at. their homes, at
your home, and they will entértain (?)
you with long discourseson the defects,
perhaps
perhaps

immoralities of an erring, or
a fallen minister, or leading

member of the church. ‘And all this
without ' your being able to see what
benefit it can be to the erring one, by way

of restoring him to the path of lost virtue, -

;

to places

of authority, where

they

are

Men

take

up things

hastily,

without

choice.

:

They feel-a sort of enmity towards
them, and are glad of the opportunity to

apeak against them.

It is sweeter than

honey to the taste of many a man to find
out some reportable thing that is prejudicial to men in authority.

We are prone to employ upweighed
language.
We indulge in terms that are

unwarrantable, except

when

applied to

absolute crimes, toward men who are
guilty of no crime, simply because we hap° pen-to dislike them. , Language may
sometimes be strong in its application to
‘men whore it is morally ‘descriptive of
their

conduct,

or

where

high . moral judgment..

it = conveys

But more often

is a dangerous habit, it is a bad and
wieked habit, this habit of speaking evil
of men whether in high or-low places,
There are many censiderations why we

When I think how much ‘those who.
bear rule have to do with the honor and

fair name of our Commonwealth I am
impressed with the thought, that instead
of the language ‘of impatience and passion, and unjust reproach and revilings,
they should.be'sarrounded wih Prayers

should be very scrupulous in this regard.
In thegfirst place, our public magistrates
represent the whole welfare of the nation,
bl
and whatever lowers their dignity and au- of praying men.
Christians
should
pray
or our governthority, in some measure injures the entire
Besides, in speaking against: ment, and for the:Chief Magistrate of the
public.
a magistrate, men are speaking net alone pation ; for him who has recently been
against that magistrate, but also against elected to this responsible trust; that God
may illumine his mind, direct his hand,
the interests he holds in his hands and
and in blessing him bless all the land.
represents.
pp
Not only is & citizen. bound to elevate’
FAULTY-TALKIN( G OF FAULTS.
to the magistracy those who are to bear
rule, but having done this, he is bound to

help them in discharging. their. duty.
For public sentiment is to public-fiicers,
what water is to the wheel ofthe ‘mill:

Where there is no public sentiment an officer stands in veeno.

It is almost impuossi-

ble for a law to be executed which is not

ABI

:

girls in this house seemed to love the texts and
bymas they repeated. —S. P. B.

men

to the

denomination,

and

to

the

world, and their answer is, ‘ Y-e-s,” if
if you can wait long enough for them to
get it all out, but—well, one is a little too

Last evening a man came

to

door

snd

usked if I knew him. I éould" not recall his
features, . % Well,” said he, ¢¢ you and ‘others
used to come to our village when I was a_boy.
My father was very fond of the Christians, and

‘proportion to their knowledge

fruit tree is the popper.
This tree is a rapid
grower, sometimes bearing fruit in about a
year from the time of planting the seed. It

tances, retrenchments, and passionate appeals,

has large, handsome leaves with long stems,
Bunches of blossoms circle round the body of
the tree, which mature into, bunches of

fruit,

also from the body of the tree. The process of
flowering and ‘fruiting goes on for many
wonths;
the first blossoms beginning with the
first “hie of leaves from the bottom, and

conti

ng upwards, so the fruit in all stages

bm blossoms may be seen constantly. It is a
"Iiftle like the cantélope in form, and
has a
icy taste. Next/is the karntal, or jack fruit.

he tree is large aud heavy looking, with
ick, irregular branches. The fruit is oblong,
sometimesa foot and # half long, and very
by

pretty sharp srictures 0!
numerous class’ of persons,

somewhat
of imbedded fruits something in form liké figs,
“whom he but’ each containing a large seed, The pulp’ of
characterizes in the caption of his article each is yellolv, soft, and of a very decided fla.
vor, and is either liked or disliked

most

heart-

ily. The kurntal is said to be the largest fruit
our untempered language springs from connecled with the ‘public wish. It is +t Slander Peddlers.” A slanderer is one in the world. The. custard apple tree looks
impossible
for
any
judge,
representative,
‘who
circulates
false
or
exaggerated
repassion. « It
is. temper. that = speaks.
like 8 spall home gpplg- tree. The fruit is
Sometimes one would be led to suppose or civil magistrate, to thoroughly earry pots to the injury of others, and for that round with regular bunches. Tt is easily
broken andl’ contains many sells, each imbedThis
work of defamaion
‘that eminent men were incarnate fends, out any policy to which he is not incited, purpose.
and in which he is not helped, by the usually springs from envy or malice, or ded ina creamy-co ord pulp quite sweet tofthe
by the descriptions given of them, .
Everything bate ful is attributed '® sympathy and encouragenent of the some other equally vicious passiop, and taste, Of coypde there sre miny more fruit
trees, but these are the ones we are moyt fmil:
at,
They are almost. stripped of hu- community.
| is always mean and wicked.
:
them.
far with, and’ the kartal Sxeomied, are all ‘on
It is the duty of every citizen to
man attributes, “Ilow, at last, are men’s
"The writer Teferred to applies to some our premises.
pr
assist awd not'lo criticise ; and that duty | (of this class the term Christian, always
"' names associated with all that is. most
Nobin. Nobin’ becarne a Christian “about
abhorred! How does the, imagination go can never be eon jointed with a bitter, modifying it, T believe, by the modifier sixtetn yearsigo. He was then, and still is,
¢
spir- ¢ professed.” *He would be justified in an oil merchant on a very swmull. scale. "le
on, kindling as. it goes, forever picturing name- -calling,, Teviling,, censurious
Jives'in the heart of the town, and has all the«é"
;
them as monsters! ‘There are men in this it.
questioning the piety of such persons, by
years maintained a Christian character. Jie
David's"
denunciation,
**
Whoso
privily:
We
are.(0
hear
in
mind
how
different
a
nation,—-some that are in office, and many’,
and his wife are the first to get ti» meeting, and
his neighbor; him will. I cut alwys seem to enjoy iv after their mile and a
that are not, —who are, as it. were, but public trust is from whit it seers to be slandereth
w
half’, valk. ©
hones to give u shar) edge to men’s tem- tO those outside, who have never tried it, | off. n
anand Work = The Zenana
7
‘work IN gradn:
Bui
this
ype
another’
class
of
per-|
“How
Easy
36
18
{oF
Peoples”
preach”
wil
“~pergund-premons— And yet “when we
uever have any preaching ‘to do! How sons, wholly “different from these ‘in ally changing, and for the better.- Fur merly
come to sen these! muc h abused men, how
o

ere, in
of ‘that. work.

Fruit trees continued. After the mango
and plantain or banana, perhups our next best

a thick, short stem, The frait bas 8 rough,
A correspondent, in'.a recent niber
thick skin, atid is very curious.
Instead of one
of the Star, gives expression to some, ‘body, this skin reveals, when broken, a mass

bic
x
&

hardly

notice the modest little wood" framed.

locality. A plainly marked sign, adjoining the
other door, informs the passer-by that this is the
Vermont avenue church of * Christiuns,” and:
in a framed case upon the vestibule wall, appear tife following church articles:
The Foundation :—* Thou art ‘the Chrtst,_
the Son of the living God.”
9

- The Law of Admission :— He that believ-eib, and is baptized; shall be saved; ‘he that
dishelicveih shall be damned.”

The Name: —* And the disciples

were all

‘ed Christians first at. Antioch.”
‘The Discipline
: = All Scripture is givenby
inspiration of God,”
* The Worship: —* And they continued stead-"
fastly in the Apostle’s doctrine and fellowship,
and in breaking of bread and in prayer.”

the

PII

Ape
y ll
+

The interior of the edifice

of's

city.

are painted

is the

a mild

brown;

the:

auditorium is 45 by 385 feet and innocent of any
ornamentation, suve the imitation of pillars fres--

coed upon the blue-tinted walls, The house is
well tilled by an intelligent appearing audience,
who occupy the waiting time in subdued conversation, friendly greetings and that hearty,
‘Christian 'frankness so grateful to a stranger,
placing him at once in full possession of a
pleasant ¢* being at home” sensation.

, The pastor, Rev. Frederick D. Powers,

young man of 30, or thereabouts, tall and
symmetrical in figure, with an intelligent blue

eye: behind delicately

bowed

smooth and pale face,

small, sensitive

spectacles, a
mouth,

and intelectual cast of countenance

that de-

notes refluement and study, ascends a platform

raised but three feet above the floor.. There is
no pulpit, only a simplestand, likean orchestra
music rack, upon which rests the Bible.
The
organ is placed neal the center of the congregation; and they compose the choir, aiijeining™
heartily in the singing,
During the prayers,
some rise, others kneel, and the remainder in‘cline forward with bowed beads,
There isan °
air of eoziness, of kind feeling, of whole-souled Christian beartméss, that impresses itself
upon one in all the surroundings.
The prayer
and song books are handed you on every side.
kd
Christian courtesy isthe utmost refinement
of the amenities of politeness. AL the close of

the service,

the pastor

makes

an

aniounce-

ment that he would deem it a great pleasure,
if there aré any Strangers present, to give_ him}
their names, that he might call upon them for °
further acquaintance,
In anticipation of increased attendanee and”?
membership,
there is gamevement already begun, by the seciety, -either to enlarge the

church

upon’

its

present.’ foundation,

boast-being- that they own

their

the ground. and

do -

not owe.a dollar; or, should the contributions
and donations come. in with such flattering
frequency as is now
commodious building

promised, a new and :
will be erected.in an-

other part of the city, the site of which

is Rot.

at present decided upon,
HIS SOUL 18 MARCHING ONe
“John

Brown's body lies\

molderifig in’ the

grave” at Elba, N. Y. A United Sttiles Senator

from Missouri, used the following language
upon the floor of the Senate on Wednesday, during a discussion upon a bill for the paymentof one Lowe, a clerk who prepared and

compiled for publication the infanious ‘* bogus:
code,” which the Missouri invaders attempted to impose

upon the

citizens of

Kansas

in

1865.
‘* The people sent out@by I'lymouth
church and other pillars of God and: morality,

headed by that old scoundrel, John Brown, '
who afterwards

expiated

scaffold,” &c¢.

his: crimes\on

“

tHe’

:

Senator ‘Ingalls, of Kansas, only dcigned ta
say that at tbis period

of Chri ‘ian progress .

and the nation’s history, he did :
propose to
-enter upon a vindicatian of John Lrown. -

: There

was

munds’s

manper

something

about

Jidge

which rendered his

ances very impressive:

Edwutter-

* Nothing said of him

all time, ds the type of honest, though it may be
misguided love of liberty. His body lies moul-

ing year.

for the

dear

apd

ser-

Next, we

ask

you,

Muster’s suke, to devote a little time

vice in getting othersto do the same.
remember the Helper in making your *
mas and New Year's gifts. Though an
pensive present, vet it may prove an

Ix.we cun, if we will thus work, rat¥e our 'sub-

scription list to ten thousand. Last year we
aifhed at five thousand but did nof\ reach four
thousand

Le us not forget, for even
¢
a single

day, that we, oursglves, are the fruits of Christina missious, that lr #ncestors were degraded suvages: und that what the gospel! ‘has done

for us, it can dv for any people, ¥. tis: now,
edrnésiy. und vigorously, push, this ‘work of
diffusing ‘wi-stonary

intelligence

subscribers for the Helper,

by

securing

Terms:
Thirty five cents per year
for a
single copy.
Phirty cents in clubs of five or
more to the address of one person.
Postage

prepaid...
M.

Send your subscriptions to Mrs,

Brewster,

R I,

a

01

Smith

‘

street,

Senate, good

brightness of that fame, that will

dering, but his soul,

J.

Frovidence,

M. M. H. HILLS.

years for benevolent Jurposes; ; Spme $600,
000. The most gf this bas been used’ to encourage idleness, corruption and crime. I
‘am now d: termined to assist ¢ God's,

poor,” who

‘are

willing

someihng to make mankie
moral « furelleciually, } s
chanie ally,

thunk od,

go

down

to

is “marching

worthy

an ) Siriving to

-

on!”

LEGISLATION.

Congress has done nothing
and no important legislation

the pust week,
will be aecom-

- plished until after the holidays.

It is no secret thut Gen. Hancock was defeated by the imposing 85 élécioral votes of

heen

passed

by

the

Senate

which

tired “list, without

pay

from

June

:

pre-.

vides
that
the President
of [Lhe Ue
within
18 ‘mouths, shall have “power
appoint this ex-ufficer, as » colonel, on the

19,

3
pe--

1862

(when he was dismissed),
to the date of his
re-appointment, and looks very much like a.
Democratic atteshpt to get this case out of the
way assoon is possible,
President-civel 'Garfield was ® member of the court that sentenced

him to disgrace for bis deliugquency inun hour
of nutional peril. Should tue bill pass both
houses and become a law,
and
Hayes not exercise such clemency,

President
it is not

prububle thut this man will reecive such lenity

at the hands of a patriot
who never Tulled 10
‘defend and mamntain the
Unioh,
The ** Educational bill,” vow before the 3
Senate, providing for the appropriation ef cer-

tain public lands

within

the nutional domalt,

0

for the purpose of 1x title, brought out an. ef-"
fort on the part of the new Senulof ‘from fia .

(Mr. Brown) aud

3 Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson of New York,
who has been so munificent in her charities,
i
gays:
*T have given during the last sixteen

-

or evil, will mar the

‘Also,
N. Y., andJobn Kelley bud the Democratic.
Christparty on bis back.
wivex.
It now appeurs that the Democratip party in
invalu: | Congress is in the same predicanient TeHow. eusi-' guarding
Fitz Jobn Porter and a bul has:

able one, lusting through the year.

:

&

lies in the spreading of missionary intelligence.
And oh, how inuch Christians need to know
the doors God is opening in all lands, and

done
come

”

The pews, of primrtive pattern,.
and grained

in the

read this appeal—if you have not already
80—to subscribe for the. Helper for the

Pe

perfection

The remedy for.missionary. debts, short remit-

what eager hands are stretohed ° ‘out to grasp
i
the blgssings of salvation!
Dear sisstern, we ask éach of you who may

-

church,
that has so quietly secluded itselfin this-

or what benefit it can possibly be to you,
s
An'Interesting Inquirer.
or to the public.
!
- Our working . party has been here for a
Now there may be right ini the communi-week, visiting from house to
ty of this erring man a score of noble min- neighboring villages, preaching house in the
in the bazaar
isters and other servants of Jesus Christ, and
at the great Durgah festival now being
The Hope :—¢ Christ in you the hope: of
distinguished for integrity of character, held at the Raja’s seat, a mile. away. Purna, glory,”
who
has been in charge here, and * quite alone
purity of life and great usefulness ameng
Under each of the above headings, APpUiF.
by a little other biblical quotations, that space-will not
men, about whom how little they have to for months, is gréatly encouraged
.
allow,
say. You speak of tfiese as valuable help from his brethren.

heavy, [tgrows fromthe body of the tree

by th somewhat unsavory appellation of

dent-eleet. ‘Upori this thoroughfare, at a distance.
‘of halfu mile from the Executive mansion, dwarf
ed By surrounding fine residences, one would}

quick tact, gave her a quiet hint or two which
made her all right. This ‘may seem a littl?

MISSION WORK.

progl. If any evil thing reported of
those in authority goes in the line of their
prejudices, that is enough to give it credence with them.
Men are not only
ready to believe evil, but are anxious te
hear things against those who are not their

the President,’and the future'abode of the Presi~

to each one in turn a sum in ‘mental arithmetic. After she had given out the last one she
stopped a moment, and then asked the first
one for the answer.
It was given, right, and.
the second, Afid the third; but the last ome
stumbled, and “got confused.
Poddie, with’

thing to write aboft, but it does’ make us glad
to see independent thought.
Th4 womeén and

LETTER.

Vermont avenue, one o the finest streets Jin
the city, runs north-east from’ the residende of

gave

things, is that they shall take a moral
But all his dealings must bo to their zis
assallable by the tongues of all men? prineiple and carry it as far as they can
they have pitched their tent at our door for
And it is the _egotistic, another thinks too much of his days at a time. He has been
Who are his own.” My trust surged back Are we never to learn how prone we. are under the circumstances.
dead for years,
salary—and-yet-another
still
is
too
hasty
again,
I
;
duty of those outside of public affairs to
but we have not forgotten the subjects that so
to overcolor and overcharge ?
in word or action.
this in mind, *
_much interested him.: We know all about Je«The habit of invading. the sanctity of bear
|
“To shaded Elim He doth lexd.” Once more
“And'wé ought
to remember “that men | I confess that when my “spirit is set sus, the. Saviour.”. An hour was spent in
. Peace swept upon my foul, as on the shore
the private life of public men is pecaliaraglow in contemplation of _many grand close, personal conversation, in which he
A noiseless summer Ud.
The dread passed ly ungenerous.
Placed before men, are not necessarily delinquent, or. deserv-good
men and women, in-pulpit ard out showed a good deal of intelligence in regard to
o'er,
searched by all eyes, helpless of conceal- | ing ofcensure, because they fail to carry
the Bible, and said he had been in the habit of
ofit,
in our own denomination,I: don't
daily prayer for years. On pressing upon hii
1 spake the words again, and faith said, “ Yes, ment, their private character and person- out in practice the fullness of that. which
like to be reminded of their petty weak- the duty of professing Christ publicly, he reThe Father’s loving hands ean only bless:
al habits are almost the only refuge that they have themselves ‘held as an ideal
nesses and blemishes, an exemption from ferred to the case of two men who years ago
principle.
. God for his own has naught but tenderness.”
is left them: and if these are invaded,
James Boker,
Christians, , ‘but whose lives had
We ought to consider, too, how exceeds which none of wus can hoast. I like to became
they are robbed indeed! Therefore: it is
>0-0-09
look up8n them at their best, and thank been immoral, and their example had disunjust, ungenerous, and to the last degree ingly burdened public men often -are.
a
Before he left we had
couraged him,
God for giving us'so many of them.
SPEAKING EVIL OF
( DIGNITIES.
wicked, to follow men in public places And what seems to us delinquency in
sweet season of prayer at his request.
He
I
am
looking
at
the
sun
as
it.rises
from
duty
may
be
owing
to
the
fact
that
they
with persecution that touches their moBY REV. C.WY PENNEY.
lives a inile away from the mission house, and
have reached the limit of their power of its ocean bed, and flings its radiance of has been frequently visited by our brethren
tives-and
private
character.
Their
policy
The duty of every citizen under our
execution. - We ought to consider. how glopy ever sea and land. I am filled with here. This morning ke came again with a list
government to consider the conduct of is open to all men’s inquisition ; their perplexed a man may be as te what is his admiration and delight. Pray don’t tell of questiofis that Jeept. me busy for an hour.
civil magistrates; to débate the propriety motives are in their own souls, and with duty, how he may be tied up. by prece- me just at this time, that even that brilliant Sol
these 1 quote, as illustrative..of some
their God.
:
1. * When God made
portions ef our work:
of their measures, and to judge matters of
orb
hag
its
¢“
spots,”
so
that
if
only
I
had
The only exeeption is where by a .dent; how. he may be over-ruled by law;
‘man, Adam and Eve, did he create the spirits
law, policy and administration, is ungross and
infectious immorality, pub- how many castistical questions may eome a magnifier of moderate power, or per- of the whole race at once, or have all human
doubted.
a smoked glass, I might see souls sprung from the first pair, like their bodlic men are damaging the safely and in to unsettle him. ¢¢It is al ways right,” Laps even
Vigilance and free criticism are a Chrisies?’ 2.‘ What is the difference, spiritually,
welfare.
And
even
then, under our it is said, “to be true.” That does mot them for myself. I don’t want to see them,
tian citizén’s duty.
Every man who is
between men and animals?” 3. “How do
Tam
not
in
the
mood
for
it
just
now,so
touch
the
question.
The
question
often
electoral system, it is better to- apply the
placed in authority should be held to
men exist after death, and where, and subject
correction by use of the vote than by use is, “What is true? 1tis said that it is away with your magnifiers and smoked to what conditions?” ‘4, “ What is the future
account ; and in this measuring of, charglass,
and
let
this
glorious
orb
of
day
always safe to be right. But in ten
of the tongue.
state of animals?” 5. “ What is God?’ And
acter, conduct and policy, the highest
Men are tempted tafunjust language in thousand delicate situations in which pour ite gladdening radiance on the wait- 80 on, through a long range of ‘psychological
standards should be applied. But the
be placed, the. trouble ing wdrld, and ecstasy into my soul. reasonings and illustrations. This man is a
regard to those who conduct ' public a man may
righteous judgment which it is the duty
affairs, because it is very natural to sup- is to know what is right. And to repeat, There is no sun in this universe of ours thinking Otiya, and they are at home with
of every Christian citizen to pronounce upsuch thoughts and arguments as are indicated
pose that public. managers are responsi- and sound, and roll over and over again without its spots, and yet they are Sorlons
At a subsequent visit I learned
by the above.
|
on the officersof civil government, which
ble for all the hinderances,
and lets, and these declarations of the safety of follow- suns for all that.
He said his father
much more of this man.
springs fi om conscientiousness, and is tem+ S0.there is no one perfect in this world, was on the point of becoming
delays, and misfortunes of those affairs,’ -ing right and truth amounts to nothing.
a Christian but
pered with broad, kind, sweet feélings,
We avenge
our own selfish misfort- The trouble is to know what is true and in the fullest sense of that term. And met with too great. opposition, so determined
* is very different from that which is the
unes upon those that we suppese arg in what is right, in any practical conjunction still there are many grand men and to serve God :among his people. He read the
__outcome-of passion, party interests, dis.
some way connected with them. For “we of affairs. These cautions are not to be’ women in it, whom we ought to’ value Bible, ob-erved the Sabbith somewhat, instiappointed feeling and a careless tongue.
deemed in any way a dissuision from" a more highly, and about whom we ought tuted family prayer, which he kept up through
In’ the discharge ef this eminently always want some one to blame; and we Christian citizen’s duty of -vigilance™ and th converse in the family circle and Ly the life, and vinc
his death,
e
fifteen years ago, his
always see te it ‘that some one is not
two.sons have done the same.
I
Christian duty to judge, to criticise and
wayside more freely than many do. It is suspicions: about his prayers and had some
criticism.
.
purselves.
And so when we want someasked hit
«+; condemn, thereare some peculiar dangers
They are only meant to guard against to be feared, thatin some families, so how he prayed.
thing on which to heap eur sins and
He repeated the
Lord’s
.to which we are liable, and against which
take publie men needless reproach and causeless revilings. much is said about the faults and defects Prayer with variations, and before he left, as
we need to guard ourselves. We are in faults, we usually
All public men.come to the bar of our of Christians, - thal childreh are led to. we kneeled to pray, I asked him to pray,
and make them the scapegoats, danger of inconsiderate reproach, and inwhich ne did in a most Christian manner.
In additien to this, in our form of ‘gov- mind for a just judgment, as a man undervalue Christi4nity itself, and are: so Here, then, are two
families, who for years
considerate evil-speaking of men in public
left
to
its
neglect,
if
not
rejection.
ernment, every one advanced to magis- comes to the bar of a court for the just
bave miintained a Christian life, in all' éxeept
stations. It is taken for granted, by many,
Dr. Wayland lays down the moral law the outward
of
the
bench.
And
tracy is suceessfal among several who judgment
profession, yet all ‘unknowa to
that (hose who areinoton their side are of
hasty,
ill-natured,
and on this subject -with his characteristic
us. Ihave never seen the like before.
dre rejected ; amd hence becomes partic- as a rash,
course marks for any shafts that they may
.
& R. BACHELER.
be
un- particularity : ¢“ We are allowed to speak
‘ularly liable to be an object of reproach untempered judgment would
) be pleased to send at ther. Tt is taken
Dantoon, Oct. 15, 1830.
of
the
faults
of
others:
First,
to
promofs
worthy
of
such
a"
place,
so
we
should
and abuse.
When a man is “elected to
for granted that men are to defend those
any public place there is not only a disap- form our judgments of public men with the ends of justice. ¢ Second, to protect
To the Women of the F', B. Churches.
whom they have put into power, “and to
the innocent. Third, for the good of the
pointed party , but there are individuals a scrupulous care to ba accurate.
We
wish that every woman in the F. B. delose no opportunity -of attacking those
Meanwhile there is a Christian duty of offender himse!f.”
who are grieveusly disappointed; and
nominatior would read the* Missionary Helpwhose election they opposed.
Ifthis
law
were
honored,
the
world
prayer for all that are in authority —a
Jer carefully and prayerfully.
there are various reasons,
quite disconThen, we firmly
The common laws of morality among
duty never more obligatory than now. would be better and happier at once and “believe, that not only would the missionary
nected from his administration, why men
forever.
i
neighbors, and certainly Christian't apons,
spirit so leaven the churches that all. our mison every side should employ theit tongues If one-half the breath, which even Chris- | F7
mg
Nod
1
are almost dispensed with in that” zeal
sionary treasuries would. be supplied with
tian
men
spend
in
ill-advised,
hasty
dein detraction of him.
Then there are
meany to answer the earnest pleas for gospel laand eagerness and inconsiderateness: with
many,
who, loving to hear evil ‘of men, nunciation, were spent in praying for
borers, but also that the hearts'and lives of our
which we inveigh against men that are
are quickly caught by sympathy with ‘those in authority, how much more as{| members wouldbe wonderfully. uplifted- and
CONDUCTED BY REV. G.C, WATERMAN,"
discharging public functions, aud that are those who are evil speakers: and then suredly we might expect.a wiser and bet‘gloritied. The interest that true Christians
not of our party, nor of our interest. they soon become evil speakers too. It ter administration of our public affairs.
: Midnpapore Life.
uke in the missionary work is, everywh
pain,

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON,D. C., Dec. 1G, 1880.
| GEN GARFIELD'S CHURCH,:

together. It is more interesting both to teachers and pupils. The teachers have become
more efficient and American-like
in
their
teaching since they hive had a school of their
own.
Peddie surprised me, the other day.
After we had got through with the lessons of
eight pupils in obe of her houses, she had four

pretty shy women sit in a row and then

7m

# Southern

Senntor

fairl

talked sense upon the question of education

as

gertuining to all classes, &e. Recognizing New
glands influences, withoul the customs
~mud-stiLa
lurs so natural to thé Southery od

he upprebend d the question - in an. inteligent

a
el winched the subject of raves
_ n sensible way.
he negroes have grlly
advanced intellee an since the war, and
Stid
a high compliment to their selfsconte

doy und penccableness der

their

new’

polidien

conghisions.
We are
f Junion,. hqwev
1thatt
Rp
o:
returned as resting to the white povutation: of
the South, in then Pepeut political condition}

LIS

———————
j
4
fess) Meco

8

:
&

oes
TT

S.

overlaid-with gold: about threo feet high

S. Sim.

Sabbath-School
{For

and a foot and a half square.

12. Was troubled. Excited, affected
with awe and reverence.
Fear fell on

Lesson.Jan. 9:
2

e——
Aik
ig
Questions see Lesson

ELIZABETH.

. DAILY READINGS.
Birth of John fofetold.

Luke 1:1—25.

Division
of the Priests.

1 Chron.

Duties of the Priests.
.

Birth of Simeon foretold.”

Promises of God.

24:1-10.

Lev. 16: 1-19.
Judg. 13:17.

;

Is. 54: 1-17.

To whom God maiiifests
21-31.
Coming of Christ Si,

4

himself.
Mal.

John 14:

i

3: 1-6.

rd

GOLDEN TEXT: “ And wnéy were both rightous before God,

walkingin

#ll

the com-

mandnents and ordinances of the. Lord
blameless.”

Luke

1:6..

_..

-Luke 1: 5-17.

Notes and Hints.
INTRODUCTORY.
The Gospel of Jesus Christ appears
in the Scriptures :‘* according to ? four
different authors,’ each’ of whom wrote
for

a specific class of readers, and sought

to present

the Gospel

in such a form as’

would . readily
reach those for Whom
he wrote.
Luke wrote for the Greek,

the trye type of “the Gentiles.

He there-

fore
aims
to present
the life and
character of Jesus as answering to the
ideal of a perfect and *divine humanity,

and as adapted to the ‘wants of human’|
nature as represented in the Greek soul.
He was especially qualified for this work,
being of Greek origin,and the, Soupanian
FAS

EN

been wen styled “ a model of Reo
+ simplicity and modesty, giving the haman

side of the origin of the Gospels.
author claims credence

for

his

The

work

on

" ‘the grouad of his painstaking research in
finding out the truth. He begins at an
earlier .period than either of the other
Evangelists, going back to the announce~ument of the

coming

birth

of John,

the

herald of Jesus.
“At\this time the world ‘ was resting in
peace under the rule of Rome, by whose
power Great Britain had been conquered

about fifty years before.

Greece, though

governed by Rome, held the front rank in
art and literature. Her :land was filled
with temples and statues;
schools of
rhetoric and philesophy were’ numerous.
Virgil had been dead thirteen years, and
Horace two.
ON THE LESSON.

dD.

Inthe days of. Herod.

(On Her-

“od see Bib. Dict. p. 30.) Herod, the
"Great, began to reign about forty years
before
the birth of Jesus, and died
about a year and a half after the time of
this lesson.
He was aetivé; brave and
cruel ; was made governor of Galilee when

“but fifteen years old, and won honor in a
‘war against the lawlesg tribes
mountains.

he built the temple at
was

among the

In order to please

standing iin our

the

Jews

Jerusalem
Saviour’s

which

time,

in

which the events of this lesson took
place. He also built one on Mt. Gerizim
for the Samaritans.
The course of Abia.
The priests were divided into fwenty-four
classes, or courses, named after the

man in each course.
in the temple in turn,
That of Abia was
Daughters of Aaron,
into any tribe, bul it

chief

The courses served
one week at a time.
the eighth in order.
Priests could marry
was thought best to

' marry one of the priestly line.

i

Righteous

before

God..

God

and ceremopies to . be observed.

Ect

et

TH RR

poSR

6.

sees

mot a3 man sees. They were truly right-eous. Commandments. The precepts of
ithe moral law. Qudgpances. The rites

@

Blame-

less. * That no man could find fault
fii them.” (Tyndale.)
.
. They had mo child. This was esPt
a great misfortune among the
Jews.

Well stricken in years.

A

quaint’

old English expression. Greek, ii
vanced in their days.’ »
;
8. While he cieculed the priest's ace.

« Served as a priest.” (Schaff.) = Among
his duties were to offer incense, to trim
and care for the lamps, to set out the

shew-bread, to keep the fire on the

great

altar, and a variety of services in connec-

tion with the offering of sacrifices. These witness to its sustaining power and to his
~ dutids were divided among the priests by joy in the God it reveals.
See how mych came from a seemingly
. lot daily.
Al
f
9. "According to the custom. When it random word spoken eight years before,
~was his turn.
To burn incense.
For the Heavenly Tidings.

PAS

at
a Limerick,

Hollis, and some other places, ag strength

| and opportunity availed him.” Finally he
removed to Springvale where he preached

CUPRA

a year and a half; but finding the labor

BY

MES.

M. M. H.

REV. THEODORE STEVENS.
Bro. Stevens was a man of superior
naturgl qualifications, self-improved and

HILLS.

by, amd this spare to her one at least of thought he could endure alinost anything.
her little ones. He not only turned ‘a ‘While ‘at Sprigvale he would preach

deaf ear to her entreaties, but

he ' disen-

gaged himself from her with such violent

Bro. Stevens was always

ranks

neighboring

such

Sug Slavery;

twice on the Sabbath in the church, go out

to some

on

scliol- -house -and

tc.;

questions

Temperance,

in the front

as

Missions,

Education,

antl he was willing to lend

a

help-

preach at 4 o'clock'r. M., and return to 1” hand as far as he. could. Hy Was a
attend the social meeting in the!
evening. man.of good judgiiisnt,; of sound com-84—38. It was burned in a censer,
SERMON BROUGH FOR ONE DAY.
and mingling the groan of bodily sudfer- In these last services, as he expressed it, mon sense,, and after mature deliberaplaced on the altar of incense. Coals from
_A litle shoe black called at the resi- ing with the sob of a breaking heart. Her he ‘was too weary to think or to follow tion, was séldom, it ever, found on the
the great altar of ssassifon, were put into dence of a certain man and solicited a ‘poor little boy heard her sob out, “Oh! hic own thoughts—an admonition. which | wrong side of any great moral .guestion.
«the censer.
~.
piece of bread and some water. The Lord Jesus, how long shall I suffer this ought to have been heeded. He was He was a strong denominational ‘man,
10. The whole multitude.
It was cus- servant was directed to give the child | way?”
Aman by the name of Robb accustomed to throw his whole soul into not in any odious, wectarian sense, bit
his services and preach with so much from ‘intelligent principle. He believed
tomary to prayiin.the courts around the ‘bread frog
the crumb basket; and as the ‘bought him, and he says, in his Autobitemple. It wa ‘fety likely that this was litle fellow. was walking slowly away ography: “Truly he was a robber to enthusiasm that it made it the more ex- our doctrines, he loved our gospel'of free.
:
‘
salvation, and-eherished- our institutions
on the Sabbath when a large company and sifting the gift between his’ fingers me. He took me to-his home about 40 haustive.
In 1847-8, ‘he visited Saco. where he with a jealous vigilance and a heartfelt
was gathered for. worship. Time of in- for” a piece large enough to chew, the miles distant, and put me into his negro
gondi- sympathy. We can hardly realize the
cense. Nine o'clock in the forenoon, or; man called him back and-asked him
if he quarters with about forty pers *asal found thé church in a deplorable
to pray. On receiving strangers to me.
three in the afternoon. * The incense it, id ever Jei
Of cdurse,: nobody tion, paralyzed by coldness and division, magnitude of our loss.
self was a symbol” of prayer, and when a negative nswer, he directed the boy to cared for me.* * * I soon fell sick and and he went to work with all the zeal and
Grace did much for him aud’ to did
offered by the priest a bell was rangas a say ** Our Father;” but the little fellow lay for some days almost dead upon the effort possible to bring it up and restore much for himself. “His Wigwerving insignal to the people without, who all en- could not understand the familiarity.
pil ' One day, Robb met the man it. He continued his exertion until his tegrity, his earnest piety, is ardent love

composition of the incense, see Ex. 30:

ETE

PPP

ia

tions. May his inasHle fall apou.
our
young ministry and the same
saving. ple-

ty be the rich endowment of al].
;

J. M. Barer.

too auch for him he retired to a farm in’
REV. RUFUS CHENEY,
Somersworth, N. H., 1857. His health | Two weeks ago, I
No. 1.
‘had “igtasion to’
improved §80 that he Sotuined to bis fa- travel . through Scioto
crea) for centuries.
The hero of Mrs. Stowe's worlds famed |
county, ‘Ohio. 1
“Fear not. The-first word of the | book is now over 90 years of age, and is utilized. His early life was spent in the. vorite work as pastor of the N. Berwick met with a brother who belonged
to the
Hr
was to comfort and encourage. living in Dresden, Canada West. “His | town of Limington, Me.,, where he was church in 1860. ' From that place he went old Dover Freewill Baptist
church, of
born
Oct.
11,
1812.
He
was
the
youngto Lebanon and preached there six years, which Elder Rufus ‘Cheney ‘was once
| Zacharias,
Thy prayer 1s heaid: The name is Josiah Hanson. The more vivida
prayer. of the righteous. is always” heard ly to portray the glaring and fearful estof three brothers who becamé F. He moved to Saco in the fall of ’68, where member.
In this section of country, Eland answered in the best way. The prayer crimes of slavery, Mrs. Stowe, in her Baptist ministers. His means of educa- he lived the rest of his days. But he was der Cheney, if I ani'’not mistaken, began
for children is referred to. He had also ‘“ tale of truth wrapped in a mantle of tion were limited to the district school, by no means idle there. He supplied the his labors in connection’ With the F. Bapyed that the promised kingdom of fiction,” took for the closing scene, the and we imagine'that he was full as ambi- church at Carver's Harbor: one season, tists.’ Here he labored for, a number of
God might come, and both prayers were ‘death of another Christian heroy whom tious to stand at the head of a ring of and thought that the trips on the boat and years, but afterwards moved to the
‘State
‘fibout to be answered. John. The Hebrew
she répresents as Uncle Tom. To the ggn- wrestlers us-he was to stand at the head ‘'sea-air were & benefit to his health. He ‘of Wisconsin. Here he planted the first
{form is Jehochanan; the form Johanan is eration thut has come. upon the i
of of his classes in recitation. He was an preached two years at Doughty's Falls, F. B.ghurch in the then new State of the
during far West. In-Jun
also used, meaning * Jehovah's gracious since the Act of Emancipations the, sys- adept in the former exercise, and he may two years at Cape Elizabeth,
e, 1877, I met with the
gift. ”,
3
be, - be
have
been
in
the
latter.
He
then
little
which
time
their
new
and
‘beautiful
*house Wisconsin
ftem:of Slavery, as it existed prior to that
YM:,
held with the Prospect
14. Thou shalt tive Joy. » Parents time, begins to seem like a myth, * a far thought of what his life-work would be. of worship took the place of the old, and [Hill church; near the residenc
e once ocNot
being
a
professor
of
religion,
he
had
two
years
at
Kennebugkport..
After
that.
usually rejoice at the birth of children, away misty tradition to be classed with
-cupied by Father Cheney. This was the
no
interest
in
preparing
himself
for
what
he
was
not
able
to
preach
much.
.
| but sometimes their rejoicing is after- many other horrid customs of the byfirst F. B. church organized in Wiscon.
wards turned into mourning.
A child of gone ages.” But until our obligations to he had no ide of doing: but his life,
How many experienced. religion and sin. During the sittings of the Y, M,,
faith ‘and prayer is likely to be a source the long down-trodden slave race are teaches the importande of -young men were baptized by him, itis impossible to interesting
‘memorial services were held
of joy. “Joy. The inward experience. discharged, it is not well that the . youth improving all their -opportunities, and suy, as he kept no account. Neither can of
Father. Cheney. An interesting arti.Gladness. - The outward
expression.” of ourtdand should “emain ignorant of making the most of themselves possible, we give the number of weddings or fune; 1 cle, written
by Rev. —— Cheney, son of
(Peloubet.) Many shall rejoice. Because their oppressed condition under-the reign in"whatever ‘éircumstances - they may be rals that he attended.
Father Cheney was read before the XY.
placed,
assured
that
they
will
have
occaof his lifefand works This promise re- of slavery, harrowing as the historic fagts
His connection with the Yorelgn Mis. M. by Rev. 0. D. Augir. During the
moved all anxiety as to the child's future. may be to every humane feeling. As yet, sion to use all their acquisitions.
sion Board, and with the cofporators of services a very excellent painting of Fa15. For he shallbe great. Truly great, ‘¢ we have no right- to forget that guilty , When a boy Bro. S. met with several
the Star, and the circumstances of his ther Cheney was hungup in*the church.
whatever
his earthly condition. Spiritual past.” Mr. Hanson's autobiography en- narrow escapes which were not only
death, Oct. 21, and of the funeryl, have It looked as though he had come back to
greatnessis promised. Shall drink neither titled, ‘* Uncle Tom's Story of his Life admonitions, but also indictitions that God
already heen noticed in the Star, Oct. preside over his brethren and aid them
wine nor strong drink.
Evidently refer- from 1789 to 1879,” is full of graphic
was sparing him for some purpose. At
27.
]
with his superior counsel.
ring to the vows of. the Nazarites. See pictures of his life as a slave and also as one time he started down h#l on horseIn September, 1878, - 1 visited the
It
is
not
possible
for
me
to
do
Sastice
to
Num. 6. Spoken with approval and a freeman. A few of these, here re- pro- back, having boyishly put a basket on his
pointing out the proper course for us. duced in a condensed form, afford a little head, and the horse ran and threw him’ our brother as a man, a Christian and "a homestead of Father Cheney and also the
Strong drink is any fermented liquor not glimpse of that hideous wrong that so re- off head first, went over him, and just minister of the gospel. He was one of cemetery where his remains lie. buried.
made from the juice of grapes. Such cently cost our land so much blood and’ missed planting afoot in his face. At Nature's noblemen—a strong man in His ‘family. have erected a very meat and
suitable monument to his memory. It
drinks were, made from several sub- treasure.
"another time
hen he was riding on. the more senses than one. Wherever. found,
g
bears the following inscription {
at
home
or
abroad,
in
secular
affairs
or
in
stances. Shall be filled with.the Holy
tongue ofa cart'the sieers ran away, and
UNCLE
TOM'S
EARLIEST
RECOLLECTION.
religion,
he
was
true
to
his
convictions
of
Ghost.. The true source of inspiration for
Rev. Rurus CHENEY,
he, attempting to jump off, caught his
the religious teacher. This was the crown- * The first incident that'"he remembers | foot in a dangling chain-hook, which held duty. He had a strong intelleet with a
2
Died +
o
strong will, conscience, and dové for souls.
was the sight of his father, as one day Le him fast, exposed
ing excellenceof John’s character.
He
to the wheel.
By a
Aug.
31,
1869,
came home with his head bloody and his desperate effort he broke away, barely He was powerful in debate and earnest in
would need no stimulus from wine.
Aged
the pulpit! His preaching was extempo16.. Many shall he turn, John's min: back covered with gashes, The overseer clearing the wheel, and so escaped.
raneous, and yet full of“théught, point,
89 yrs., 3 mos. and 27 days.
istry was very successful. He led many of the slaves, who was .a eoarse, . rough
_When a young man of” nineteen, * Mr}!
to turn back fo the Lord wham they had man, had brutally assaulted . his mother. Stevens let himself to work ona farm at force. Though he might lack the polish
i He was. the father of the Freewill
forsaken. This was a preparation for She cried for help. His father rushed at seven dollars per month. John his brother, of the schools, yet he was not without Baptist church of the State of ‘Wisconsin.
turning to Christ, which many of them the fellow and felled him to the ground. who was more than ten years his senior, education ; he had learned how to think, | For more than half a century, be freely, wr
and he did not Jack the discipline of di- preached a free gospel, ‘and practiced
In slavery times, no matter what the
did afterwards.
had entered the ministry and felt a great
17. In the spirit and power of Elias, provocation, if a negro struck a white anxiety for the conversion of Theodore. vine grace and the milder virtues of .hu- what he preached.
i
or Elijah. There was a popular expecta- man, the penalty was one hundred lashes So intense were his excitement and’ faith mility, meekness and faith, which softenos Well done, good and faithful servant,
tion of the return of the old prophet, on the bare back, the ear - naile§ to the. that he had a view, in anticipation, of ed thé asperities of his nature, subdued enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.”
founded on the mysterious manner of his whipping pést, and then severed from the Theodore’s conversion, baptism, call to his will and molded his character in acAn incident or two may not be ‘uninterdeparture, and on the prediction in Mal. body. For a time his poor father kept hid preach, ordination, and thé baptism of cordance w: ith the doctrine of the Cross. |
esting
or unprofitable. As Father Che4:6. Jobn had much of the spirit and in thé~wooeds, but the search for him was his father and mother by himself and H need be, he. could suffer with Christ
ney
moved
west, he. went down the Ohio
power of Elijah. Turn the hearts. Quot- so unceasing, that he dared not vengure' out ‘Theodore,—all of which was fulfilled and for his’ cduse. - He could speak out
on a flat boat. Somewhere near Wheel
boldly
when
duty
demanded
though
he
near.
was
starvation
and
food,
after
ed, from Malachi.
Denotes an awakening
within eight years. Such confidence had
ing, W. Va., one of the party was taken
of interestiamong parents for their chil- Hanger compelled him to return and John in its fulfillment that several years stood alone, or he could keep silent.
|
suddenly
sick and was thought to be near
The following anecdote will illustrate.
dren, or, perhaps; an intérest among the give himself up. The day for executifg {afterwards when he received a letter
dying.
He
begged for some one to pray
At
one
time
when he was in “great need:
The slaves of the stating that his mother was dangerously
Israelites (fathers), for the
Gentiles the penalty came.
forshim.
Father
Cheney, though then a
ueighboring
plantations,
in
order
.
to
of
morésthan
his
scanty
salary
afforded,
a
(children). Disobedience is a sin charsick, he“said: ¢* She cannot die until she
professed
man
of
praygr, was. 80 unacdonation party was appointed -at his
acteristic of youth. Tyndale says,
shall. strike them "with terror, were summoned
is baptized ;” and she did not.
\/
countably
overcome
by timidity gr some
turn the unbelievers to the wisdom of the to be witnesses - ofthe punishment. A
John was so impressed that he went to | house, announced by one of the leading other cause that ht'did not de ds. requestpowerful
blacksmith
laid
on
the
stripes.
men
on
the
Sabbath
previous.
THe
time
just man.” Righteousness and wisdom
Mr. Cobb's, where Theodore was at work,
his. mind and conscience
came, a large company assembled, and, + ed. For years,
are closely related.
70 make readya Fifty were given, during which the cries with
a message which he said he must
condemned
him
for his fearfuluess.
So,
people. In this work he was partially of his father could be heard a mile—then deliver to bim if he stopped all night. besides other things, a donitign of some
many
years
after,
as
he
was
going
East,
came-a
pause.
Valuable
property
75
dollars
was
made
in
money,
a
part
of
must His brother seeing his horse and anticisuccessful. , By his preaching the way
was prepared for the coming of Christ, not be damaged.” His pulse was exam- pating his errand, remained iq the field which was handed directly to the pastor, he walked one hundred miles out of his
way to apologize to the man.
but many refused to heed John’s. words. ined: O, he could stand the whole. until dark” hoping to avoid him.
But which he put with the rest to be counted.
Again
the
blows fell.
But, strangeto say, his deacon Who as- | How, like Father Cheney, many of, us
His cries grew
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
when he came in John delivered his mesfainter and fainter, till a feeble groan sage, and then and there they both fell sisted in countinguit, folded it-up,eoolly have been timid and fearful when oppor1. If there is corruption in the state,or
tuniliés have been given us for good!
was all the response he could make
to
on their knees in prayer, and before they put it in his pocket, and carried it away, 2Y cars after we have felt self-condemned.
among religious teachers, all the more
the last blows. His head was then thrust
without saying a ‘word to ‘him. Bro.
arose Theodore ** gave up all for Christ.”
should there be righteousness. in the
A short time before his death, he was g
against the post, his right ear fastened to
| Stevens of course felt .a great “anxiety
Very soon afterwards Jobe baptized
family.
it with a tack—a swift pass of the knife,
‘about it, as he was relying upon it to pay noticed sitting in a thoughtful mood.
2. None but men of blameless lives and the bleeding ear was left sticking to him.
his bills, and two or three days after- When asked what was Ee matter, he reTheodore commenced ' Yreaching when
should minister at the altars of - religion. the place. = When he returned to. his
‘wards he rode over to the deacon’s to plied, *‘ I was just revie ing my experi3.. When the minister leads in prayer family he was almost beside himself with about 21 years of age; and some two @ndotit what it meant. The reply was: ence
to see if it was all right.” Like
years afterwards he was ordained in
all the people should worship God with] rage and suffering.
Christian
in the * Immortal! Dreamer,”
This cruel punish“ We have just put a nele into the bank
Limington
to
the
work
of
the
gospel
him.
he
was
reading
the roll given him “at ‘his
ment utterly changed him. Before, he
to pay your salary and it is about time
His first location. was at
4. The noblest work. “of the Christian had been a good-humored, light-hearted mipistry.
for it to be paid.” Bro, Stevens, ‘instead -conversiohi.™ 1t is well enough for Chris‘Lebanon, where he preached half of the
minister is to turn men to. Sod,’
tians to review the old roll, to examine
_man, a leader in all fun at corn-huskings
of saying,.as we should suppose a man
time, and the other half in Acton, While
EPP
NE
LE
on on 2 e t)
and Christmas
entertainments,
His
of his clear grit and keen conscience their experience to see w hether it is in
there he was ‘united in marriage with
banjo was the life of the farm, and he
THE DUST-COVERED BIBLE.
would have done, ‘* That money is mine, right or not.
Miss Susan Brackett of Acton, who
I hope this sketch will not be in vain,
would
play
all
night
long
at
a
merryyou
must return ‘it; for you have no
Some years ago a clergyman ip#reland
remains
to
mourn
her
loss.
There
when
read by the friends and acquaintBut now he became sullen and
more Tight to it,to pay that note, than you
took for his text one Sunday morning, making.
were born to them seven sons
aud
ances
of Father Cheney.
It was never
have
morose,
brooding
over
his
wrongs.
~
The
to
my
horse,” he simpiy said, ** ‘Are
“ Search the Scriptures.” ‘In Yhe course
five daughters. All grew up; but one
ay privilege to see. this aged father in
you
milk
of
human’
kindness
‘was
turned
to
willing
to‘
have
this
transaction
of his sermon he quoted a passage from
son and one daughter passed on before
known ?" The deacon replied, “1 don’t Israe] ; but having so frequently heard
John Wesley to the effect that” the Bible ‘gall. No threats would . render him
im.
|
tractable,
so
he
was
sent
off
to
Alabama,
know
but I am if all the circumstances him mentioned, both in Qhio and Wis““ sometimes hag dust enough on its covHe continued to présich at Lotion and
consin, I thought a sketch'of his characand
neither
wife
or
children
ever"
‘knew
could
be
explained.”
* Well, I am not,”
ers to write ‘ damnation ’ on it.” One of
Acton
until
1838,
when
he
removed
to
ter needed:
D. POWELL.
his hearers was struck by/ the remark, what became of him. This scene was’in Great Falls,N. H., "where he preached says Bro. S., ** I'm ashamed of it, and I
Ee
ES
Maryland
a
few
miles’
from
the
nation’s
don’t want any body to know it.” So he
and on her return home repeated it. She
capital. Bitter indeed is this first memiry. but: ‘oneyear before he retuned to Acton. submitted to the robbery and but few ev. LITTLE BY LITTLE.
was overheard by her brother, who had
While here he ‘wrote to his brother John
er
knew
anything
about
it.
UNCLE TOM SOLD AT AUCTION.
causelessly absented himself from church
BY REV. A.TH MORRELL.
to.come and assist in the baptism of his
that day. The startling thought fixed itThis incident shows that there was a |:
When Uncle Tom ‘was between
five father and mother. John hastened to
selfin his heart like an arrow. He retired and-six years of age, his master died, and Limington and baptized his father, and- strong undercurrent in’ “Bo: Stevens's “Naturalists polit us to the fact that
trees of most enduring qualities are longto his room and took down his Bible. the slaves must be sold—they. were only Theodore, his mother.
This was in i 2ietes which was not so obvious to est in maturing.
Looking at its dusty-cover, and scarcely property—and
¢
beholders-as the great swelling bilthe proceeds divided accordance with John’s strong faith beCharacter, it would seem, is built upon
‘knowing what he did, he traced on it the -among the heirs. His five brothérs and fore Theodore’s conversion.
surfaee.
After’ a lows that “appeared on the
a
similar
plan. Also, gradual but, sure
appalling words of the preacher.
sisters were first sold, and then his moth- p#3torate of three years at Acton, Theodore Again, it shows how little conscience is growth in real knowledge, intellectual
He looked at them, read them again, er. His turn now came, and as he was took charge of the church at Springvale sometimes exercised in dealing with a
and experimental, appeags to be the
and, ‘bursting into tears, flung himself on being offered, his mother, in'the agony of ‘in 1842, where he remained four years. gospel minister in regard to his rights
‘most
reliable. Purposes of usefulness,
his knees and, confessing his past sins, her grief, pushed through the crowd, Then he removed to Limington, his native apd claims. No man of the world would
of ‘doing good; may .
plans
and metho
sought grace that he might prize it more
and fallingeatithe feet of ¢her- ptirchaser place. Here his nervous system first dare to do the same thing to his fellow follow the same law. As the tiny workin the future. The Bible became his comman
on
account of the pains and penaltrouble he
and clinging to his knees, entreated him,|. broke down, from which
‘ers in the deep séa so slowly build that
panion; and to his dying hour he bore
in the most piteous tenes, to buy her ba- ‘never entirely recovered. | Betore this he ties of the law.
or had failedin his duty as a priest, It
was natural, for angelic visits had not o&-’

Papers.)

‘me, I recovered my health, and "grew Ao
oa EE

“UNCLE TOM.” ;

pt

time he supplied the pvt

nursing

be an uncommonly vigorous boy.”

him.: Perhaps lest he had done wrong,
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ZACHARIAS AND

Ermmndatons.

she Wad of ‘the proper. “means of

oy
TV

o ce
>40-4

blows and kicks, as to reduce her
necessity of creeping out of his

to the
reach,

which at length becomes a fertile island,
so does Providenee crown

the often’

re-

peated efforts of his people,—insignificant though they niay appear to be—with
ultimate success ; and the world rejoices
over the fruits that ripen year by year all
along the subséquent ages.
The history of the past furnishes. us
with most cheering examples of victories

church building, denominationwon,—in
aligrowth, philgnthropic and. benevolent
enterprises into which have been thrown
love, earnestness and perseverance.
*¢ Let us not be weary in well doing,
for in due season

faint not.”

we

shall

:

reap

if

:

we

The great moments of life are but moments, like others. . Your doom is spoken

‘in aword or two. (A single.look from
the eyes, a mere pressure of the hand,
he was for souls, his unwearied vigilance, and may decide it—or of the lips, though they
gaged in prayer ar deep silence.” (Ab“Ts it' our fathef—your ' father—my who
ught his mother, - and. offered to iron constitution yielded and
- | bot.)
:
father?”
“sell him his little -slave-boy for a small | obliged to return home, completely pros- his persevering labor—all commend ‘him, can not speak.
of
¢*
Why,
certainly.”
are
sum to: be paid’ tt blacksmithing if he trated. His anxiety and over exertion, . as worthy of our remembrance and imiwiels
him.
rit. Appeared. unto
The .boy looked at him a while and lived, #nd nothing if he died; so he was followed by severg chillness on’ his way tation,
Never dispute with a man who is more ,
- rmesseéngers, and in ancient limes were
**A blessed change,” homg, ‘were. too much for ‘his. nervous | . Though human, ill not without his thar seventy yedrs of uge, nor with a
the will of Gud, or commenced ' crying, at the same time sent to.his mother.
t
to reveal
"often sen
‘to foretell future events, to men. This holdingup his SR of bread, and ex- he said, “it wns to me. Thad been ly- system. He came near freezing. . The faulth—ee A sinner saved by grace!” yet woman, nor with any soft of eiithusiast,
<i
¥
is ‘sobs, ‘You say ing on a lot, of rags thrown on a dirty result was that he ‘ could neither. reach he leaves us an’ example of what a man
40)
~ was the actual appearence of a spiritual claiming betwe
being to Zacharias. See v. 19. On the, that. He is your father and my father; floor. All the day long I had ‘been left] nor : work at manual labor for yeu a on with & strong will, affection; and’ native
Greatness lies not in being strong, but, right side. The south side. The place. ain’t you ashamed to, give your little alone crying for water, crying for moth- accoant of vertigo.
talent improved, can do, when grace in- in ‘the right use of strength.
of good| brother such staff to eat when you have | or .. Now 1 was once more with my best HeHe lived in _Limington* aitfost ten. torvends]
dnd he-is bubdued by-the- spirit: He's a shave’ tint “out mot comme
: tion, and under her carp. - Destitute av] yeags. Towards the Jlier part of this ofthetoys] and wedded to its Jnstith.
£¢ ponmany,y.good things for yourself?”
omen. Altar of
2 uilt of gadar, [ [2
himself, .
i
~
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Did he mean to appoint a rite at all?
Would he appoint a rite, and, leave neither example nor instruction to teach us

the

moral

law.

Christianity

is

not

a

schemeto evade law, but its mission is to

fulfill law.

Its founder

announced

that

HALF A CENTURY OLD, |
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IS NOW READY.

Rheumatism, Neuralgia
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how often,
observe it?
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or
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to be his purpose. Its history has shown
-that to be its aim. No error is greater
VOX ANIME VOX MUNDI.
For note, not an instance is on record of than that which supposes Christianity to
There is a voice within
me cries with might,
Ou
Bang
J
the New:Testament Christians observing have abolished law. The old Israelitish
“ Think nog to find here any true delight
(2
5
&
Save what is found in
God!
Eh
this rite.. Nay, the idea of such a rite is government was theocratic. Itslaw was
Make him alone thy constant Friend - and
THE GREAT VEGETABLS
not so much as once hinted in the whole, ‘that
of ritual and ‘ceremonial. But its|
:
Guide,
k
Js a sure remedy for
round of Scripture. A doubtful phrase law was subservient to the moral law, and
And bravely tread, however sorely tried,
STROYER and SPECIFIC TOR
# Coughs, Colds, Whooping
in one of the pastoral epistles is the only’ the moral was the fundamental law of
The wine-press that he trod!”
INFLAMMATION AND HEM.
Price, Large
Edition, cloth
binding,
Cough, and all Lung dispossible exception. No doctrine is asso- the times.
w Jesus Christ took the place of
$1.00. Extia
Cloth, Red Edges, $1.25.
Alas! poor sinner that Tam, from choice, : ciated with it, no illustration is drawn the ceremonial
ORRHAGES.
eases;»when used in season.
government.
Rewards
Morocco
Binding,
Gilt Edges,
$2.00.
I should not listen to tifis holy voice li
Small Edi tion, Cloth Binding, 60 cts.
from it, no mention is made of it. Script- and penalties are not arbitrarily distributFifty years ago, Elder
“Extra Cloth:
ed ‘Edges, 75 cts. Merocco
‘For still another voice doth cry aloud,
ure is simply silent on the subject. "If ‘ed. Rewards of the moral law come by
Downs was given up by his
Binding
Gilt
Edges,
$1.00.
;
¢ Come, come, poor fool! go, mingle with the
you wish to create a rite of feet-washing, the natural reaction from obedience to
No other prepa:
physicians, to die with Con:
crowd;
fhnis
This collection comprises
the best of the old and
foe must create it with no help from the law. As there is the glow of the cheek as
sumption.» Under these cirNor let thy spirit keep thy flesh in thrall!
Plasteriii wan
tried,
and
the
best
of-the
more
-medern
hymns.
seases,
Lum
ord-of God, except simply the, saying, a reaction against the chilly air, so there
in Buck or sida, &o.
Oar Ointment 0
Perish thy soul, so that thou drink and eat}
1t i8 designed for Sabbath Worship, the
Prayer
a’ whey removal of clothing is inconMeeting and whe; Sunday School. . Both editions |
“Ye also ought to wash one. another's is a glow of the soul which is the reaction’
" Since life is short," make this short life as sweet
great Bil ia redeving
D
are in clear type, tontain 606 hymfis and 850 tunes.
cases,
EL
HE
As eer thou canst, whatever then befall.” feet,” together with the commentary sup- caused by a good deed in bad surroundWe think an equal amount of Music and and Poetplied by the one narrative in which the ings. Moral penalties are a natural reac- Hemorrivaz 2s. Bleeding from the
cal Matter, in 1 ype equally clear and legible, can |
But God is good and merciful and just,
not elsewhere
be found in so small a compass.
saying occurs.
Lk
:
tion from disobedience to law. The sense
Nosa, or from any cause,is speedily
con
‘Who helps, my better nature spurn ‘the
Special terms for introduction.
Address,
;
yringes (25 cents) and Ine
Contrast all this with what is true in ofg ight inflicts penalties on wrong-doers
dust!
.
Lo) are great aids 11 arresting izternal
— The Ghurchman.
the ease of baptism.
Here, we have the "which can be read inthe countenance.
D.LOTHROP & (0., Publishers, |
command repeated again and
again, in Why distinguish. between laws of the Diphtheria 2 So ra Thro
0-0
| 10useow
BOSTON. ..
ore
UL SRE,
rath
“after body and oi the mind? The functions of |
ract promptly. Itisa sure cure.
us,
example drawn out in full : the Saviour's the moral law are just like those of the
Extract isthe only specific
The following article, contributed by own baptism, the baptism of the eunuch ; physical law. The moral law is just as Catarrh + The
for this disease, Cold in
&e. Our “ Oatarrh Care, >
specially
prepared
Prof. Wm. C. Wilkinson to the Waich- we have instances merely mentioned as binding as the physical law. Three
to meet rerious cases, contains.
oon
all, theRo curative
occuretag by thousands; we have impor- forms of penalty are to. be distinguished,
roperties of the Extragt
3 our Nasal Syringe
.man, on the obligatoriness of the rite of tant doctiines associated with it have
valuable
for
use
in
cata
we
hal affections, 15 simple
oo
nee of wrong-doing on the
The Morning
- feet-washing, is commended to the. atten- vivid illusrations derived from it. Bap- soul atid the body, the infliction of, conStar.”
ry
Ga
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in i
tism, as alrite to be observed and perpettion of our readers:
;
=
science, the infliction of penalties by a
fifty-third volume. ' It is able, literary
and pro’
gressive.
All
communications, should be aduated, is itseparably water-lined into the supreme being
sgho wotks through secon_Baptisis pre sometimes pressed hy
Sprains and Bruises.
dressed to Dover, N. H.
«
n may suffer the pangs
the argumentumad hominem. You are text of the New Testament. The differ- dary causes.
This is the season to care for house plants. For
Terms ;—$2.00 per year, if paid strictly
rac
Ww
‘ence between baptism and feet washing
of
conscience
through
a
misguided
judgthe
beet
results
some
kind
of
dressing
should
be
inf advance 5; $2.20
, Boftening and in keeping out the air,
inconsistent, we are. told.
You make
ir paid within the
is in these respects enormous.
How the ment.
used. As a substitute for stable,dressing or guano
If man is to be rescued,it is by
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.
much ado about obeying the command, Friends
(which are offensive and unhealthy when applied
Burns
and
Scalds.
Postage is paid by the publisher.
can
suppose
that
baptism
is
not
a
saving
him
from
the
consequences
of
his
*“ Be baptized,” but the command to wash
to plants in a warm room),
it is unrivaled, and should be k
rite of the Christian church, disobgdience. God is consistent with:
The Little Star and Myrtle
ready for usein ease of
one anotner’s feet you ignore. Why .is 18permanent
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
our
Ointment
will
ai
ealing
and
prevent
a8
hard
to'understand
as
how
any
body
himselfaand.will not violate one of his
weeks, on superior paper,
scars.
>
this? If the command, ‘Be baptized,” is
eautifully illustrate t
else
can
suppose
that
fect-washing
is
moral
laws
to
enforce
another.
He
will
Both
papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
80 very essential, how, pray, is not
Inflamed or Sore Eyes.
STAR ‘i8 for an older class of readers than the
such
a
rite.
The
two
cases
are
so
vioredeem
through
the
operation
of
law.
A
without the slightest fea
equally the command to wash one. anoth- ently contrasted that they can not bewill be found valuablé:
It is clean, odorless, easiMIRE
nal
5 .
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:
ying all inflammation
being competent to interpose has intererms : single copy, each, ly applied, and produces healthy plants and early .
ers’ feet?
5 cents
SW
t pain.
long
together.
Packages
often
or
mere
and
4m
Ru
ossoms.
About
10,000
packages
posed
in
behalf
of
man,
and
made
a
great
to
onla.
Well, I answer in all frankness, we
. dress, each, gold last year, and universally liked. Pack-.
S§eents
and “were
Now, what our Ladd meant to enjoin ground of hope for him." A universal Earache, Toothache
Payment always in advance, discontinued when
certainly are bound to obey the one com- Was,
ages sufficient for twenty plants for three months>
Faceache.
When tlthe Ext
Extract t is
such a spirit and such a behavior on principle is that man becomes" like the
time S2pires, and no commission allowed on monsent by mail, postage
prepaid, 20 cents each. Two
mand no less than the other. We recogten-cent pieces enclosed in a letter will reach us
ey sent.
:
tions, its effect-is simply wonderful.
?
nize no difference of obligateriness exist- the part of his disciples toward one an-: object of his trust. Hence 8s hé trusts in
Sample copies sent free,
safely.
little
book
“of
valuable
directions
on,
Blind, ‘Bleeding, or Itching.
as was symbolizedby his stoopin
Christ so he becomes more like him and
¥
How
to Cultivate House Plants,
by
Professor
ing between-them. = Both are absolutely toother,
It is the greatést known remedy :
8. 8. Quarterly. ed
the menial service
-of ‘washing their his moral nature becomes more like
Maynard, Professor of Horticulture at the Massauring when other medicines have fa
binding, and both, therefore, equall
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the Inter:
chusetts Agricultural College, accompanies each
Pond’'s Extract M edicated Paper for closet
national
lessons
for
three
months, .lictiona
“binding. This is our theory, and if our’ “feet. He did not wish them to symbolize him, and his moral nature becomes more Las,
package. Address Bowker Fertilizer Combik a Droventive against Chafing ria] om
maps and various other helps. Itis intended
any, 45 Chatham .street,- Boston, or 3
pracuce does not correspond; we are in- this spirit and this behavior, he wished like Christ's. The consequences of wrong- "of
be equal to the best.
clothing
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ark Place, New York.
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649
8: 20 cents per copy in packages for the:
deed inconsistent. But what makes you them to practice this spirit and. this ‘be- doing will be taken away, but the “moral
havior.
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If
ye
know
these
things,”
he
Breast
and
year, or 25 cents to single subscribers.
6 cents for.
scars
will
remain
forever.
The
aim
of
think we. do not obey the command, isays, ‘“ happy are Je if ye do them.” religion is to fulfill every possible law of
one copy.
3
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The Extract is so
Sore
Nipplés.
* Wash one another's feet?”
:
cleanly
and
eflicatoe
Lesson Papers
:
It
cious that mothers who hav once used it will never
=
‘Why, it is promptly replied, you have “Thia language coul not well applyto the the moral being who is.to be saved.
of the International Series, for both adults
ithout it. Our Ointment is the best emollient |
mere
symbolic
action
of
mutual
washin
is
not
to
save
men
negatively.
This
is’
and
children,
are:
printed
no practice of feet-washing, have you?
monthly. at the rate off
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100 copiesto one ‘address for $5.00.
Payment
There are bodies of Christians that- ob- of feet. - The symbol he himself enacted. the danger of our popular religion, that
in advance.
Discontinued
when tinie expires.
‘The things symbolized it was the part ‘of Jt will try to do that, Itis to round out
Sample copies sent freex.
serve such & rite, but- Baptists . ceriainly his disciples to perform, and ‘in the perbe called in for the major
of Jemale Sigegeenlt
the entire Christian character. It isto’
not. No, I rejon, Baptists-do not pracis the demowinational Byun Book Sxieroy... M¢e fee-washiug. That is quite true. forming of them they should be blessed. conform the man to the moral ‘law, so
CAUTION.
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Wrapper.
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Spiritual Songs.
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feet.” . The words that the Lord spake scene of symbolic feet-w.shing. They him in the image of aGod.
on having’ Ponds Extract.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
paration. Its never sold wm bulk, or by
unto us, they are spirit and they are life. undoubtedly understood him to mean 2 :
offered
to
our
churches
as
the.best
of
all
books
of
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ONLY DAUGHTER
‘We trust that’ we héed them—all.” At saying, ¢* 1 have given yon an examplé;”
the kind now before. the. public.
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edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
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least, if at any point
we fuil, it is not be- -1 huven visible symbol shown you what
and more than half of the tunes found in the
‘cause ‘we do not hold ourselves bound b
larger book, and_is. designed ,more particularly
‘When death was hourly éxpected, all remekindof spirit and what kind of behavior
for the vestry and gocial worship,but is often used’
them all—ttiis word about the washingof you oughtto maintain toward each other: dies having failed, and Df. H. James was exB
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FEET- WASHING AS A RITE.
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1sters to one another.
vast majority of our

This we, with the
tellow-Christians,

perforwing the acts of- servants and

and

bcen

otherwise,

‘rite, had it been his purpose that his

min-

believe to be the thing commanded, -and
this we do. Our priuciple of. obedience

we apply here also, as we apply it everywhere else.” But, return our brethren,

dis-

ciples should themselves .symuolize the
spirit and the bebavior which he had
just symbolized, what occasion could
have been so fit as that very occasion for
the first observance of the ceremony ?
Not a hintof any such understanding‘ on

the part of the disciples or of any
intention on the part of the Lord,
the narrative furnish. It all reads

how, if you understand the, words ot the
Saviour about mutual washing ot feet to

admit of» figurative interpretation—how
should you not allow us to put a figurative
interpretation upon the Saviour’s words

the symbolic act were

alone.

It would

to

be wide

of

what

Christ.

did,

such
does
as: if

besthe

Lord’s

misconception

on our part of the real spirit and

about buptism? Nay, 1 quickly reply,
but so we will freely allow,you to do.
They is no objeciuion with us; we con-

a

purpose

misconception

amounting almost to a kind of irreverence, for us to exact over again a sym-.
bolism that he betrayed no thought
, of

sent, but you on your part refuse to accept the liberty. You, together with us,
insist on regarding the command," ¢* Be

baptized,” us havinga literal sense.

it

permitting to any men or to.any

man ‘to

share with himself in enacting. let us
leave the symbolism unique and eomplete, enacted once for all by our Lord:
t us not disparage
it by repetitionofour

You

decline to interpret it figurauively. You
interpret it literally, this first, and then—
you uo not obey it. Mark, the command own.
Bat the things symbolized, these
* to'wash une another's feet you take figur- let us do, and be happy in doing them,
atively, aud obey it. We do the “same. according to the grace ‘of 'his. wonderful
The command to.be buptized ..we. take words. And let us® not” allow needle
literally and obey it. This command you confusion of thought arising from He
_ likewise take literally, and then do not preseut narrative to perplex our obediobey 11? Where does the inconsistency ence to the explicit and quite unmistaklie? Isitwith us? Is it pot with you?
able commands that enjoin baptism and

_ The Friends, popularly galled Quakers,

commusion.

take Lhe view that, ** Be baptized” is figure
for a spiritual

expérience

commanded.

The Friends, therefore, do

not practice

AS to these commands,

to epact.

Let

not fail to enact them.

But we

shall,

in

them

if

baptism.
They are wrong, but they are
consistent.
The difference between them

we think either to baptize

any

that

not believed, or to baptize any, even
and you is that while they thus are con-- lievers, without immersion in water.
sistent and wrong,

ana inconsistent.

you

are

both

They take

wrong

the wrong

a. literal~com-

to be literally obeyed.
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nervousness,
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Trials and experiments followed this determin-

naturally,
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Worning

WEDNESDAY.

Sta.

press, obliges us to appear this week to
most of our readers with a broken head,
. CHRISTMAS.

Among the four hundred millions of the
human race to whom this day brings rea,

minders of the birgh of Jesus Christ, there
by

every

church

com-

i

+ munion, much ‘that is sweet, joyful and

WI

- ‘helpful to the spirit, and a great maultifude

. 4% Free from the law,

sd Ro

;amid their festivities, will find it to be a

OB, happy condition!”

«day which, as Dr. Schaff beautifully says:

55071 Ji |

And the spose assures

Eddies in midwinter a holy fire of love.)

wv

and gratitude, and preaches in the longest
night the rising of the Sun of Life and

RANI

It denotes the advent of the true Golden Age, of the free-" the

ON

dom and equalily of all the redeemed be-

Rr
TIE

though Christmas rests upon

that

of

no

thers

us, thay
Su

«“ by
EE

is

mission

propitiatory

it

is a

of Jesus

apy--

sacrifice

and ‘makes the laws

of the Creator in the
smallest degree less binding even upon

yet

those who

Christians of every name have long acKkoowledged. the fitness and profit of as‘signing a common day when they may
anite in commdhorating that most signif-

Fn

law

law,” ete. . Nevertheless,

thing in his

greater

tradition,

have

been

‘justified

by

his

grace through the redemption that was in

Jesus Christ, whom”—the

same apostle

says—* God hath set forth to be a _propitiation, through faith in his blood, to

icant birth, rejoicing together .in' the as-

criptions akd benedictions of the angels’

declare hts righteousness, for the remission of sins that are past, through the for-

song:
‘‘Glory to God in
‘and on: earth peace, good

clared, that through * faith,” “we

the highest,
will toward

bearance of God.”

men”,
It is of no small importance that this
day presents that great fact that a Saviour
was once born on earth. To multitudes

he

who celebrate that birth, it is not the com=

And itis

further

de-

estab-

lish the law”—that is, by recognizing in
the atonement of Jesus that, the law. having been broken by man, its. penalty
must haye been endured.
:
Neither does Christ's mediating office
enable any to evade the moral law. The

ing of one whose earthly life of thirty, or
more, years comprises all his service, or ‘Chriftian is amenable

to

that law,

the

gives
world
that;
now

to his name all its meaning.’ The ‘same as ever, and will inevitably suffer
can not help celebrating more than the consequences of violating it, the same
a consciousness possesses it fuss, as an unconverted sinner, except he be
Christ
lives
and
that
¢¢ justified ” anew by *¢ faith”—involving
is’ 4 power for good to: the sons
penitence for his sin and conformity to
men. And as he is brought
near, God’s will. ‘If any man sin, we have
God becomes * less an abstraction; God an Advocate with the Father”; but the
is brought ‘near.
In. # Imuoianuel”
we
have * God with us.”
Let us this day, with all our heart, unite

with the angelsin their

song

over

stern demands of the

thg

«new-born Christ - in Bethlehem.
Like
"them let us put God’s pame first, and

So he gives peace

of conscience;

peace of heart amid sorrow and distress;
peace of mind amid the disturbing influences of earthly living ; peace with men,
_80 that we are joined as one in him. If
z the angels rejoiced in anticipation of what
SChrist’s birth would be to men,

|

|

can

been

; to them, and exult alse” in anticipations
which the past leads us to cherish. The:
result of the mission of that Prince of
peace has been peace abundantly, and

i]

|

we

, rejofce in what it is and what it~has

. assurance of ** goodwill toward men.”
There is peace on earth because Christ
vias bert; he who is *“ the desire of all

i

“1

“mations”; sinless man among sinful men ;
“a pure soul against whom no charge could
- stand; one like ourselves, with human
body, born on the earth, - a servant, poor

for our sakes, tempted as we are tempted ’,

putting the world under

his, feet,

-over-

coming death; rejected, maligned, beAtrayed, crucified, yet making the close: of

|

his life, as all his life had been, a.sermon

{rom the text;

“Glory

to God: in

highest, and ou “earth * peace,

%

the

good. will

toward men ;” and whose last breath upon
.the cross was a benediction of peace and
good will: ¢ Father, forgive them.”

Christ is born! yes, he is here,~God
incarnate. Let us rejoice. He can scat; ter our darkness and “purify our souls:
We have a Christ, and with him we have
" peace, for he is “* God with us,” and if
Gods here, we may rejoice and be glad,
for old things are passed away,—the old

‘things of doubt, groping, sorrow,
tainty.of the future, . the

uncer-

enigma, bf the

present. Weak, guilty, lost men are
saved. Building on this assurance of

peace and good will we .are built up in

. the fact of the incarnation of its Lord, but

it'needs to realize that fact in its heart.
Let it receive him in the fullness of his
name, * Immanuel”; let it heartily beus,”

law,

which

decree

of the time and

cjr-

is customary to _regard

with

Phillips Merhorial Hall—appeals to the
Christian benevolence of the whole dename which the Congregationalists of this, ‘nomjrfation, but especially to us of Ohio,

in New

majority

Jersey,

Nevada

and

California

had it in their power to produce

a solid

inating taste in its contents

‘and ‘make-up.

Original and selected articles, current religious and. secular news, notes’ of the.
churches, phases

of temperance,

rural and agricultural items,

North.

school Lessons for 1881”, by the Monday
Club: (New York:
T.Y. Crowell); “and
‘‘ Gems of Genius”, by Harry W. French

being done towards raising this fond,

(Boston:

little too much denominational and Chris-

Lee & Shepard),

a collection

each,

against 2,740,841

in

1876, which is an increase of less than 10,000 ; while the twenty-two Northern States
have increased their vote nearly 770,000.
Garfield has at the South 1,058,254,
against 1,126,551
for Hayes; while Han-

cock has 1,586,427, against 1,614,290 for
‘Tilden. These facts tell Significant stories
and of different kinds.
s
The Republican party has shown more

and

biographical

sketches of the artists.

and

doers, in proportion as they who claim to
‘be followers of Christ,exemplify its excel-

i-b-lb-b
—--4--

FAOTS ABOUT THE LATE SLEGFIONS.
On the second of November last, 9,190,favored

Gen.

Garfield

for President, 4,- |.

436,060, Gen. Hancocks'and 314,496,other

candidates. In this popular vote Gen.
Garfield has a slight plurality of 3,654.
He receives the electoral votes of twenty

this vital truth: *“God is here? in the
n of a Divine Redeemer. The search
(or peace will go oi, painfully, despair: of the thirty-eight States und one rom
ingly, until * the desire of all nations”is
is | California in
i addition, making 214 out of
incarpated in the world’s life ; until each 369. Such are’the naked facts. The:
soul shall hear, as its own spiritual .“birth- comparison of these figures, in their com- |
right, the announcement “dino you is position, with those of other glections 2

the friendgreeting,

men persist in. torturing

priate as a gift book.

Is< three

dollars.
d~Ix

the sketch

of * Uncle

an inside page, the name

Tom,”

should

be

on

Hen-.

Fm

esly

as

stitiition

wag 86 amended

that members

in good standing in any of the organiza-tions composing the Association could become life members by the payment of
$15 in three annual installments, or an
annual memaber by the payment of $1.

primi fae op “Has the com-'
“ing and mission of Jesus. Christ brought| popular enthusiasm than any one which
e is the great’ peace which ‘had hitherto taken place. . The result was
to you;
peac
has settled down into so many hearts no ‘decisive, but the number of voters which
election

in

1840

elicited

Jmore

I believe.we have a

|

pared

for the

good work, which

be

transferred

to

perhapy

The

mo:

The school has opened very amspiciously
and will undoubtedly do great good, if it
use- does not, indeed, -grow into something
ful plan will better carry out the desire larger. Is it not better for our Christian
of our lamented Bro. Phillips than any business men to invest a portion’ ‘of their
thing else we could do. °
surplus earnings in such enterprises Father
Then we believe that through the liips) than put them into Government bonds or
and lives of those who shall receive in® othe
ritles?
‘How much owest thou

struction there, * he being dead shall yet |u
my Lord?” The time bas fully come
for giving hundreds and thousands into
speak.”
A. NH. WHITAKEE,
the treasury of the Lord. = There is wealth
Broaaway, O.
:
sore

eG>

.

| enough among the people; the great need
is for a part ofit in the Lord's treasury.

rane

Lowell Brive Brae:

Let us not forget that now, -as of yore,

—

ury!

it

we think, more and more a family festival. |

RAYMOND,
.

-

EUR.

gid. dit nee
Ch

Since it was decided to
ment to the memory of
those having the matter
not been willing to erect

The churches quite generally have their
Christmas trees, but the branches of those
trees—and the heaviest laden too—are set.
up in the homes.
So long as Christmastide helps to make a Christian home, let

than three

the day be honored and. the festival holden,

hundred

clining in .its. ratio .to - the population. - for Christ. “Further, every one paying a
Skepticism, indifference ‘and torpor are
It is

high

time

to

awake out of sleep. . Preaching which is| of the Association will feel an increased
not reaching the “people
tields of effort.

must Spa new

A little moxg of the Uncle John Vassr
style of p) reaching is what is needed.
fh.
i
would have us believe that the Chinaman is not given to
changing his religion ;. in fact, that he is

dollars.

It originated, so far as the public wave
‘had anything to do with it, in a eall issued by the vegerable and venerated Judge
of the Police Court, Hon.

Nathan

=D. W.C.
Hillsdale, Dec., 1880,
ea.

Crosby,

Storer College.

who is over eighty years of ge, addressed

NEW

to all the pasters of the city, inviting them,
with six or more of their parishioners, to

meet in the Police Court room—most

fit-

Crosby

prominent

arraigned

the

citizens,

liquor

and

made’
ringing temperance
speech.
Among other statements, he said that “fre:
quently
as many as half a
girls were brought into his

morning and. would

plead

dozen
court

young
in the

guilty

to the

the Board of Aldermen,

control

of tite matter of granting licenses,

pastors

winter

term; nor could more

than one-half the people,

coming

‘anniversary, find admittance.

publish in the loeal press a séries
derful papers, in which the law
facts of the case werd discussed
markable vigor and eloquence, 80

of wonand . the.
with remuch so

as to attract the attention of the

press

various

ample accommodations, has been deeply
felt.
|: The
¢ New School Building” is the

chapel, hall, or edifice,
not a

that is needed—

‘‘ meeting-house,”

in

into office. What will be the result can
not be confidently predicted, but it is

zeal

in

the

ineradicably rooted and grounded in the dear Masters causet—We should ‘be enfaith of the joss house. According to a couraged by the work already done by
newspaper item, 500 Chinamen have be- the Association in Cleveland and Spring-

putting four men—one-half of the Board—

hoped and believed that the traffic in intoxicants will be very much, restricted dar-

ing the next year.

the Chinaman
and nlso by th

holds on to hi. religion, co-opération. The agency wili be carried
well-proven fac that the on ata very trifling expense, 80 that the

Roman Catholifs are especially
fo in the work of proselyting.

the Association.

Wealso bespeak for the

careful reading. Do not pass them by
lightly, saying they are only dry minutes.
Remémber that we will not: only . be re-

sponsible for what we know

of the de-

cants throughout the’ State, and . the

re-

-.

permanegtly,

the

of the don-

A. H. Morgews, Solicting Agent.

- New Hampshire.
.
A council appointed by the New Durham
Q. M,, consisting of Rev. E. Tuttle, E. True.

successful

spective fields with their hearts, burning

who

When

. No. 1, Angle st., Providence, R. I. _

the|

the anti-license ticket, was

some

the means are raised, then itywill be eafly
time enough to name,

means

more, who by’ bécoming acquainted with
these gatherings will return to their re-

as

have questioned me, had supposed.

in

heart be . also.”~ Thus we shall receive | public sentiment was aroused,. and when
the prayers and the attendance of many | the votes were counted, it was foynd that

to the

For these,

and other reasons; the necessity for more

for

who have

»

fortably seat the students, especially during the

charge of drunkennéss! “ He said it was
enough ‘* to make the heart of a savage
‘burn with dndignation!” As a result of:
this meeting and others, which grew o
of
it, an appeal was published in the papers
and read from the pulpit urging voters:to
cast their suffrage for temperance men

SCHOOL-BUILDING 5"

Va., is expressly for a church, ‘or
“ chapel,” it becomes necessary to restate the object of the present effort to
erect a new building =
a
| The old school-house formerly adwelling-house, 40 feet square) has, for several years past, been too small to com-

Judge

traffic

nL

for Storer College, Harper's Ferry, West

approaching municipal election.
At this
meeting, which was largely attended by
the clergy and

Dune.

"The impression. having been recejved
by some, that the ‘* New Scheol Building,”

ting place-—for consultation relative to the

interest in the work we are trying
For *“ where the treasure is there will the’ business. © By these

and “increased

Only two

hundred and twenty dollars has been
for there is meed enough of Chsistian fowarded.
bomes, especially in a. great and wicked
Brethren and friends, the resanining
city. This latter phase reminds me of a
sum
is trifling. Let those who have not
quiet but effective movement recently incontributed to this worthy object, send
augurated in this city in behalf of
| something at once to’ Prof. J. J. Butler,
TEMPERANCE REFORM,
and the work will be dove.

other cities and awaken a general and
to do. |" widespread feeling against the nefarious

within them

.d

erpcl a’ monuthis good man,
in charge have
one worth®

dollar or fifteen dollars into the treasury

into line in the work of winning this world

se re

The Phillips Monument,

gaining headway.

turn shall fall

he

sits over against the treasury, and beholds
how the people cast money into the’ tréas-

The approach of the holiday season’ is
clear] apparent in the
reasing bustle
and display of our always busy *‘ spindle
city.” Christmas-is becoming, rightly as

ors.

in’ their

chapel,

“spiritual father loved so well.
We believe that this practical and

churches,

which

the

man, a member of the Mt. Vernon church.

their

offspring of the benevolence

Mibutes of the Association an earnest and

only 2,410, 772, or

will now

the advantage of every dollar being used taken to put an anti-license ticket in the
in the direct work of
establishing field. Judge Crosby immediately began to

has his good will’ been ac- r but a slight fraction more than. one-fou if ——MucH good sense is packed ‘into the
time; and
two or three sentences of the New York
wepted, so that it can be said of you: ‘an as many as in the late election. .-This
© excellent spirit is in him’?” Then truly ‘one of the facts which tells of the mar- Times when it says that ¢¢ the! |man who;
you have richest Christmas joys and velous: growth of our country i! forty under ordinary circumstances, is ready to
| be helped repeatedly, has the spirit of a
:
irensures ‘in the: + maspstishle; gine” ~~ ‘years.

was

. and

country.

This chapel is a sort:of Christmas gift 10
the Lord, and is mainly the offering of one

While endowment funds have a grand were requested to preach en temperance
place in Christian work, yet this plan has ‘previous to the election, and steps were

money you give will be used to the best
possible advantage in the direct work of

mit

our

we'seek thera shall we reach them. If
we can not do it in our churches, we must
do it in halls, and Jf we can not “do it
there, we must go into the highways and
from house to house. Surely and steadily|
in New York and in other eities Protestant evangelical church membership is dew|

success-

participated

- Boston,

cities “in

sion chapel in 4 new and growing portion
of the city in- which a mission Sundayschool is to be conducted.
Indeed, the
school’ was begun nearly three months
"since in a neighboring school: house; but

the

come Roman Catholic* priests. These field, and being stimulated by the past
THE LICENSE LAW
0
two statements may approach a ‘réconcil- "| press forward in the work yet to
notably with thos» of 1840, 18647,
done. which now disgrace ‘the Commonwealth
1876} cause ther to
me intorestir 3 | tion by supposing ‘that the Californian
Your agents for the respective
early of Massachusetts makes it possible to auis
exaggerating
the
tenacity
with
which
nstructive and even neouraging.
Meetings need your . prayers and hearty thorize the indiscriminate sale “of intoxi' The

| ‘stranger to your own, in this Christmas.

let

tian zeal to let it only be a work of the

It is a small quar-

The pe:

shall we

imagination, to rest on paper. Let us to
the work, that there may be a place
where young men in India may be pre-

to volume, handsomely bound, and appro-

their wives by

and

matter rest here?

anecdotal

the slow process of ever holding the purse

We must “seek” the -

Brethren and sisters,

of

cast'in this election,

——THE Baptist Weekly is quite in the
habit of preaching earnest and practical
Christianity.
In a recent issue we find it
has made them the salt of the earth and |
the leaven of the Kingdom. /The. moral concluding an editorial with the olioving
law is made effective, and a terror to evil words?

270 American citizens voted for President

+ born a Saviour.” dds
As we
nd
ich. of’ our readers

of

full-page engravings of fifty modern pictures, together with some description of

How many profess-

and Vice-President. , Of them 4,439,714

.all that this sin-stricken, sorrowing world
meeds is Christ. ‘Then let us proclaim

domestic,

‘with - bits

other

dus operandi is exceedingly simple. One’
because here it was thatthe ides Was first. ‘Sunday annually is set apart and den
conceived, though finally shaped at ‘the nated Hospital Sunday, and all pastors it
preach on some “topic related
General Conference in its present. frm. invitoted
Some of us felt, when the appeals were | to local charities anid ask for a collection,
being wade last summer for Bro. Phil- ‘which may be applied by a ‘committee of
lips’s monument’ at Hillsdale, (hat with the church or given ‘directly to -any local Ld
all due respect to those who were engag- charitable institution. A movement has |
recently been set on foot in our city, under
ed in that work "we would love to see
the inspiration of’ Nathan Allen, M. D,,
something done that would be a living,

State give to their new paper.
It is
a folio, and bears evidence of a discrim-

|: In the sixteen States which constitute
the solid South 2,750,355 votes have been

criticisms of the world, but, ‘also, to let
their light be seen by others, and that: he

fe

Philadelphia,

0-000
+a

¥F=THE New Hampshire Journal is the

* Ta us who live in Ohio there are two
departments
of Christian
¥ork demanding Christians. seek only to maintain
ing
our
especial
attenfion.
|
%.speak of our
strings.
It
is
more
convenient
to
joke
‘on
so much of piety. in themselves as: shall
‘make them tolerably satisfied with regard the other side of the question, but a sober State Association Mission work and the
to their own salvation ; forgetting that the look at these things reveals facts which "Phillips Memorial Hall in India. Con:
cerning the first 1 would say, that at the
Saviour places his followers: in a position" are-not laughable.
last, session of the Association the conwhere they are not only subject to the
sin, is its selfishness.”

and

Chri

it

of

may” set" out

son instead of Hapson.
There are also
punishment to all who disobey, must:be
several typographical errors in the sketch
satisfied—and if we sin, a sacrifice has
been made.-which propitiates our guilt vitality in that seetion than could "have “of Washington Irving, which the reader
will readily detect.
" through faith.”
toe
been expected. In Delaware it is ina
There is a great and solemn . respounsi- minority of only 1,035; in Maryland of
bility resting upon the Christian, owing about 15,000 ; in North Carolina of about
to this obligation to obey the moral law=- 9,000; in Florida of -about 4,000, and in
and a responsibility which is larger even West Virginia of about 11,000. The |Two Things.
than that which arises-from the personal party shows great vitality alSo in Virginia,
The industrious and faithful workman
liability to its penalties by disobeying it. Kentucky, Tennessee and Missouri. As
in
any calling or avocation can always
And the power of this law lies in this re- .indicated b the smallness of the vote,
sponsibility, since man is competent to there is great apathy in both parties in the find something to do. And much of the
keep it or not to keep it according to his States where the greatest terrorism exists, time a great many things that seem tb
own volition. Thus, God’s people “form such as South Carolina, Alabama, Miss- need doing at the same time. But he
a factor in the divine economy—if we may issippi and Louisiana. In" these four who wishes to accomplish anything does
‘so speak—by which the Author would en- States the entire vote is only: 540,242 not sit down despairingly and fold his
force obedience to the law. The power against 663,597 in 1876. Of the 123,355 hands, saying, ¢ There is so much “to do
for good which even a few righteous per:|. Votes less, more than 30,000 were Dem- that I donot know which to do first, and
sons exert upon a community is incalcu- ocratic. These facts also tell stories. But therefore I will do nothing ;” but with delable. God was willing to stay his wrath we will make no more deductions or ob- termined will he does whatsoever his
and spare the wicked city Sodom if only servations, other than- to say that to our hands find to do, with his might.
There are times in our experience as
ten righteous perséns could have been mind figures are often eloquent, and these
‘Christians-when
it seems that calls come
found iin it. Did the professed followers are not a little so.
thick
and
fast;
and
toil multiplies rapidly.
g
;
;
ofthe Saviour exemplify, in all things,
RE,
ij
n.aib]o®BB]L
Inthe midst of such times some. are disas he did, the excellence of conformity to
posed to complain because discouraged
_OURRENT TOPICS.
God's law, immorality, vice and crime
“and
excuse themselves from doing any——ONE
of
the
jokes
of
the
season
is.
perwould be idfinitely lessened. It is not.
But to the faithful Christian
so much in the enforcement,of observance petrated by the St. Louis Globe-Demociat’: thing.
of a law, or the punishment of those whe “As the holiday season is'at hand, it is in there comes only one question, *‘ Lord,
violate it, that its power ‘consists, as ih order for the head of the house to save up what wilt thou have me to do?” Such a
| the fact that the keeping of it is calculat- his spare cash so that his wife may be one does not aggregate the entire work.
ied
to conduce to the best good of those able to present him with the usual Christ- ‘and stand looking at it in sad despair and
for whom it was framed, as proved by the mas gifts.” On the other hand, many a say, ‘I never can do all that work ;" but,
actual experience of those who live up to wife. saves spare cash - throughout the « Little by little and day by day I will do
year, without anticipating much of a what I can.” And thas, when all are
it.
.
One of the most depforable features. of. Christmas gift either. Among common disposed each to do his or her part, mighty
popular religion to-day, and which “ener- people women do as much towards the achievements are accomplished and:the
support of the family as the men; and yet work goes grandly forward. .
vates its power to redeem the world from

“ the great, needed, living’ peace ‘ will be
«earth's joyful, satisfying possession.
For

"our hearty

In view

the. disposition

He

in the Electoral
Col- pieasantry iliterspersed, make it well-adapt- |
lege against Mr. Lincoln’s one hundred ed to its office of a family denominagional
,and ninety-one. ‘As presented , from this | paper, by which the church and the home’
LL. D., a man of national reputation, to in
view, if theRepublican victory is notas | shall be bronght into. closer sympathy, and working memorial to the dear departed,
augurate such an institution in Lowell.
great as ‘that of 1864, it is nevertheless so each supplement the work and welfare | to carry on the blessed work he loved so
The movement meets with general favor
both great and encouraging.
of the:.other. To say that.the Journal well. Accordingly, Bro. Wm. Ballinger,
and will undonbtedly prove eminently suc.
In 1876, the popular vote reached 8, 411,- seems to be.published4n accordance with (‘““honor to whom honor is due,”) sug-. cessful, There are at least three
strong
136. Had the electiyg franchise been ex- an intimate arrangement. with the Vermont gested and introduced a ‘resolution ini the reasong In its favor: the object—to help
ercised as purely and as generally at the Chronicle is saying a good word for it, for Harmony Q. M., that we would raise $100 L the poor who are sick or very destitute—
that paper is toward a $10, 000 fund, the interest to be is a worthy one; the
South as at the North, the popular vote most that goes into type:
ground is 80 common
at the last election would probably. have quite worthy of being reproduced on this used in the fleld ‘where Bro. Phillips spent that all denominations—Protestants and
side the Connecticut river.
his noble life. The resolution was adopt- Romanists-—can heartily unite in the work;
reached 10,000,000.
Four years ago, Mr.
Tilden had 250,970 more votes than Mr.
PFAMONG new books received too late ed and carried to the Central Ohio Y. M., and the appeal is made to the higher moHayes. This indieates that the , Republi- for further notice this week are ¢ Ballads where it was. sanctioned and sentin out tives and not to the lower motives of the
can party now stands relatively to the and Other Poems”, by Alfred Tennyson H. M. letter -to the General Conference ‘mind and heart. Father McGrath, a prom. +"
Democratic, 254,624 votes better in the (Boston: James R. Osgood & Co,); ** The where it ‘was considered and amended as inent Catholic clergyman, said he thought
entire country. In the Electoral*College it Lord's Prayer: Seven Homilies”, 2 by Wash= ‘reported in the General Conference Min- this was putting charity on the proper, bamay LA
ag
stands fifty-eight votes better. Yet 11,000 ington Gladden;. ¢ Om the" THFeSHOI
by | Mes; "
vi, that the denomination raise | sis; and every Christian
voters in the State of New York could Theodore T. Mungef, whose object is “to £5,000 for the’ purpose of erecting a build- spond, Amen!
“ly
BENEVOLENT WORK
have changed the result, and even ‘a 18s put into clear form some of the main ‘prin- ing to be used bythe Bible School in
has
various
phases,
however,
and
is
carciples
that
enter
info
life
as
it
is
now
India.”
Our
Q.
M.
has
accepted
the
new
number properly distributed in the States
Another loof New Hampshire, Connecticut, Indiana opening before young men in this coun- phase of the work, and we propose still ried forward in divers ways.
cal enterprise, which I am glad highly to
and Oregon would have produced a like try” (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.); to raise $100 ‘or more towards it. We
change. On the other hand, 3,000 voters ‘‘ Sermons on the International Sunday- have seen no account as yet of any work commend, is the recent’erection of a mis-

him; the nations are built-up in him and
lence and power in lives ‘conformed te
gain continually : higher revelations of |
‘him, who is. the perfect model.
peace and power.
< He hath © magnified. the law and made
Christendom with it$ lipsa acknowledges
it hotforable.”
ire:
ay
oR

lieve: that in him *“ God is with

entire

postor.

Samp

give him, who is the giver of salvation,
all the glory:
We have peace by the Pririce of peace,
"who proclaims, as the ground of peace,
the forgiveness of sins. He has left a
legacy of peace: ‘My peace I give unto
you.”

= The

The popular ma-

He had a majority of 191 in the Electoral
College.

-1.136..

kid

Christto the world, that supposes
month

of Christ's birth can be determined,
thin

deeds of the

misconception of the

fore God and in God.”
Though neither the day nor the

Eleven

jority for President Lincoln was 407,343.

cumstances,

be justified in His sight,” that the believer
is “not under
the law
but "under
grace,”
and
is
‘delivered
from

* the glory of the Lord.

authority

never

voted.

in rebellion.

4,024,792.

"oo
an’ i ] mands for work, but also What we might and praciicatiy] free ram. It is not s
high know.’ And especially do we entreat you that the temperance ‘Sent
§
iment of a.
to read Bro. Patch’s circular letter in the munity is becoming thoroughly aroused,
notions, with sensibility and -comuiendable ambition, but if he allows himself to minutes, and not only to read but heed the nor that some official heads were yncere; moniously cut off in the recent elect
receive-assistance habitually, save for ex- loving appeal for your sympathy and
ion?
help.
The
question,
*
How
much
owest
p
3 HOSPITAL SUNDAY.
cellent reasons, he is morally debauched ;
his manhood is. sacrificed; his life is thou unto my Lord? ” should come to you | In the year 1872 this institution was
+
An
:worse than a failure; “his-grave should he with mighty power at” the €josing of the augurated in London and
immediately oe
years
accounts.
2s
came into favor in other large cities
dug.” This is pretty severe, utd is it aby
The second of the ** two things "—the in England,
too severe?
at an
as also in New York, -

only citizens | ‘mendicant,

been redeemed, by the sacrifice of ‘our
that as a great victory,and so it was. The
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, from the sincere Republican who hag been disgustpenalties incurred by the whole human ed with the more’ recent recotd of his
family through violation of that law. party, points with pride to that period, and
Christ came not to destroy but to fulfill well he may. But in the same twenty-the law, and he. declared that every jot five States Gen. Garfield has 8,698,234, to
and tittle of it should be fulfilled in time. "2,216,067 for Mr. Lincoln. Then ‘Mr.
Indeed, his whole life was-an exemplifica-- Lincoln had, as we have seen, 407, 843
tion of both the necessity and the excel- more than Gen, ‘McClellin. Now: Gen."
ence of obedience to God's commands. Garfield has 368, 012 more than Gen.
And yet, we sing,
;
Hancock.
In “these 25 States he. “has

=A slight accident, after starting the

Ss

States were

vote was

LAW-ABIDING CHRISTIANITY.
Moral law is no less exacting of the.
Christian than it is of him who has

the election in 1864,

of twenty-five *Sfates

DECEMBER 59. 1880.

6. F. MOSHER, par

mast be shared,

pr

At

: present possession and for all. days to
come. - To‘youn, with special significance,
we give our Christmas greeting.

«ht

Sm

J.C. Osgood, C. L. Pinkham and

E.

P. Moul-

), met on Thursday,
Now: 4; atyGonio to 6xamine, dnd if thought proper to ordain, W. W.
Browne.

The eouncil having listened “to: Bro.

Browne’s Christian experience and oall to_the
ministry, proceeded with the examination, after which it was unanimously agreed to proceed
with the service of - ordination, which

was

as

follows : Invoeation, C.L. Pinkham; reading
Scripture, Rev. 8. H. Winslow ; sermon, Rev.
‘E. Tuttle; ordaining prayer, Rev. J. C. 0s-

good; charge to pastor, Rev. E. P. Moulton;

hand of fellowship and address to church,
Rev: E. True; Sonediction, Rev. Ww. wv.
jn
Browne.
Daring’ the: nek ive. months Rev. c E.
Handy

has been laboring

with the

1st Effing-

bam, and 2d Wolfborough churches—two
sponsibility is devolved upon tif Board of, ‘small interests in the Wolfbofough Q. M. A
Aldermen of carrying ‘out the provisions: marked improvement has taken place in the
of the law. In Lowell, ‘now ‘numbering’ community where the \ latter chiirch 1s located.
60,000 inhabitants, for the year ‘187980, 0ld prejudices have been removed, and. a

|, three hundred and - sixty
licenses
granted, or one license for every one

nod Tellow-feeling

were
hun

begottén, among

members:

ofoi ferent ries
organizations.
Sunday,
Dec.-12, he closed his labors with the 18%
on which occasion several
faghem
churgh,
dred and fifty men, women, and children
ung persons manifested an interest in their
including the babies! For the year 1880— souls’ welfare, The 2d Woltborough church
and
81, the number. has-been Pomewhat les | does not empldy @& minister in the winter;

sened Tout this year we have 270 Neeuses,,

ro. H, is:at liberty to correspond with any

0) urch desiring his services,’
iif win

BEES

TAS
nn

|
:

BEACY

Bist

The Morning Star—1881.

4

i ur.

Rev. D. H.

8, has received and ooapl
F to

Farmington,

where

and 30 are sesking the Lord,
found him as their Saviour.”

he

Maine.
.
'
Star more useful and valuable to its read- |.
A
correspondent
says
that
the
interest
in the
«rs the coming year than iit has ever been
Aroostook Valley is good'and on'the increase,
before. Like the best of its cotempora- and the brethren are hard at work.
tion given him at the parsonage on Dec. 17th,
together with very many useful articles, ¢
Among the > many aged ministers of the Gosries, in order to give strength and variety
. Rhode Island.
to its editorial page, it employs the fol- pel, perhaps Done is more worthy of confi‘Rev. Arthur Given, of Greenville, hag receivdence and Christian esteem than Rev. SteTowing
Sia
or
ed’ and accepted a call to become joint pastor
phen Russell, of Waterville, now in the 81st
vear of his age. He has been pastor of the of the Auburn church and the Arlington MisEDITORIAL CONTRIBUTOR :

/

Waterville & Sidney F. B. church more than
| 17 years, and. is still laboring with unabating
zeal for the welfare of the church and the sal-

PROF. J. A. HOWE, D, D.,

Prov. R, DUNN, D. D.,

PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D.,

*

vation of precious souls.’ Some30 of his friends
assembled dt his pleasant home on. the eve of
Nov. 18 for a ‘social visit, received a very cor-

Rey. W. H. Bowen, D..D,,

;

«REV. J. M. BREWSTER,
Bjor. J.J. BUTLER, D. D.

Tt will be ‘the

dial greeting from him and his estimable wife,
. passed a pleasant evening,’ and left after dona-

dim to discuss living ques-

tions on this page of the

paper,

and to

ting the venerable pastor cash and other valua-

* phesent the striking phases of current life

bles to the amount of $30 or more, Favorable weather and fine sleighing enabled
a large. number _to-attend the last session of

and thought in brief ‘paragraphs

as

as in more extended articles, A

4

well

>

the Farmington Q. M.
The hearty welcome
and kindly courtesy of the brethren and sis-

CONTRISETORS

We are able to announce the names

ters of that section—ene of the most lovely in
the State—together with the earnestness and
good spirit. which characterized all the dis-

of

the following persons who will contribute

with more or less frequency during
year:
Rey. C.F. Penney,
Quint,

cussions connected with the meetings, contrib-

uted to make this a session full of pleasant
remembrances and profitable work. The la-

the
i

Rev. Dr.

A.

dies of the Woman’s Miss. Soc. held a public
service Wednesday at 90
A.M. An essay

H

was read by Mrs. Rufus Taylor, of Jay.

Rev. J.J. Hall, Rev. C. A. Bick-

ford, Rev. Geo. H.

Ball,

D.

D.,

tracts from a missionary letter, an

Rev.

Ex-

address

by.

Rev. C. W. Purington, and music filled the
allotted time. ' Missiongry. ‘Work and interest
©. E. Baker, Rev. S. D. Bates, Rev.
in this Q: M. received a fresh inspiration fron
A.D, Williams,D. D;; Rev. Dr. B. T. the
presence and words of Mrs. D. ‘F. Smith,
©: Tanner, editor of the Christian Recorder | who visited
its different churches during the
“of Philadelphia, ]Prof. J. 8. Sewall, D. D,, winter of 1879; since which time there has
been a slow but sure advancement. There are

of Bangor theological seminary, Prof.

B.

' Hezekiah
Banta,

Butterworth, Theodore
Esq,

Rev.

C.

D.

Rangely. Fifteen hundred dollars ($1500) have

M.

been already subscribed. The. Rangely Lakes
are becoming so popuir a8 a summer resort,
both on account of their superior facilities for

Dudley,

Rev. F. K. Chase, Prof. H. L. Chapman,

that the new interest dt that place is of much

sbesides
M. M. H. Hills, Mrs.J. A, Low
others whose names and produ ictions will
appear in duetime.
- The Star will be stronger in its depart:
" ment of contributed articles the coming
year than ever before.

importance: There have been a large number
of conversions during the last season under
the labors of Rev. R. A.\Proctor, the minister
in ¢harge.

Parsonstield Q. M. held

ent writers during the year, as occasion
"offers. For the present, in addition to
the communications on various topics
which we shall publish . each week, we
announce a series of papers on ** Eminent
American Authors;” another on “Old

session

at

Brownfield, Nov..10 and 11, with a very good
attendance.
The meetings were profitable and

interesting.

SPECIAL TOPICS.
Special topics will be assigned to differ-

its last

A correspondent

writes:

“We

believe there has never
been a regularularly organized Ministers’ Conference in this
YM. but several of the
ministers are agitawe hope that
ting the subject at present, an

there will be one organized soon,

With the

aid of the Ministers’ Conference. we feel that
more effectual work can be done in the special

meetingsof the churches. Bro. Trafton is laboring with the Brownfield church.
At the

lation of Capital and Labor and touch- ing for a revival.” All the churches are in
ing upon Communism; another discuss- | a hopeful condition, and, with the exception
of two, havé regular preaching.
These two,
ing various questions arising in the work at Damm’s Mills and Ross’ Corner, present a
of the church; others on Extempore good opening for an earnest worker”...... Bro.
Preaching, and Reading; articles dealing Brown, who, has been laboring for sometime
with certain financial and industrial-ques- with the So. Cornish and East Parsonsfield
tions,

and

chapel has been substantially raised.

support

value.
2

CORRESPONDENCE.

Britain. Dr. J. L. Phillips will send us a
monthly letter from India, the late’ lady
principal of the female department of

ing interest, both

school,

larger

in the church

Sunday

prayer-meetings.

movements § ir Tarkey.
At home, we shill have a weekly
from Washington

of

session

the

during

letter

and

Sanday-

needs

congregations

and

good

Sunday, the 5th, one person

Bradford Co., have, under circumstances of
great trial, but witha brave heart to live, so
changed, and rebuilt their old. meeting-house,
as to make it one of the most beautiful churchF es, interjorly, in the county.

After

necessary

‘alterations and enlargement,to accommodate

a. set

of

walnut

church

furniture,

&e.

¢ Sixteen months
ago, in
consequence of
external pressure to destroy, andinternal weakness of organization, it-was simply a question

of bare existence to it as a church, but to-day,
in courage and hope;

appear.

will frequently

"and enterprises

a

have,

shall

‘We already have, or soon

special reporter in every Quarterly Meetof

: ing, who will furnish all items

news.

The Star will, in this department, be indispensable to every Freewill Baptist.
|
THE SGNDAY-SCHOOL.
We shall publish each week notes on
"and explanations of the International
Sunday- -school lessous,

paper a real.help to
scholar.

thus making

the

Jeunes

and

every

power and influence

MISSION WORK.

in

will remain

Rov. G. C.. Waterman

charge of this department, and will present a weekly survey of our own mission-

ary fields, at home and abroad, and of notable:movements in all other missions.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS.

v

page devoted

The

family | ‘reading

to

and book notices will be prepared with
care, and with a view to benefit all who
may consultit.
The news department,

both secular and,

religious, will ‘be: conducted with reference to giving a complete summarized
report of cach wegk's events the , world
over.

“The department of ¢ Rural and Domes-

tic” will be made interesting and : helpful
both to the man on the farm and the
woman

in the house, while

the

¢ Market

Reports” will be corrected weekly and at
the latest possible’ hour before foingo
press.
,
» ! 4’
CONCLUSION.
‘A single paper, made up in accordance

least,

in

the

dies’ Aid Society, a mere

stands
peer and

the

ters of

Christ, the

inand

joying

revival

a good

ment.

church,

the

La-

Friend D. Tasker.

‘A’

score

Robert

been converted and the work is still

ing.» +s. Some

day,

‘Monroe,

several

wanderers

reclaimed,

berhood the interest still continues good.
The church in Boothbay has lately made_

of spiritual prosperity.
THe lukewarm are
interested,.and several are .seeking the Lord.

Rev. ¥. A. Palmer is now the pastor. A wevival interest is springing up in_Richmond village church, which bids fair to, ripen
into a rich harvest of precious sglils, under
the earnest and faithful labors of Bro, C. A.
Burgess.
/
,v New Hampshire. '
The members of the

New

Durbam

charch

and society made ‘their pastor, Rev. J, 8, Neal,
and his wife their annual donation visit on the

preaching

\discovereds ean be held for one moment in

coriparison

Warner's

with

Safe Kidney

and

iver Cure.~C. A. Harvey,D. D., Washing-

on, 1. g Ji

.

a?

‘ 2t48

seeking,

and

the

Rev. D.
work appears to be but commenced.
H. Adams, of New Market, has been an effi»
clent help in the work,

©

WELCOME

present on

and evening.

(Neb. )

organized

$65.

+

Though

Q. M.—Held

Rev. J. Kettle; ‘sermon,

Rev.

in: Feb., by Rev. F. M. Washburn.

New Jersey.
The Elwood church, under the care of the
Philadelphia Conference, is,
considering its
age—only a little gyer a month old—progressing favorably. The attendances are large, the
congregation attentive and interested, and taken altogether the field is an encouraging one
for labor. What is sadly needed is a resident
pastor, who would devote his wholé time to
the work. = At present the pulpit is supplied
be

saved.

will

RocuesTER (N. Y.) (J. M.—Held its Jast ses-

| On Dec. 12, Rev. W. A. Headrick baptized

Bell, and

Answers

|.

.|

{

Western.
|

\

une

Ohio.

Rev. A H. Whitaker has removed
Libesty to Broadway, still having
the KE. : Liberty and Newton &

chur es.

He writes:

from

The, Peruvian Syrup has cured thousand
who were suffering ‘from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liv-

weeks

er Complaint, Boils, Humors,

Female

Complaints,

etc.
Pamphlets free*to any ‘address.
Fowle & Sons, Boston,
-

(in October) in Bast Tenn: , vicinity of ‘Chattanooga., Found that our dow trines were well

received b§*tlie peoples Believe that there
a geod opening for ¥. Baptists’

of qualities, Pompend it-to the favor

use ofall.

E,

charge of
Broadway

* I spent two

to Correspondents.

In reply to” the many inquiries which we
have. received regarding a most prominent
modern remedy. we would
8Says “To the best of
our belief Warner's Safe Kidney. and, Liver
Cure is pure in its nature, ‘efficient in its action and certain in its results.
We
have
learned of some remarkable cures which it has
effected and believe that as a preventgive of
disease it is unequaled.
For delicate ladies
an enfeebled men it.is. invaluable and its pure

named Mt.
)

feeling

sion with the No. Parma church. The churches
ware all represented and the: interest mores
than usually good.
The preaching was eminently spifitual, and the ldrge congregations
seemed specially prepared to-.receive it. The
church decided to continue the meetings and
the indications are good for a revival.
The
presence of Bro. Oberdorf, from the Freedom
Q. M.,and Rev. R. Martin, of the MonroeQ. M..
added not a little to the interest of the oceasion.
Next session with the Fairport . church
Opening sermon by Rev. C. B.
Hart: 8. 8. address, Rev. A. P. Cook.
.
C. A. H1310N, Clerk.

two (one was g lady aged 80 years) at Grassy
‘reek church......A new church was organized in Green Co. by Brethren Woolsey and
Holsclaw, and named Antioch, in the month
of November;....s A new church was: organ.
ized in Cooke Co. during Sept. by Brethren
1

religious

Seth

W.
38

year.

<p BEGINS

He is well r ecommended.
Towa.

Rev. N. W. Bixby is at Uniontown,
oring

to encourage

the church

endeav-

says: ¢ Withi the $50 -given
Mission, we shall be able to pug

off

—H L Lovejoy—T

POROUS PLASTERS.

‘Sold by all Druggists.

‘all”the

debt on our house of ‘worship®™. Tam engage
in meetings with good success, - Between 20

Mass,

J French—

2:

|’
1.

BEWARE

Prive 35 pnts.

OF IMITATIONS,

oe

A

THE PUBLI(

Rheumatism

y

&*

P

:
&

BEST

.

medicinal virtues and pprity.
London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the
purest and best. Sold by Druggists.

WH. Schieffelin & Co.(27as 2) New
York

|

Cards, latest designs, Blaet bells, Ferns, Horseshoe, Chromo &c., 10¢. Branford Printing

Branford, Ct.

1351

MISS

E

NEW

G

PARLOA’S

COOK

BOOK !

3

|

A Guide to Marketing and Cooking.
By the Author of the.

Par-

Seward—Scott—L

pa}

,
9 ¢

licacy.of taste and smell,

.

APPLEDORE COOK BOOK=

ker—J W Rendel—S Roper—C B Reed—E R Rowell—8 A Reed—L
L
Sweet—T Spooner—W
“H.
Sweet—A Stiermer—dJ Spooner—M

@.

1
a

or Consumption,

H Latham

Malvern—J

GET

.

is superior to any in de-

W Ford—

Lowell—G

Marshall-L

N

Nev
ew York

F ORTESS.

' Debility,
Scrofula,

aynes—G H

C Latbrop—C

Tracy—T

‘No. 50 Biblee los

NOR-

Paine—W Page—T Percy—S J Pitman—B
P

a trial on
Address

IVIDLEERS J,
\COL-LIVER 01] _

N-J Nelson—B D Newell—M A Noyes—E 1 Owen
~—M V Parker—C T Palmer—N S Purinton—T F

Smith—A

you

204 & 206 W. BALTIMORE ST., BALTIMORE.

Murrey—S F Mathews—W A Myers—PT Morey—
H Morton—T P Miles—A H Morrell—H March—W

3000

L

Coples

sold

J Thompson—L

in

advance

of

tion.

Publica-

Contains the choicest reeeipts from Miss Parloa’s
B Thompson—Wm Taylor—A E Tucker:
Wright
—W H
Waldron—E M Wenner—F L Wiley—G C { long and successful experience as a teacher of the
Waterman—A

H Wade—J

¥F Weeks—C

M

—J Willis—J G Whifhey—D Yeaton.

culinary art.
The best cook book now
market, and should find its way into every
hold in the country.

White

* In Walworth,

at the home of

the bride,

Dec. 9,

bY Rey, J. M. Crandall, Mr. Jesse -A. Dewey and
Miss AlzoraA. Cambnrn, daughter of Dea. J..N.
Camburn, all of W.
| In West Stephentown, Sunday P. M., Dec. 12, by
Rev.1. B. Coleman, Mr. Christopher Young and
Miss Phebe Fortin, both of Stephentown, N.Y.

ESTES

In Epsom, N. H., Dec. 6,
and

In Rutland, O., Oct. 26,
Hillsdale,

Mich,,

Avery,

AL ‘Glover,

by

Mr. Vileotine Hysell, of
Addie. Jones, of Femerov.

n

Rev. N.

Id 188 Alice

Rev.

Nov, 30, by

Mr. L. M: Gates, M. bh: I Em
Helen A. Dunn, of H.
At the residence of the bride’s

Eldredge, gr

Mr.

C

arles

Dec. 16, by Rev.

WV. Clark,

and

.of FA

RHEUM,

Miss

Migs Ida B. Eldredge, of Penfield, N.Y.

Charles
Y.,

RIHUMATISM, KIDNEYS, DYSPEP: -

SIA,
CATARRH and all diseases of the/SKIN and,
BLOOD. Entirely Vegetable. Internal and External use.
Lauthorize and thank. all dealers to
return the money and charge it back to me in all
cases of failure. - Sent by ‘express -to all-parts of
the U.S.

Cravdall,

N.

$I per bottle.

for new pamphlet, free,
Boston,
j

and

NL

Died
Tn South Scituate, Mass., Dec.
son of G. W. andC. A, Robbins,

He was truly'"«sunbeam ”
greatly beloved:

and thé Messiah, by J. H. VINCENT,
A beautiful Concert
Exercise,
with

BETTER
THAN A
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$3 per 100;

D.
music.
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ever

published.

i cents each ih mail,
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BLE TREATISE on this d onal, to any suffefer,

BIGLOW '&
TS

eep, sl
hair, teet,
and other things
neces

hip hh a

CONSUMPTION.

5 cents

$25

Jane Ta; lor's Health Book, 64 pages, Jam
12mo, 50 illustrations, strongly
nd in
Je and boards, with a loop 44 han, Sup
by. In simple Janguage it tells childre
and 34 Lol
Sh all alhot mselves. (i

* 4t39eow

‘SANTA CLAUS, by W. H. DOANE, the best
1003

Sewing.

romote long life, health
and happiness.
ang it up where children can consult it.
Refer them to it in answertotheirinquiries,or to show them
the reasons for your advice, It almost guarantees them »
00d looks and good
ealth, *‘It is the best book of the
ind ever written."— Hall's ‘Journal of Health. Sent by
mall for two silver dimes, Or seven 3c stamps. Address,
R. W. Shoppell, No. 60 Bible House, New York,

$7.50 per 100; 10 cents by mail.
Leaflets
for Congregation, $1 per 100.
‘#
THE TREE OF LIFE.—A new Chistmas
Concert Exercise, by J. H. VINCENT, D. D.,

{ Christmas Cantata

BEST

Hand
AND
MACHINE

BIGLOW & MAINS
CHRISTMAS ANNUAL No, 11.—18 pages beautiful Carols, by
_ twelve of our best Somphgers. Only $4 per
“ 1003 B cents by mail,
CHRISTMAS
SERVICE
No. 3.—The Ma

with 3pproprise hymns.

Send

for

25 cents by Joail.

by mail,

EN

in the amily,

THE NIGHT OF GLORY ; « oR BIRTH OF
CHRIST.—A new Sacred Cantata, by
per 1003

everywhere.

IN
THE
WORLD

JUST ISSUED.
$20

Sold

H. BD. FOWLE, Chemist;
S32eow

1, Charles w,
aged 15 months

For Cirsinas Ties
DOANE.

a MO
eure
two to four in

the worst
cases of
LEPROSY,
SCROFULA, ~
PSORIASIS, . CANCER;
ECZEMA,
SALT

Pa., and Miss

J.

Boston.

OW
pA nN

Rey, .R. Dunn,
Father,

LAURIAT,

I a
ONE BOTTLE
for all the wsrst forms of PILES;

S. H. Barrett,

Salisbury,

&

KIER

|.

Nov . 11, by Rev. 'B. H. Fish, Mr. William Love,
of Pittsburg, and Miss Mary Aon Morris, of Belle
vernon, Pa.
Mr. Charles S. Tilton
both of Cohcord.

in thé
house-

1 vol. 12 mo: cloth. Illustrated. 420 pages. $1.50.
For salé by all book sellers, or sent post-paid on
receiptof price by the publishers.

Married

une

|

in that place,

Loveing—N

full

H,
WORKMANSHIP &
DURABILITY.
WAREROOMS: 112 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,

‘ EXPRESS.

11 8 Limbocker—L W Leavitt—J

send

means,

s for 40 cents.

TONE,

Fritag, Tio 209, Methuen, Mass.

Leonard—L

.

yo

Upon their excellence alone have attained ah
UNPURCHASED
, PRE-EMINENCE
Which establishes them as unequaled
in’

ars; 0.

8 Fernald—E

We. will

FIFTY YEARS ag

Benj P Parker, Contoocook, N. H.

is

‘AGENTS. AND CANVASSERS >
| Make from $25 to $50
per week sellin
for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO., 10 Barclay St. eas
The Free Baptist church.at Greensburg has
York. Send for their Catal ogue and terms. "1y34
secured the services of Rev. (feorge C. Baker,
.of Garrettsville, one-half his time for one

R. W. Shoppe}

PIANO

J L Langley, Wilmot Center, N. i

ig

a

NABE

N. H.

. Rev. G.S. Ricker, Lowell,

Agents

Smithfield Street, Pittsburg, Peni! arsine

Address

A D Corse, ong. ¢ View; Pa.
GG C Haynes, West Waterville, Me.
Wm

to give

seils on its merits.

2

Rev HE
ns
N.H.
Hi] 2 rmstrong,
e 6
Chidago, IH.

.

order

WELCOME BURNER MF’G, CO,

LH Goward—C A Gleason—A Given—J H Greeley
—J H Green—L _L Gore—F Hayes—=M
H Hager—

LAFAYETTE (Wis.) Q. M.—Held its last
session with the. Wayne church.
All the
churches were reported by. letter, together
with a good representation.
We were’ “much
pleased by the presence and help of the Rev.
R: Gooley.
The pastor, Rev. O, H. True, reported that Monticello church has found occasion to rejoicg and be encouraged by the presentation of twd converts to.the Christian religion by Baptism and uniting with the.ehurch.
There are other . features of encouragement
connected with all of our churches.
Next session with the Warren church, Feb.
4, 1881, at 7:30P. M« Opening, sermon by Rey.
O. H. True.
L. F. FARNHAM, Clerk

Grafitey, 227 South Fourth St., Philadelphia,
Pa. Letters addrgssed to him or to the presi.

Pleasant.

3

H Moore—I B Manning—J Mathews—L 8 Norris—

not overlook Elwood, when. & favorable op‘portunity offers to comply with this request,
The clerk of the Conference is S. Howard

Woolsey, Byrgess and

2

was in the meeting, and the preaching was
good.
Bro. Wallace (Methodist) was present
and preached togood acceptance. Nothing done
for missions, Home
or Foreign ; thisQ. M. lacks,
missionary enterprise, andthe lovers of mission
“work are getting aliiost discguraged;- yet we
hope for grace.
Next session with the Bruce church} Feb.
25—27.
E. J. DOYLE, Clerk.

Philadelphia—36 rhiles distant“ at great
that might

:

Howard—M H Hanter—J
Hutchinson—H C In‘man—W Johnson
-W Joy—T Keniston—S Krum-—

order and dispateh, a good

“his family.

trouble and an expense

Hare

in

| composer, recent}:
selected from Litolff’sGerman
lishment (the greatest music-publisher in the world), 14
ieces of music as representative of th
Jusic by the greatest com
Ge!
s Germany ‘stan
musie,
collection is, indeed, a rare
one. Fach piece is a gem. Printed by
Litolff, en fine paper, full size, givin fotn German and
English words.
The collection is divided into twelve
folios (six of vocal and six of instrumental), each port! olin
containing from nine to fourteen complete
po! The
3 Jonfolivs are beautifully ornamented in colors and by
ull-page engravings—12 different
engravin
makin,
them exceedingly attractive for the music rack or stand.
Price, 50 cents each, or the twelve for
Or
00. “The most
desirable collection ‘that has Je ap
eared,” —Boston Gazette. To induce musicians to try this musie,-I will send
one portfolio (only one) for 80 cents, Stamps taken.

=
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Rome,
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?
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J M Haskell-RL Howard UR

T.,H...Stacy;

1t is hoped that the Home Mission Bord

ue

J G Munsey; East ARdoven N.H.
Miss
EM Vener, Troy Grove,
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MII.
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it so,

one not willing to give our business
these terms, does not want business. .

E J Clifford, Waterville, Me.

Richard Bogie,

the who o 2

Winter

| need not fear losi
a
0
goods yo
:
not sell, as $3.00 worth of A A
Stare youl find
you can return them if you Tail to sell them. "Any

Aaron Taylor, Zanesville, O.
L C Chase, Okawville, 111.

Ida B ce

FAMILY.

f you are out of work and have Jue

O.

T Keniston, West Campton,

:

Be

EVERY

particulars free, orjgample of

ses26—
- by
and
with

OXFORD (Mich) Q. -M.—Held its last
sion with Lynn church at Mayville, Nov.
28.
The churches were all reported
both letter and delegates except Brockway
New
Haven.
The business was done

ordaining prayer, Rev. J.B. Randall; hand of
fellowship, Rev.. C. B. Hart; charge, C. A.
Hilton.
The church and society at No. Parma gave
their pastor, C. A. Hilton, a donation, Dec. 2,
amounting to $180.19 cash.
Such a token of
confidence is very grateful to the pastor and

from

up—it

radeen, South Parsonefiéld,, Me. og.

J Fulton—J

L. HULSE, Clerk.

make

Geos
oad W Mathews, Paw Paw, Mich,

its

Ts

chanceto test the bus!
without taking any
risk'of loss. We have, live, pushing Agents, makas much as $75 & week,
and. dny ome with any
energy, ¢an make from 2 to ‘$50, as the articles
will sell by being shown, and require no talkin

lew Portland,
Me. = @

A M Wade, Lawrence,

Can

i
sOON

We make an’extraordinary offer when:we
to take back all goods unsold of first order,

but we

Money Letters Received.
ROCK & DANE (Wis.) Q. M. all, ifs Nov.
session with the Oregon church.
J Ashley:ya Biglow & Main—E L Black-F C
the severity of the weather and the . stance
Bradeen—R
Bogie—G W Bradford—A G Brace—G
from the Center, there was but a light attendB Bradbury—Barnard—A J Burns—D € Burr— 8’
ance. The opening sermon was preached by Fea
am—E W Bordwell—W C Burns—S H Bar
W Burgin—E M Cooper—E J Clifford -S H
ans- fr
Prof. F. M. Washburn, pastor of the
M
Crandall-L G Clark—S Curtis—H
ville church, and we trust that much good will a
J
Carr—J
A Clifford—Mrs A J Caverno—O P Curresult from his labors there and in the
Q. M.
tis—R Cross—dJ Crain—P Cranston=E W Clark—
The
letters from the Evansville and Orédgon
L Cook & Son—H G Clark—E Crowell—S.T Clark
churhes indicate good prospects; the: other
—R Clark—A R Dennison—J *I Demond—O Dake
churches greatly need a revival,
Mrs J BDavis—M J Dudley--E O Dickinson—I C
Next sessipn with the Johnstown church. "Emmons—T Elliott—J Erskine—B H Fish—O F
Pierson—J C Faster—C C-Foster—L Fletcher—W |
Opening sermon on the second Friday evening

York.

mERITE

year, but is a Bonanza for Fall and

orwarded.

Broadway,

PERPER-

hold at once. It will sell readily ‘during
ers.

EB G Whitaker, So. Weare, N. H.
Rev Jno..H. Decker, Hillsboro, Iowa.

S. F. SMITH, Clerk.

as ‘a church......Rev.

wo It Is <5

Rev J M Haskell, Mazeppa, Minn.

A H Whitaker,

a

&

We want Agents, Dealers and Peddlers to

B. POTTER, LANSING, MicH. ~ whom
Sent all mone; senuibuted within the
the Michigan
M. for Missions and
Society.
(8t45
H. Morrell, soliciting
ent for Storer

L H Bakes Ba

]
ARTICLE

And

+ /Rév JL Smelair, Lake Village,e,N.H.
J B Pennington, Maeon, Mic!
Rev A J Egstman, Fardiimsville, Mas€!

His

PLEASANT,
'MANENT.

SOLD IN ALMOST

BY MAIL.
A Russell Calder, Harrisburg, Pa.

Next session with the Rose Creek! church,
Friday before the first Sabbath in March, 1881.

will

AN

doah Valley. Ne. 1 Angle 8t., Providence,R. I.
Rev. B. Dana Newell, Waterboro, Me.

Satur-

j

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY GIVEN.

eie¥ol lent Societies should

E Pimlott, Harveysburg,

ip

3.An Extraordinary Offer Be > 4
"AGENTS, DEALERS AND PEDDLERS.
Goods Unsold Beturned.
if

(to whom all contributiens

Books

second

BURNER MANF'G CO., .
=
Pittsburg, Pa.

PROFITARLE,

Allmoney contributed for the Mame State Mission shouldbe sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
Rev. S. I. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com| munion
Bapiist Association, Marion,’ Ohio,
)
REV. L.
should be
bounds of
Education
Rev, A.

gift,

"116 Smithfield Street,
450
1}

Colle, authorized to receive funds for the Insti:
tution and the Freedmen’s Mission in the “Shenan-

who have been without a ‘pastor for thé past
i
months, and to re-éstablish their cove
90
amount
The
people.
and
EN
pastor
affair to both
‘and
‘other
meetings.
He
says:
*
The
besides.
would
cost,
of their regular-donation was $56,
has
Fonaiveld
the
greatest
number
of unquestions
‘ with this announcement,
new: subscribers to the Star, whose rie}
ably reliable endorsements that any external
$125. which they presented two beautiful chairs,
alone, at the least ealonlation,
remedy ever received from Re
J druggists,
now
sendy.
are
one
omen
for
good.”
at $18.60; for: all which he returns
J 4hé press and the publie.
raise them as a
ny
Michigan,
Wae shall give 82 of these papers for valued
great
improvement
on'the
boi
Ld
porous
plas| thanks.
fers and all other external remedies.
only, $2.00.
The chinreh at Reese is prospering under the
The church at Candia is enjoying a preclous
5000 Physicians and Druggists of good stand- §
He
ing, voluntarily endorse them as a great improve
labor of their pastor, Rev. John Tree.
Severs] Mave already. found
work of grace.
ment on all other plasters. a
No Rmidy for’ Kidney disease, heretofore
us by “the State’
are

KREWE, N. FERNALD

from
the churches for our
be sent), Lewiston, Me.

acceptance. Rualsed’ a collection of $2. 86 for
Home Mission ptirposes.

evening of Det. 9th, which proved a pleasant

Christ, and many more

at

whom all mission money within the bounds of we
Cantral Association should
be sent.
52¢
Miss Lura A. Mains, Batavia, Mich.
(25)

Rev. B. F. Zell,

forenoon

Taylor, ‘on 26th inst,ve...

New

and

re-

York church.

JEF FERSON Co.

G. Goodchild, at present a licentiate

in

pairs on its houses and is now, enjoying a state

at Davison Station.

during the session was‘ about

At the request of the: Walworth church, C.
H. Hoag was examined and ordained to the
gospel ministry at the" last session of RochesterQ. M.- The Jordaining services were as
follows: Invocation, Rev. A. P. Cook} yeading Scriptures, Rev. J. M. Crandall; prayer,

of

one young lady converted, ~In’the Ford neigh-

April1st, will receive first

receiving second gift, &c., &c. Begin at once BE ,
secure one of these gifts. For terms and full particulars, address,

2)

Rev W H: Littlefield,
Vinal Haven, Me.
earnest words added much to the interest of
D E Menter, Wis
Fpeoiille, Me.
the meeting.
The social meetings of the ses___H Graves, Springfie]eld, Me.
a
| |sion were ol quite so lively. #s usual, but |
Thomas Sips Jr.,
Whitefield, N. H.
many earnest words were &poken, showing a
A. A Woodman, oy River, P. e
determination to fight the good fight till the,
M A Quimby, Belmont, N. H.
D H Lord.
foward City, Mich.
;
crown is given, Reports from the churches
D L Rice, Pierpont, O.
showed considerable declension, yet breathed
8
R
Evans,
Canardaigua,
N.
Y.
a hopeful spirit, The Woman’s Mission SoC Puarington, Vinal Hagen, Me.
ciety held a meeting Saturday, evening.
The
8 Curtis, Concord, N.
H.
s
rainy évening made ‘a very small attendance,
J P Hewes, Fairwater, Wis.
but considerable interest was manifest in the
J 8 Williams, Floyd’s Creek, Mo.
F. A Palmer, North Boothbay, Me.
exercises.
The collection ($2.57), with a forIsaac Gordon, North Hatley, P. Q.
mer one, was given to the Springfield mission,
Rev E G Eastman, Rockland, Me.
as was also the Sabbath collection, amounting
R Cutts, Newport, N. H.
in all to $2439.
$9 of this was toward making
E Harding, Ellsworth, Me.
Father Baker a life member of the State AsO W Young, South Hancock, Me.
sociation.
We also received one life member
R Cal
ter, Fleetville, Pa.
besides. Some $21 was subscribed by memM P Tobey, Kittery Point, Me.
AB Drew, Sutton; N: H:
:
bers of the E. Liberty church, towards the
Rev B H Fish, Bellevernon, Pa.
- Phillips Memorial Hall in India.
The total
Rev J A Massen, Weston, Iowa.
amount paid and subscribed for all purposes

progress-

revival in the First Church

E. M. Corey is holding extra

his church

for a number of years, was

preacher, will be ordained to the ministry on
the’ evening of 22d inst., when he will enter
upon his duties as pastor of the Bewiy-organi
zed _Gray’s Ferry church,

have

more

If any wish to corres-

who had formerly been pastor of the church

Baptist

The Gray’s Ferry Mission, Philadelphia,
| sfiortly be

village is enof

in

ially at the

The converts will bed baptized by, the

pastor, Rev. Joseph

- But

labors

; "Dover, X. H., Dec. 15, 1880

who loveth

‘HARMONY (0.) Q.-M.—Held its last session
with the York church, Dec. 4, 5. Owing to
the inclemency of the weather, there was not
a large attendance of delegates and visitors.
But we always expect a good Session; ‘espec-

xX

now under

under the

Conference

E. W. RICKER, Clerk.

Quarturly Bplefings.

weeks,’ and” that without ‘any protracte
special meetings, or during any unusual excite-

the faithful labor of the pastor, Rev. C. B. Atwood, the church is growing strong.
The F. B. church at Jackson

ability,

NEW DURHAM
Q. M., Ministers’

last session with the Fairbury church, Dec. 3—
vineyard.
The pastor, Rev.. 8. F. ‘Mathews,
5: The weather being exceptionally cold, the
expects to close his relations ‘with this church
churches were not very well represented, but
on the whole we enj byeds a very pleasant seain the spring, the labor of three charges being
son.
We were favored.
with the presence of
too great.
Rev. A. D. Williams, of Hastings, who preachThe Macedonian ehurch, Philadelphia, is. a ted the Word with great clearness and power.
present beiug Messed with a season of revival
We also enjoyed the services of Bro. Nickels, of
“Steele City, who also preached the Word with,
several haying) been converted within a

dark clouds disappeared.

recruits were brought

of fair

APRIL 71, 1881.
A $500 PEASE & CO. PIANO.
2nd ¢“
A $300 ESTEY & CO. ORGAN.
3d
4A $100 GOLD WATCH.
ey
41th ¢°
A $100 SEWING MACHINE.
These gifts will be made as follows: The Agent.
ordering
the largest amount of .goods
prior to .
Ist Gift,

DURHAM Q. M:, Rochester Village, Jan.
Opening sermon, Revi. 8. Neal,
E.W.] BCE
Sort:

Rochester Village, Tuesday, 4 oP. M., Jon. 11.0.

The good Lord is blessing his Jabors.

handful of womens

the ‘old but vitalized part of ‘the Free

preaching two sermons Sunday, and attending

New

man

work. Rev.

meetings

six prayer-meetings through the week.
Prosdent, Rev. Jose
‘Taylor, 1700 So. 13th St.,
perity will necessarily attend such
faithful
Philadelphia, Pa,, on this or any other sub‘work.
y
ject, will receive prompt attention and reply.
During the last decade the First Brufiswick 'Tt is confidently expected that a .church ‘will
old church passed through many reverses.
shortly be organized at Vineland, also in
Several of ‘its oldest members’ died and the: Fherge of the Philadelphia Conference.
ranks of Zion were so thinned out that serious
|
Tennessee.

‘thoughts were entertained of ‘giving up.

fields,or will

and not rich by any means, have in” one year, -we could not say that this was a hallelujah
meeting, yet we felt that good, solid work was
by dint of hard ‘work, paid. for two-thirds of done, which will help swell the hallelujah,
the whole costs. The religious ‘interest in this
chorus around the throne of God.
. H. WHITAKER, Clerk.
society is increasing, and everything points to
a newlife'a and wide sphere: of usefulness in

through the mercy of God and the. faithful labors of Rev. D. C. Burr and other good minis.

a

at

equal of the ether religious bodies around her.”
As an example and illustration of woman’s

15.

time, but is supplied with preaching once evy) Sunday by Rev. C, B -Atwood, of Brunswiek, who is a young man ful of earnestness
and song, and his labors are highly appreciated,
He does not seem to. fear' of wearing out .by

can be done?

ing village. Rev. M. Doyle will assist in the

The little congregation of West Granville,

Congress, and letters also from special
:
correspondents in New York, Boston,and patronizing this institution.
Brunswick
village
church
is
a
flourishing
vine
gatherus
religio
notable
Chicago. All
with many living branches, real workers who’
ings duting the year, of whatever denom- | are to be depended on. It has a large and flourination, will be duly reported.
"ishing 8. 8. Rev. B. M. Edwards, pastor,
DENOMINATIONAL: «
has labored with this church five or six years
3
with good success. .... ie church in Topsham
All denominational movements , and has been without a rr rltied pastor for "some
and
‘meetings wil be faithfully reported;
articles discussing “denominational

man.

sinners too numerous.

fora

tian standard.”

fall, and it still gives him considerable trouble,
Bro. Chase, who was at Madison, N. H., for
four years, moved to North Parsonsfield last
summer, that his children might enjoy the
advantages of the Seminary.
He
is now
preaching at Lord's Hill, Effingham, and with

The winter term of Parsonsfleld Seminary
opened Nov. 16, with about the same pumber
present as at the beginning of the fall term.
They have a very fine class of students, and
the KF. Baptists throughout the State are again

any

some young

was baptized and the same day the hand of
fellowship was given to two new members,
one of whom was the eldest son of- the ‘pastor,
who is studying for-the ministry.
He was
received by letter from the C. Baptist church.
The pastor sayssof the church:
¢ We are
aiming at a higher and more intelligent Chris-

Hillsdale college, who is now in Europe, Bro. Millett’s assistance; is holding special
will send us occasional letters from the meetings. The people of that place were to
give him a pouid) party on the evening of Dec.
Continent, and a correspondent ab Con-

stantineple will kéep-us informed of great

What

lose those promising

'| pond, address Charles Decker, Lexington, and
Rev. ‘G. H. Fish, pastor of the “church at | ' John Bodway, Brockway Center. ni
Bellevernon, reports that, * since. he entered
» Rev. G. B, Cutler has been invitéd to organon his pastoral work in Octobet, he has had
ize a F. B. church at Marlett.” The prospects
much encouragement. There is a general grow- are good for a strong church in that fust grow- |

Our English correspondent, whose let- ing. +e «+ aBF0. Bradedu, of South Parsonsfield,
ters have long been prized by our readers, . sprained-his ankle quite severely in the early

will continue to present important phases
of religious life and thought in Great

to

Shall we

Pennsylvania.

churches, has recently moved to East Parsonsfield.
Notwithstanding the opposition there,
the int
ems to. be increasing....s. At
Limerick the work in the church is progress-

practical

current

-of

others

mins

sion. He will enter upon his duties in Feb- | our denomination and the Master's service, | STORER COLLEGE CATALOGUES. . Those having
the Biennial Catalogue of Storer College «from Oct.
ruary. He hashad at Greenville a saecessful trust in’Gdd and occupy the ground: andbuild
’71 to May 30, °79,"will confer a special favor by
pastorate of nearly six years” duration.
Each up a cause that will honor God and flll. his 2,sending
them to me.
+A.H,
MORRELL.
portion of his new field is of great promise and own splil with joy, such joy as only cometh by
. Providence, R. I., No. 87, Dexter St.
there will be many prayers for his success,
sacrifice? The field is there, the places of worPost-Office Addresses.
A debt of $2000 on the Arlington Mission
ship are there and out of debt; and perishing
| c. A. Hittin, Treasurer, North - Parma, N. Y.,

beginning of his work, the interest was very
low, but is greatly increased and they are hop-

Testament Women ;"” another on the Re-

NEW
11-13.

years, and are badly run down and almost discouraged. They can not promise a sufficient

hunting and fishing and the peculiarly invigby the blessing and the aid of God, she
of Bowdoin college, ** Gainsboro,” Mrs.L. ] orating mountain air of upper Franklin Co. |

..>. R. Burlingame, Mrs.V. G. Ramsey, Mrs.

bee

Bofices and Bppointments,

have

churches have had no preaching for nearly two

4.an increasing society, they have frescoed the
walls, put in expensive chandeliers, recarpet| now eight auxiliaries, one having been organized during the last month, ‘Preparations are ed the whole builiding, grained it in wal.
now in progress for the building of a church at nut, put up new and large heaters, procured

F, Hayes, of Bates college, Rev. J. M.
Bailey, D. DY, Prof. ‘George E. Foster,

and some

=

= Ee

=

RR —

was pastor for four years. - He will close his | The church at Ortonville are expecting to|
Quarterly Meeting
Meoting Notices.
N
HILLSDALEQ. M., with the Cambridge church.
labors at New Market the last Sabbath in’ Dec. dedicate ‘their new house of worship early in
|
Opeuin
sermon,
Frida;
evening,
Jan. 7, by Bro.
Vermont,
pi
Jan.
ark.
A HARRINGTON, Clerk.
Rev. E. Owen, of Lyndon Center, wishes
Una
DU
LAC
2%
‘M..
With
the
church
at; BoltonRev. E. J. Doyle writes further concerning
| ville, the second Sieg in Febru i 5
to acknowledge the receipt of $26, at a recepthe Lexingtonand Brockway churches : “These
Fovicbiiy
cating Com.
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OLD CHRISTMAS CAROLS.
of

>
0

My God, no hymn for Thee?
My soul’s a shepherd, too; a flock it feeds
Of thoughts andswords and deeds.

the

~
~

_--

==

:

streams “Thy

‘Shepherd and flock shall sing,
powers
Out-sing the daylight hours.
:

and

all

my

=

‘And all the bells shall ring.
God rest you all, good people,
Let nothing you dismay ;
Remember Christ our Saviour

Was born on Christmas Day;
To save poor souls from Satan’s fold

'

. Which long had gone astray!

:

=

Allelujia!

*

*

mammy. »

*

The shuflling footsteps came nearer and

*

* Ther shon { star out of hevyn bryght,

nedter,

That men of earth should deme aright,
Foss this was Jhesus fulle of myght:

and then followed such a bang.on.

| skipped out of his shoes, and. his mother

~———Pog-patria; sit Eleria- SE

set down her flat-iron again, this time to
stare at her son in bewilderment.

Célébrons la naissance,
Nostri Salvatoris,

“ Go open the door, Davie !” she cried.
¢ I'll see, I'll

Family Circle.
DAVID'S BARGAIN; A CHRISTMAS
STORY.
BY MARGARET SIDNEY.

David sat down on the floor of the
crooked little ‘hall of the old tenement
house. Sat down close to his mother’s
door. Shifted the load of wood inhis
aching little arms to an easier position,

do you-'spose ite one of them tract womnen?” He paused suddenly, snd his face
‘fell at-the thought.
:
— “No;
no, do‘open it!" cried Ms “mother, *“ ’tain’t no woman at all to step like
that.”
Another loud, emphatic bang, decided
David, who speedily had the ddor swung
wide open, to disclose a little, withered

old gentleman, ‘with

never,

never,

never!

not

till 1 get growed up, an’ then I don’
want ’em. Oh, dear! gHow much would
it cost, 8’posin’’1 could do it?
There's

mother, I could get her somethin’ real
splendid for ten cents, an’ father, his'n
would be another dime, an’ granny, oh,

dear mean’ there’s John and
Taint no use,

there's,

too

the baby.

many

of us.

Christmas is just horrid, there!”

He gave a malicious little kick on the
hard, bare floor with the worn-out shoe,
that covered one of his little
if

it ‘hadn’t

been+so

blue feet;

worn

out,

his

mother would doubtless have heard within, and ended at once the struggle over
plans and hopes in the boy’s mind, by a
summary

call.

Asit was, he

remained

undisturbed, curled up in a little heap of
misery against the door, lost in
| the deptis
of woe.
-¢« {’know,” he alnost

screamed

with

; ‘delight, as a bright thought struck him.
¢ Good folks get all they want.
I know
they do, cause the minister down to the

_ big church on the Green where

mother

took me last summer, said so, an’ I'll be
good for a week, an’ I'll tell the Lord so,

so he can depend on me, an’ I'll have my
Christmas same’s other folks.”

NH

Quick as lightning, he slid the wood
softly out of his lap to the floor, got up
“and’going over to the corner of the little
dark hall, he knelt down and put up his

Es

AAR...

Im

little folded hands.

[Se

5

“ Dear Lord,” he we
I'm
going to be good for one whole week from
to-day. Real good, an’ now, please give
me a Christinas for it. An’ a Christmas
for father an’ mammy an’ the baby, oh,
an’ for granny too, ‘cause she’s eld;
an’ then there's John,
please Qon’t

eave him out, ‘an’ besides, he'd take my

things too if he didn’t get any. Do please,
" we do want oneso bad. We hain’t never
any of us had one. An’I won't say a sin-

gle naughty, bad word, an’ I wont do
nothin’ but what the big folks who go to
"church do.
I guess I'll sing ‘an’ prdy
most all the time. Aen.”
Well pléaséd with himself, be got up,

sharp,

eyes, who was just raising

determined
his big gold-

headed cate for another rap. .

¢“ Are you
with’ such a
“ Do you s’pose I'll ever seb one?” he possessed a
asked himself, for want of - a better listen- tle eyes, he
and settled himself a bit to think.

* No,

Davie, run-

ning excitedly tdwards the door, delighted at the novelty of a ‘visitor. Oh, ma,

De Casta Maria.

er.

see!” cried

all dead in here?” he asked
sharp’ voice, that if he hadn't
pair of twinkling, merry litwould have been set down

at once'as a harsh, irritable customer.
As it was, those saved him.

¢ Well,

who

thrust

‘hinraside as she sprang toward the door
with uplifted hands and a glad ring in

cumstances. The baby Zn
with big
eyes, put outits fat hand for the chain,
and ‘before many minutes were over, was

At last,to make frisking and crowing in the old gentlewife begun to man’s arms like all possessed.

was a week ago,

¢ What'll granny say when she wakes
‘up ? » cried Davie, flying round with 'the
greatest importance, ‘an’ John when he
comes home from his job. Say, mammy,

you “spose she will wake up, don’t you?”

motherly in her household ; was full of life;; to carry on the: religion pant
of the shor.
“loved the society of her friends, ,and in her vance. Alas!" how often
the providence.
manner toward strangérs was easy and of God runt contrary to
man's plans and
extremely winning. She was .a devoted desires, The terribly cold
weather

small pnmp-handle.

“ Well, now you'll

suddenly. created great suffering amo
ng

the soldiers, who aréyet lodged
in tents.
The snow prevents supplies reaching here
freely ; and the bitter cold, coming ‘so.

camp, without her retirément to. & private
roem for meditation, and to hold sweet
communion with her God.

On

these oc-

about

sick all

casions, it was remarked, that when

suddenly, pinches dreadfully.

she

day, a-thinking
’em

_ HUNDRED YEARS Ad0.

that house (then océupied by Judge Ford,

and the cause.

‘“ There's granny,” said Davie, who
a son of the widow), and lodged in that
BY BENSON J.
7. LOSING
Dy
feeling that he hadn’t spoken for an un- |.
| bed-room, the same carpet-was upon the
&
precédented while, now thought it time
The winter of 1779:-80 was Forarkable, floor—dark,and of a rich pattern—that had
to come to the front. .
for cold weather:
The autumn had been been pressed by the feet of the great pa* ¢ My’ husband’s mother,” said Mrs. mild—so. mild that dandelion blossoms triot and his spouse seventy years before.
Miller, *¢ we wok her, an’ we can’t leave had been seen on the borders of hedges
Washington had two additions made to
her to suffer now.”
near the city of New York, late in Nov- the house, for his accommodation. These
¢¢ No more you should !” said the old ember. Until the middle of December, are built of logs : onefor a kitchen ; and

man sharply.

“I didn't ask you to, did

May weather had prevailed all over New

I? Bring her along, right along. The England and the Middle States. The
old house at the foot of the lane>-you highways were dusty, and the smaller
know where ‘tis, Delia? Well, it’s all streams were almost exhausted by a long
going to rack and ruin, unless you'll come drought, which extended from the Kenand take it. My wife and me won't have nebec to the Roanoke.
Suddenly a pale
anybody else live there. Come, ‘didn’t blue haze overspread the hills and valleys,
you like us when you lived with us?” The | and the face of nature assumed the sweet
old gentleman, at this juncture, looked so

pathetic that it was all Davie could” de to
keep from bursting out crying 011k ¢
spot.
‘“ Like you!”

completely

cried

the

overwhelmed

girl!

you were

another!”

siudrons of dark clouds came up from

.thé'sea upon the wings of a rising. south-

wife were
that ever
fatherless

eayt gale. Then came a warm rain-storm
like a flood, and saturated the thirsty.
earth, making many human hearts’ glad.

suid the

ceeded the rain, and on the morning of
the 19th the mercury fell to zero. Within

Clear weather and

old gentleman, tugging wildly at the red
handkerchief
again.
Delia.
Say yes!”

“Be

wind

of thggHludson ail
Before
midnight,

woman

You was angels, sir?”

“And

arose in the region
Delaware
rivers.

remem-

poor

with

brance, «0, sir, you an’ your
the kindest, dearest Christians
took care of a poor homeless,

aspect of the Indian summer time.
© Attwilight on the 16th, a high

one

deadening

Trost suc-

now,

was requiring all her efforts to soothe,

friend, wrote:

* We have had the virtue
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soldiers were

things.

Mrs. Washington

had provided

*‘ This, dear sister, I think,

of the

in

a

dis-

tressful time like this, is the way Chris.
tian people ought. to celebrate the birth of
our Redeemer, who, while on the earth,

*

went abut continually doing good.”
It is related that Washi ngton afterward

called apon the Rev. Dr. James, on learn-

that ing that the commuuien service was to be
They were mostly accommodat- observed in his church the following Suncamp

at Morristown,

winter.
ed at Freeman's tavern, in the village.
These were already there when Mrs.
Washington artived. The weather had

day, and inquired whether communicants
of another denomination were permitted
to join With them.
The Doctor replied ;
“* Most certainly ; ours is not the Presbeen so fine, and such promises of comparative comfort for the army had been byterian’s table, General, but the Lord's;
‘given; that the ladies and the younger and hence we give the Lord's invitation
officers had resolved to celebrate ‘the to all his followers, of whatever name."
“1 am glad of vik " said the General ;
Christmas holiday with becoming fes(ivities, in a moderate way, at headquarters, Jhat is as it should be; but, as I was not
by permission of the commander-in-chief. ‘quite sure of the fact, I thought -1 “would
In. the meadow, a few rods south-west, ascertain it from yourself, as I propose to
from the mansion, were the téntsof Wash. Join with you on that occasion. Though
ington’s life-guard,=a fine, picked corps’ a member of the Church of England, I
of about two hundredgand fifty men, then have. no exclusive- partialities.”
Washington
was’ at the communion
commanded by General William Colfax,
of New Jersey. Their discipline was table on the following Sunday. —8. 8.
:
:
more perfect and their general appearance Times.
more commendable than any other porWITHHELD STATISTICS.
tion of the army. In the same meadow,

following extract contains

ik a——

rl

the

sufficient for the sick in the camp
Guard in front of headquarters.

| ‘The wives of several of the officers
were in the

the interesting
when in flew David in such a state of ex (and patience of the army put to the
narrative :
citement, that he could scarcely breathe. severest trial. Sometiwnes it has been’
“You a that the good wife of ovr
He puffed and panted violently before five or six days together without bread ;
» skulked back to the little pile of wood,
general is here, but you don"t know how
her,
after
his
As run up over the rickety | at other times as many without meat; and
picked it up, and went in to his mother.
good a Christian woman she is, so I'll tell
stairs, to get in “adh
“ Where have you been, David?” She
once or twice, two or three at a time, you. A few days after she came here,
got
to
come,
every
single
one
of
you.
tleman and his, father, whom. he ould without either. . .
looked tired out, poor woman, and the
. At'one’ time ‘the just before the great rain-storm, several
E soldiers ate every kind of horse food but
dark circles under her eyes made her My wifewsays so, and so the fact of it hear ascending the first flight.
- “Tis!” he cried, ls black eyes flash- hay. Buckwheat, conimon wheat, rye of the married ladies of the village, heads’
face more haggard than eyes, as she is, I don’t dare go home without you.”
of families, called upon her to pay their
“What, sir?” David's mother tried to ing in his little red face, « 0 mamuy, and Indianteorn composed thé meal that
stood at the ironing board; not stopping
respects. I was among them, We ex(L
nisl?
for a second her busy toil, for an answer say, but her lips refused to do her bidding.
made their “bread.” Finally, to rélieve | pected to find a woman of great dignity,
Seeing her distress, the old gentleman.
“What?” cried his Bother, nearly the pressing wants of his soldiers, the
to her question.
and so we did; but it was not the haughty
« After ‘the wood,” said litile pia, dropped little David's hand, went overto dropping the haby into the evul-scuul e, commander-in- chief made a requisition dignity sometimes found in the wife of a
¢ did your father say so pr
running. over to thg ~Wood-box with his her, and peremptorily made her sit down
upon the inhabitants of the neighboring great nian, She is a small woman, and
‘“ Yis!” shrieked Davie in ‘a perfect towns for graig and cattle: The people
~burdgn, and dumping it in with a bang. ‘in the chair she had placed for him. Then
wus
very plainly attired. “We were
no
essayshe won't give me no more, ‘Standing “before her, and ‘pointing, off howl, as the door opened, and in came cheerfully complied, and ‘by St. Valen- warmly welcomed, and as soon as we
LAE
* an? to tell you ‘to keep mé awgy, or he’ll each senteave withan’ energetic thud on the other two.
tine’s Day comparative comfort reigned were seated, what do you think ?—she
J
One glance at her husband's fice was throughout the Continental camps Song
try a stick on me,’ that's what' he said, the floor with. his cane, he began :
resumed the knitting of a pair of warm
The poor, woman put buin the East Jersey hill.
¢ Here's th, whole story, Delia. ' Go enough.
he did. But
I don’t care for him a bit,’
stockings for her husband ! but kept up
for we "re goin’ fo) have a Christmas, we anid get your ‘mother a glass of water, hands up to cover her streaming eyes,
On the day belore the warm rainstorm conversation with us.all in the most, dé>
the Lord,” she said.
youngster. I don't suppose she'll faint. 5 Tha
: are, ‘mammy.”
‘in December, Mrs. Washington 2arrived ai lightful manner. I was ashamed to sit'so
Yuuipever.used to be so silly, Delia,” he
The chilu’s dark oes Blowsd with an1
RTE 08, Dalia,” be said quietly, coming
Hpaclstoven, to join ber husband for the long with my hands empty, while that
eager light, as he came lose up to the said; looking at. her reproachfully. «But oveflts her, and taking her band in both |
r. She was a fharming little worn,
goud woman of wealth and distinction
ironing’ board, and gazed with confident, there's Ho t: ling what a woman will do.” of bis. oil- hardened ones, ** Im gois'—an} th
“forty-eight, wyears ol age (three wus setting us such an example of indus’
~ Davie ran off, and _preseritly came to-morrow mornin’!”
zadiany face up to his mother.
manths younger thatl her husband), and try und fragality. It made a deep im4% What do you ‘mean,’ DavieP” : She back with a cracked, cup full of water,
“01d Mr. Copps picked up the Pog wh 0 in perfect bealith,. She was plump and pressjon upon all of us, and we determinon “stopped-the flat-iron, where it poised over which his mother pot to het pale )ips.
had slipped down from its mother’s lay “elegant y formed ; her eyes were durk; ed not to visit’ her again with empty.
thd bit of well-worn é&lothing she ‘wast * Now, I'll sail on," suid the old gen- on the fluor, and waddliog over with it to and expressive of the must kindly gy.od- bauds,
3
w!
pressing. to. stare vacantly down nto the -tleman gaily. ‘Yon 80, Delia; we hain’t the little cracked window, he begin to nature ; her complexion was clear and | * The general had bondeutel to ‘have
in
¥
never. got on without you, since you rattle his watch-chwin with its dungling | fair; her featureg'were regular and beanlitle upturned fave...
Christmas celebrated at headquarters at
“We ure, sure pop!” he cried. “I tell were macried and went. But then, we seals, and to perform varions antic. and | | tifal; and her ¢ountvnance beamed with Mrs. Ford's bythe officers and the wive
re
you w's true, me nn! the Lor’s made a ‘had to make up our m nds to it. But gyrations that any amiably di- posed . roid || intelligence. She possessed 8 quick bug of three or four of those who. are. here.
slong back, for a ‘good “poll, we've got |to gevveman would be likely ttain such, Sige 8sweet and piacivie Semper, wus
|
aways. Husband had been invited to... be present
bargain, un’ so look out for Christmas!”
have a chance to see for yourself how you
like us, for I've come to take you off, Delia.” He whirled around again like a flash,
still holding David's hand, sand in quick,
ringing seniences, burst out, ‘* You've

Then

sent to distribute the soup and other good

the other for the office of the chief, and
Hamilton and Tilghman, his secretaries.

a week thereafter, a mantle of snow a
foot in"thickness covered the ground. Fhe
“If my husband was *illing: ? . The: surface of the earth hud become like rock ;
“ Well, Delia, my girl !” criéd the old
gentleman, taking her hand with a smile, words came slowly, for she knew the ‘and before the middle of January, the
and coming into the room.
¢‘ I've found *proud spirit that would die sooner -than frost had built an ice bridge over the bay the Count Pulaski exercised his legion of
you at last! and a pretty chase you've led take charity.
of New York so thick and strong ‘that cavalry, whose feats of horsemanship
‘ Where ishe?” cried the old’ gentle- large bodies of British troops. who then -were so wonderful that the people for
me. Gracious ! the number of stairs I've
climbed. The pyramids of Egypt are man, with alacrity, “I'm goin’to see occupied the city passed over the crystal ‘miles ‘around flocked to headquarters to
nothing oem.
But I wasn’t going back him this blessed minute, and this boy plain, with heayy cannons, from the town witness the performances. It had been
without you, no T wasn’t, I can tell you. shall go with me.”
to Staten Island, a distance of nine miles. determined that, on - Christmas Pay, the
“1 will, 4 will!” said Davie wildly. «|
The Continental army under ‘Washing- Life Guard in their best attire, with burIs that your boy?” he asked, whirling
around on Duvid,
whose mouth was know every stepof the way. He's put- ton then lay ‘encamped on the southern nished accoptrements, were to havea
:
‘I slope ‘of a mountain near Morristown),
stretched to such a génerous extent, that tin’ in coal at the school-house.
‘Putting in coal!” cried the old gentle- 4n the hill country of New Jersey. The grand parade, - and Pulaski's horsemen
it seemed difficult to believe that it
weré to outdo themselves in equestrian
man in the utmost astonishment. + Why,
could ever close again.
frost caught them in tébts, and before performances.
Evergreens were to be
1 hasn't he any regular employment?”
“Yes, sir” said Mrs. Miller,wl]
they could beild huts their sufferings brought from the surrounding hills to
+“He did have,” said Mrs, Miller, the. were intolerable. The mosth-of January;
-searcely, in her gladness, found her
decorate headquarters and the tents of
il
scarlet
suffusing her thin face, ““ but the 1780, might properly be
‘Come here, David, and 'speak
called
the the Guard, and bands of ‘music were 10
gentleman. It’s Mr. Copps, David, ‘Mr. times came on bad, an’ his trade was the starving time of the Continental army. enliven the scene. But when Christmas
one that suffered most. . An’ the carriage The soldiers suffered with cold and Cou]
Copps”.
i
came, the snow and the frost
shops shut down, sir, so Be tried other and every conceivable privation. - Com
She had to give him a small shake to
had silvered troops and horses with their
.| fort fled from the camp before Christmas; [icy fingers.
The lingering green inthe
bring him down to reality. = And then things” —
“¢ An’ then he fell, an’ broke his. leg.” and by mid-winter, when they were in
‘meadow was hidden beneath deep snow;
with the easy adjustment of childhood to
cried Davie, well-pleased to give all the their buts, gaunt famine, like a razening the shivering Guard were more intent:
circumstances, he ran over to the strang‘news, *‘ an’ the doctor said it was a bad wolf, preyed upon the suffering, patient,
upon building huts for -shelter than in
er, and confidingly pressed to his side.
one, an’ then some y days we didw’s have and patriotic soldiers. The snow, early
seeking enjoyment by participation in a
‘¢ Have you ever heard of me?" ‘asked|.
y dinner, an’ "——
id
in January, lay from four to six feet in sacred festival, and Pulaski's legion felt
the litfle old man, with such a twinkle| «Be still,
Davie!” cried his mother, depth in New Jersey, and prevented supin his eyes that if he had been a perfect
-no inclination for the sadle-on that biting
quickly.
:
:
plies reaching the vicinity of the army; winter's day.
stranger, would have won the childs
the Christmas festival
« Well, bum, hum, I must be off now,” and the soldiers were put upon the short.
heart, ‘* say, my boy.”
waa. celebrated at headquarters, not accried the old gentleman. ¢¢ Come’ my lad, est possible allowance that would sustain
cording to arrangement, bul more appro« Always,” said Davie, putting his lit- lead the way.”
life. In January, Dr. Thacher, “an army" priately under the changed circumstances,
tle hand in his.
¢¢ Mother's forever a
‘‘ Be good, Davie,” said his mother,
surgeon, wrote in his journal: **For the An account ‘of it is given in a letter . writtalking of you and Mis. Copps.”
'| warningly, as he ran for his cap.
last tén days we have received but two ten by the wife of Rev. Dr. Jathes (then
“ She is!" cried thé old gentleman, so
She saw them depart with very small pounds of meat a man, and we are fredelighted by this, that he didn’t ‘see the hope, and was therefore wholly unprepar- quently for six or eight days entirely. the pastor of the Presbyterian Church at
chair Mrs. Miller brought for him, ed for the joyous news that burst upon destitute of meat, aid then as long: with- Morristown) to her sister in Philadelphia,
a copy of which the writer received from
bul continued to étand in the middle~of her a short hour afterwards. The baby, out bread.”
:
a descendant of the author, living in a
the floor, shaking" David's hand like a who had waked up fretful after his pap,
Wagshingtdn, in a private: letter to a Western state, many years ago. The.
her voice.
¢ Oh, Mr. Copps!
Thank
the Lord, I'm so glad to see you !”

‘has

Christian woman, and no morning Was
allowed
to pass, at her home or. in the

“ On last Thursday, two days befo
re
he cried as an anxious -thought struck came from that communion her face Christma
s, Mrs. Washington invited the
him,
and
he
laid
down
the
dish
he
was
over, till at last she..says, ‘Solomon, if
glowed with inexpressible loveliness, the ladies of the village who had called upon
you don’t go and find Delia, I shall never doingto wash, on the first chair he came
manifestation of inward Peade: and bran
her to come to headquarters at.
nine
get well.” I tell Jou, Delia, I was so to.
'| quility of spirit.
o'clock the next. morning. We went.
"¥“Oh
yes,
indeed
!”
cried
his
‘mother
soart then, I'd have gone to the ends of
Mrs. Washington spent the Wilts at After speaking ofthe éxpectation’to celethe earth after you: Here the old gen- with a happy laugh, ¢‘I.guess so, long the headquarters of her husband, and brate Christmas at headquarters
she!
,
tleman was so overcome by his feelings before to-morrow mornin". The idea!”
‘many are the—traditions concerning her sug ge
that the ladies present should, eT
« Well, if she-don’t, >cried Davie, still beauty, gentleness, simplicity, and indus- on thal morning, have
that- he pulled an enormous red silk
as much :soup pre.
handkerchief out of his “pocket, and fell -a little “anxious as he remembered. his try which have lingered in the neighbor- pared as possible, to distribute, with other
sleeping
capabilities, hood of the winter quarters of the beloved substantial food
to such a violent fit of blowing his nose, grandmother's
and delicacies, among
and wipingup of the twinkling eyes, that “can’t we take her asleep, ma, ‘jist othe _commander-in-chief of the Continental the sick soldiers in the nearest camp
s.
We could tie her on behind, I
Davie began to be afraid he would never same?
army. . When, on each returning spring, She asked them to get their neighshould think so, she'd go easy.”
come ont of it.
:
she departed for her home on the Poto- bors to do the same. She also pro“Don’t you be afraid,” said the old
|- At last, like a very big fish coming. up
to us -to come
mac, the blessings of thousands—citizens posed
to headquar-to the surface, he-emerged from behind gentleman witha hearty laugh when they and soldiers—went with her, for she was’ ter's on Christmas morning and report the
the handkerchief with red face and shin- told him, “The car§'ll take her, an’ you truly loved by all.
names of those who would have soup -and
¥
all to-morrow, sure as my pir is Soloing eyes, and proceeded:
~~,
‘Washington's headquarters at Morris- other food ready, when soldiers would be
¢ And so I've come. I traced you from mon Copps! »
town, in 1779-80, was the residence of the detailed to distribute the Christinas offer.
** Mother,” said little Davie, coming
one spot to-another, till| felt pretty sure
widow of Colonel Jacob Ford, who bad ing to their, suffering companions.
We
you were in. this building. “And now, out of the bedroom late that afternoon, as commanded a regiment of Morris county all cheerfully agreed to her plan of relief ;
you've every oie of you got to pull up she “sat alone mending up the poor old militia during the flight of the American and on that Christmas morning there
clothes, but with a happy face. *‘I've army across New Jersey, three years be
stakes, and go back with me.”
were more hands busy ini the kitchens of
Here he pulled himself up with an been thanking the Lord for our Christmas. | fore. The general and his suite occupied Morristown, I think, than ever before.
I tell you we'd have one! An’ I the whole of the large building, - exceptimmense jerk, and stood quite still, glar- Didn't
*“ We went early to headquarters. The
want to be good all my life, mampy, till
ing at her.
:
ing two rooms reserved for Mrs. Ford. other ladies soon came, also the wives of
& But there'sise min of ust. said -the Leaieto
and several; of the lalter were
be old like_graony, ‘cause Hest yng tor tamity. His slesping-room was: officers
faltering lips of the poor woman before been so good tous.”
in the second story while Mrs. Washing- present. The general and his aids came
him. Her eyes shone, so that the old
ton was with him; and when, about thirty in, wnd he requested husband to offer @
man looking down into them,never forgot OHRISTMAS AT ‘HEADQUARTERS
A years ago, the ‘writer’ passed a night in prayer, which he did in behalf of the army’

if

you ’ain’t déad, can you tell me where
Mrs. Delia Miller lives ?”
Over went the flat-iron on t5 the floor.
David jumped back to See what was the
maiter, and met his mother,

We

the sight to his dying day.

“ Oh, dear me! What can it be?”

Qui fait la complaisance,
Dei Sui Patris.
Cet enfagn tout aimable,
In nocte media,
Est né dans une étable

*

born!”

«Well, I'm goin¥to be mow,” cried
David; in high dudgeon, over this implication.
‘ You can count on me now,
mammy, ‘cause I've got to be.
Ive
promised.”
« It won't be fen minutes Sotore you o)
be a-witchin’ enough to raise the dead,”
cried the weary wonap, taking ‘up her
iron again;
AT
«1 aint,” began Davie indignantly,
when a Toise as if some heavy body were
en footsteps, made him change his sentence abruptly.
“ Whit's
that?” he said. ¢* Hark,

Ther ys-a blossom sprung of a thorn,
“To.save mankynd that wag forlorne,
As the Profittis sayd beforne,
Déo patria, sit gloria.
2

mother,

toiling up the staircase, with slow, unev-

Deo p atiia; sit gloria.

*

cried - his

whole week, Davie, sincé you was

And light ye up your candles,
His star it-shineth near;
And all in earthgand heaven

Allelujia!-

week, an’ good too, an’ I told the Lord
s0, an’ he’s got to give me a ‘Christmas
for he said so. The minister said ‘all wife
can’t be,”

you.

and she kept” itup, every single night.
And the
dreams wasn’t pleasant, Delia.
How that you were suffering, and in
trouble of some sort. “And -then it kept

“Tam proper!” cried Davie in great
indignation.
¢ I'm goin” to be a whole

whose mind only. grasped one idea. ‘It
ain’t no use. You've never been good a

_ Our Christmas carol’sing,

3

about

Davie!” cried his mother perfect-

“You

— Herbert.

Then be ye a
tod people,
.This night of all the year,

eopsideiuble

wrote and wrote to Hammerstown, and
couldn't get any answer buf that you'd

things’ ‘you know, he did, mammy !”

:

Good will and peaee and glory,

*

worrying

gone to this city to live.
ly shocked, ¢¢ what have you been doin ? a long story short, my
You shouldn't talk so. 'Tain't ‘properI 1 Worty about you. That
0h,

The shepherds sing, and shall I silent be?

The pasture is Thy Word;
grace,
Enriching&1 the place.

grimy hands
thought, and

~

Poetry.

"He rubbed
his
little
gleefully. together at the
gave a happy-little crow.

ee

How

it would startle some of our

gregations 10 have the pastor follow

.

con-

the

reading of the annual report of his church
-with a

few

of

the

withheld

statistics,

somewhat after this sort: ** Of the thirtytwo who have joined our church the

past

year, I find that five of those who came in
on profession have unmistakably fallen
into former evil ways, while of those who
F were

received

by

letter,

three

were

“cer-

tainly lacking in good character im the
churches they left, although by the record
they were in * good and regular standing.’
One of our elders is popularly reported to
have swindled a neighbor outrageously
in a notorious: business transaction.
We
have lost one of our more ‘prominent
members by his transfer to the county jail
on conviction of crime. A careful epamination oft our record has convinced me
that fully one-third of our members can
be counted on the * dead- -heaq’ list. They
do nothing in the line of Christian activi-

ty. = As to their example, «‘deéy

a

are not

bad éncugh to be a warsing to the out’

side World; nor good enough to be taken
Our
well
fully
been

penevelegl contributions look pretty
for our numbers, but I learn that
one-third ef their full amount has
given by four persons; and that of

the otner members of the church,

more

than one-half gave less to religious causes
than-they pay toward public amuSements,
‘while there are not a few

families

which

gave more for peanuts during the year
than they put in the contribution-box. A
fair estimate of the tobacco bills of the con-

gregation is twice and three-eighths the
amount given by the church to home and:
‘foreign missions combined.” Such a supplement as this, in kind and in degree
actording to. the particular community,
could be truthfully made in many a

church: where the annual report last presited is spoken of as ‘‘every way
couraging. "—8, 8, 1 J¥mes,

ene
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Bands of music are forbidden to play on
ios of the large bridges of the world. A
corstant succession of

sound

waves,

es-

.peeinlly such as come from the playing of
a band, will excite the wires to vibration.

At first the vibrations ara very slight, but
they will’ increase a8 the sound waves con-

tinue to come.

The principal reason why

bands are nut allowed to play when erossing certain bridges, the suspension bridge

‘at,

Niagra, for instance, is, that if follow-

ed by

processions of any kind they

will

keep step with the mus c, and this regular

step would cause the wires to vibrate. At
suspension bridges military companies.
are not allowed to march acriss in regular step, but break ranks. The regular

trotting gate of a large dog across u sus-

Fee
bridge is more dangerous to ‘the
ridge than n heavily loade Wagon drawg
a'team of large horses,
a

ora

ea

—

FRE

»

a
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with Irving’s.
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WASHINGTON IRVING.
Like that of Brown, the name of Wash-

ing Irving is more familiar at the present
time than that of any of’ his works. The
author of the ¢‘Knickbocker,” the ‘Sketch
Book,” the “Alhambra,” and the “Life of

and polish jit ‘surpasses them all.

His

carefully selected words, his variously

constroeted _periods, “his
remarkable
elegance, and distinct aud delicate painting, place him in the very front rank of
the masters of our language.
These
qualities are perhaps more
markedly
exemplified in “his _# Chronicles of - the
Conquest. of Granada,” and his « Life of
George Washington,” than in any other

_ Columbus” has been forgotten for the
Men praise his- name, yet scarce- of his works.
“man.
ly ever read #8 productions. And
A
Irving,
- From 1842 to 1846 Irving

was United

indeed, is worthy of all praise both as a States minister to Spain. ‘While there he
man and

as an author, still very

few of

those who join in bestowing it can explain the reason of their applause. But
it lies in this one simple fact, Great’ : as
he was as an anthor, Irving’s popularity,
like that of Oliver Goldsmith's, arose ih a

‘arge measure from,and was due to the are
fascination of his personal character. Sim-

ple in habit§, amiable and genial in disposition, and, overflowing with the milk
" of human XH ndness, he added to these
worshipful ‘qualities a perfect manly. form
and

a. beautiful countenance;

a

vein

of’

humor seldom eclipsed, and a woman's
, love for the pure and the charming picturesque.

More than his authorship, more

prepared the material for the “Lives of;
Mahomet and his Successors,” the best

ents.’ He never attained any educational
“haunt higher than the small, private
- schools of his native city ; and at these the
“boy received that small portion of his ed-’
ucation which he did not acquire by his

We

with fountains playing

in

their

ed by the power of

cious

and

Glasgow, and Wordsworth

his will holds command

an ejectment suit! He had already proved himself an able writer, but ignoring
literature as a profession, he joined
{his brothers, who were engaged in a
profitable mercantile business and who
gave him an interest in “their concern.
Washington Irving's. literary career now
seemed ‘brénght to a close, and had -it not
_ been for the failure of the firm ‘in which
‘he was a partner he ‘might have been a
third-rate business man, with the reputation and the credit of Salmagundi and
Knickerbocker's New York.'
But bankrupley ‘at the age¢ of thirty-seven compelled him to adgpt a new vocation. .
The ‘“‘Sketc® Book” was the first restilt
of his efforts in his new line. It was issued

“in a §6tial form and reached half a dozen
numbers.
Miller, of New York, was the
publisher, and the first number was issued

+in May, 1819,

at the price of seventy- -five

»cents a copy.
launched upon

Scarcely was this book
the public, when Miller

failed, and the unlucky author found
self clreckmated.

him-

After awhile, however,

Murry was induced to take hold of the en-

dangerously
-

and thunders

out,

Abstract volitional force, coupled with
an acute mind, enabled.him without faltering to cut his way through those of his
own blood to grasp the royal ‘Scepter. He

is the cold

embodiment

of

intellect

will. These alone are the fountains
| power, the secrets of his success.

and

of his

“The emotions, the garden where grows

the plant morality, was not cultivated by
Richard.
He smothered his conscience
and finer feelings, until the warms life of
the sensibilities became cold and

inactive.

Hud a single drop of sympathetic blood
flowed through his veins, the innocent,
child-like nature of Anne
would have
quickened its motion; but he knows vo
feeling,
no love, no pity. He sweeps
along his bloody course umnoved by the

acter.

He possesses

a

sublime

CARRIE E., youngekt daughter of L.

rfect-villain, a man cold-

as

evitable sequence

moral

of violated

naries until he

had

made

a

In this respect his career differed
from

that

of

Scott,

his

sense of guilt wrings his heart

his dreams.

greatly

“The

lights

contemporary,

Medicated Prunes.

DEA. JOEN WEBBER
died in’ Jay, Me.,
Nov: 7; aged about 89 years: — Bro: “Webber
professed faith in Christ in the year 1835; was
baptized by Bey, David Blaisdell .and united
with the F. B. church in Jay.
In 1851 he was
chosen deacon of the church, which office he
| filled with honor. He "was a devoted Chris:
|tian,
and appreciated most’by
those
him best. He leaves a wife, one daughter and
grandchildren.
Funeral services were con-

ducted by Rev. J. Morse.
JouN ELWELL

paine

t to

Poland,

Irving's last work is his greatest, and he

his soul,
should
be
engulfed
in
«¢ awful immensity ofits own acts.”

last

books

—

are

SES

his

C8

poorest,

while

3 © NE

RICHARD IIL.
BY

8, L. SMITH..
aces

ABSTRACT

OF

tim

to

Richmond’s

sword,

justice,

eternity,

the

conclusion

to be drawn from his full course of action
is, that wealth of intellect and will can not

“fulfill moral obligation

ARGU MENT.

others. ‘Ability to dissimulate.

2. Display of - his . volitional force.
Triumph over difficulties. Suppression of

his conscience.

8. What he _lacks is emotion.
He
possesses none of the, finer feelings. le
is a'stranger to mopdlity.
4. le represems Shakespeare's idea
of a.villain,
His conscience. is victor at
“last. Punishnient follows as the inevita-

ble sequerfce of violated moral law.
Life'is great only as it is a fulfillment
of moral obligation.

bu

"ment;

interest.

He

possessed

an

intellect,

been referred to. But success now smil- which was deep, artinl and cunning.
- ed on the author and all his friends. New
{1is mental strength gave him the con.
works were rapidly written and publish- fidence to defy even destiny, and tu strug- ed, and fame and fortune came upon him. gle against the Almighty.
The other
His productions were now called for ev- characters of the tragedy are only sub~erywhere, and G. P. Putnam & Co., hus jects on. whom
this mental gymnast
last publishers, found the issue of 8 | displays his skill. Under his artful powbooks thé chief feature of their busin
"er, they move like chessmep.
He wastes
Many of his works were, repulsedin no words with his brother‘ ‘Clarence, ‘but
England, where they became no less fa quietly “sends him off to heaven, becatise
vorites than in America. One great jgan he loves him so.” Hispldns were so
was indebted to ‘their iniluénce for tle deeply laid that they protected him from
awakening of his genius. Charles Dick- all suspicion of perfidy. After Clarence's
ens repeatedly acknowledged that .it was execution, King Henry suddenly dies,
to his early reading of the ‘Sketch Book” yetRvho éver dreamed that the Black
that he acquired the habit of «surveying Angel was dispatched in obedience to

life in: the humorous and sympathic spirit|

Richard's

which led to his peculiar literary career.
Notwithstanding his literary prosperity,
Mr. Irving made no pretensions ds an

nothing less than Stygian skill.

decree? “On

Anne,

he

With

what inhuman boldness he enmeshes

in his villainous schemes!

‘uses

her

Think of it!

He. who had murdered her husband and
step-father,” determines to marry her, yea,

prise to himself.: He was completely de» void of affectation, and was simplicity it- ‘woos and wing her id “he heart's extrem

self. Overflowing with humor as he was,
his stock of pleasant fancies exhausted

est hate, and nothing to Back his suit at
all, but the plain devil, and dissembling

itself after while, and his mature pow“ers were exerted upon works of solid instruction, chief. among which are his

looks.”

+ Lives of Washington and Columbus.

the occasion of her

That she, whose character

endowed with heaven's supreme

was

virtues,

mercy and forgiveness, should thus be.

‘History of the War of Granada, “and his played off sons to, make her very virtues
woe,

is

a

‘ moral

know of no writer in the English antithesis” that makes goodness ' stupid
whose -prose style compares nonsense, and holiness the desire of fools.

.

A

|.

eee

A lady in our neighborhood who has suffered for over three months the most extreme
torture by a violent Cough, has become com-

Syrup.

° Business and Professional

For

sae in every Drug Store.

Men,

and ‘all who, in: consequence of overwork,
find themselves suffering from a gradually increasing-brain and-‘mervous exhaustion, and
who feel that they are slowly losing vitality
and the power to. do hele best, and thata
breakdown in the near
fytiire is almest inevita-

blé, will

find

in rg

Oxygen

even the most inexperienced persons,

It is a sare

and

quick

remedy

IA has been used
parts of the world

such

considered an unfailing cure ft

wonderful success
CHOLERA,

by

Physicians,

It should always be used for Pain in the Back and £1
and brings speedy and permanent relict in all cases of Bd
eo
Cuts, Sprains, Severe Burns, Scalds, etc.
N
0 FAMILY. CAN SATTLY BE WITHOUTWIT. It wit
ees nh doctors’ bills, and its yp:
ay gave many times
il
fwithinthercachofcll. I isecld at © c. 50c. and 81. Go
, and can be obtained from all druggis
NY

Sidyx Fale

be

DAVIS. & SON,

Is made from a Dane ho ical Leaf of Rare
Value, and is a POSITIV.
emedy for all the
diseases that cause
ams in the lower part of the
body—for Torpid
iver—Headaches —Jaundice—
Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all difficulties of

Versus are inadmissible.

Providence;

the Kidneys,

Liver

and

Urinary

amasse

it has no

the organs that make the blood,

best Rest Blood
known remedy that

i:

Rev.

by.

of the

Bible

to if,

and

had

So far as

‘his last act of public benevolence was

is

a Crosse

,.

\
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Eating, Adidity of the §
Flatulency, Liver and
'Torpid
Piles, §

Purifier inf
fect satis- J
refunded.

iD. R. V.G. Mfg. Co,, Prop’s,
SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

NewYork Depot,

He. xn, Citieten, * 116 Fulton Stroot.

School.

would have been the same earnest friend

Ferry,

hence

nota-

inter-

at Harper’s

ad

|’

Facts for those afllicted with Rheumatism ox Neuralgia : Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir
cures the worst cages of Neuralgia in from two to
four hours.
Rheumatic « Fever in
three . to

he lived
I know
the

Va

gift

four days,

of five hundred dollars to Bro, Morrell, for the
new chapel’ at Storer College.” The annuities

and

many

chromic

Rheumatism,

that

for we ars had defied the skill of the Physician and”
tye Power of Medicine, have been cured by half a
dozen bottles. Clarke's Rheumatic Elixir is sold
will be continued at the request of thé deceasall Tepestable Jrugglsta. $1.00 per bottle, six
ed, and, I may
add, inaccordance with the, by
for $5.00,
Send for circular to the proprietor,
wishes of the family. .His illness had been a’ West Buxton, Me.
Tydleow
long and trying one, yet during dll those two
Jeu, there had been manifested the power of
i the grace of God; always patient, never comBUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Church
. plaining, although resisting, with all his ‘wonSchools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. F SULTY
derful physical strength. and foreg of will, ev- |
WARRANTED, Cainlogue soi Free,
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.
ery step of the disease; but. when convinced

that his sickness wus unto death, his desire was

"1y1

aot

Ny

i

| 8
SAS CITY zp

ope

Indigestion, §

or
fioney
fi Try it. Our Vitals
Tonic
Bitters,—the
:
3 petizer in the World, Call for them.

ten

interested in our.

that he has been to India,

For

teed by all}

boys) which was paid regularly, until’ his
death, ' Besides this annual sum, he had given
often and generously for the work there,

and

Pl

ed subscription was continued until the ferrible famine occurred, when “he increased the

ests

{@lse

a

IS\CIOAN

It restores

he Batk and Limbs,

continued for -a number of years, when it was
increased to one hundred dollars; the inéreas(naming

equal.

Complaint,
Constipation.

grandehildren still bears the name of Adam
Brown, Jr. This twenty-dollar subscription

for the

Organs.

Plopey .2engsla,

LL

o | Watouna.
%

errillan:

Y 90%: RRNA
$2 te, 4,

And all roubles arising cictiom A
3
Sick Headache, Dis-

Hosea

Quimby—when the Tatter -had" charge

Phillips,

rt Lea}

Tsrthington

Mey

W sfinondTP

\kraitie
du

CURES

Dyspepsia,

school at North Parsonsfield—and ever since
that time, he had been especially interested in
the Foreign Mission work, being a frequent
and generous contributor to its support, almost from its inception. He began by subscribing twenty dollars a year for ‘the support
of a boy named Adam Brown; this boy, now
old anf gray-headed and having children and

Lately he had become

Whseeal

n

Purifier,
It is the only
cures Bright's Disease. For

He experiented religion more than forty years

bly, to Dr.

SPIT A

.

DRVC

“directing his vast business through his son-inlaw, up to within a few days of his death.
He
was known quite extensively in the denomination, particalurly among those who have had
charge of the mission and benevolent work.

dollars

Chippewa Falls NS Stevens Point).

hy

¥

pursuits, He retained his faculties until thelast,

hundred

R. I.

Diabetes, usc Warner's Safe Diabetes Cure.
For Sale by Druggists and all Dealers at $1 35
er bogtle.
Largest bottle in the market.
T Lge
I, H. WARNER
& CO., tos

large

fortune, consisting in large part of
| estate.
He possessed those peculiar traits of character
that
would
have
made
him
noted
in
whatever direction they might be turned; but
having no taste or desire for public office or
honor, he was lefs entirely free for business

amouut to two

al

Female Diseases, Monthly Menstruations, andg

during Pregnancy

During his long life, he was constantly engaged in business, and by his energy, activity

ago, and was baptized by the late

inneapolis n

don

sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that CASH should ‘accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight

of judgment,

-

ITIS WITHOUT A RIVAL
VAL AS A-LINIMENT.

James

BRIEF afid for the public, For thé excess oyer
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per-

and clearness

Missionaries,

Proprietorse

@bituagics.

words,

=

that it is

these diseases.

Tt is RECOMMENDED

5
should

in all

DIARRH(EA,

COMPLAINTS,

Hanagers of Plantations, Work =Shops, tl
Ministers,
urses- in Ilospitals—in short, by Everybody
Factories,
everywhero who hass ever
ever giveren itit a trial.
trial

andrean

Obituaries
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HAS STOOD THE TEST OF 4O YEARS’ CONSTANT
‘USE IN ALL COUNTRIES AND CLIMATES.

PERRY

anew

with

or CRAMPS,

ind all BOWEL

‘PYSENTERY,

tenia

NOTICE.

SORE-

THE OLDEST, BEST, AND MOSTGNIDELY KNOWN
FAMILY MEDICINE IN THE WORLD,

agent of cure and restoration,” which acts as a
revitalizer—and this witha promptness that
at once stops the downard drift. The ‘paralysis which so often arrests the steps of business:
men and bard brain-workers after they have
passed middle- life, might in most cases be
prevented by an occasional use of tliis revitalizing agent. Our Treatise on Compound Oxygen, its nature and Action, is sent free. Addreds Drs:
Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111
Girard Street, Police. Pa.”
;

PARTICULAR

*

for COUGHS,

THROAT, CHILLS, and similar troubles; affords instant relic
in the most malignant forms of DIPHTHERIA, and is the best
known remedy for RHEUMATISM and NEURALGIA.

ends in night and’

woe.

1. - His intellectual acuteness as seen in
his deep plans of iniquity. Power over

x

Saving.

pletely cured by DF. Bull’$Cough

atone for poverty of emotion. . The ¢on‘| science 1s indestructible, and _ a refusal to

>

For Internal and External Use,
Is a SURE CURE for all the Diseases for which it is recommended,
and is ALWAYS PERFECTLY SAFE in the hands of

3

News,

—
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A PURELY VEGETABLE REMEQY

pare it-for sale in liquid form as well as in dry

creation to |

and the

.

’

form. - It saves all the labor of preparing, and
as'it is equally efficient it is preferred by many
persons.
Kidoey-Wort always
and everywiiere proves itself a perfect remedy.— Buffalo

that

Lr a I
pair
re With JH
L and TOE
complete, in 20 minutes. It will also knita great
variety of fancy work, for which there-is always a
ready market. Send for-circular and terms to the
Twombly Knitting Machine Co., 409 Yas
ington St.. Bogen: Mass.
17t35

VECETABLE

The demand of the people for an easier method of preparing Kidney-Wort has induced the
proprietors, the well known wholesale Drug-,
gists, Wells, Richardson & Co., of Vt., to pre-

Richmond,
yields up
his career.
the laws of
fall a vic-

Thus the poet follows his

{ the verge of

:

Labor

Remorse, remorse brads his soul “until he
writhes in wild despair.
Mad, trenzied,"

to

ERRY DAVIS’ r=
~ PAIN KILLER

Me.,

3

EVERYWHERE

avalide Tit

Com.

died at West

AGENTS WANTED EFirvs.e

EFFECTIVEin

petitperSain
|Cents
jar. "For als

devoted Christian wife and family ministered
in much care and love to his every want.
The
funeral was largely attended; Eld James Libby preached an appropriate discourse.
‘8. BUrGEss.

blue.”

left one of the largest fortunes ever made
By an American writer.

his

an active intellect, Here we have the secret
power that causes us to follow him in| his
deep plans of iniquity with such intense

‘We

CONSTI PATION,
:
BILIOUSNESS,
LIVERTROUBLES & PILES.

Nov. 27, aged 61 'years. Bro. Elwell suffered
long but very patiently with a-fainfully dis
eased leg. For the Jast two years he had been
mostly contined within doors. Several months
past he resigned himself to do God’s will and
accepted Christ Jesus.
He told his wife and
family of a blessed assurance. of everlasting

law.

he rushes into the conflictqwith
and with a heroic desperation
his own life as a sublime end-of
His deathsatisfles two demands,
tragedy required that he should

For Man and Beast.

Wind A SATISFACTION J &

the in=

burn

LINIMENT

Price, $1. Six Bottles to one address, $5.

The

with

E. PINKHAM'S

+ VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

[HENRY
& JORNSON'S _
ARNICAS OIL

Shadowy phantoms giggle and grin around
‘his bedside at the midnight hour. ¢ Cold,
fearful drops stand on his trembling flesh.”

whose first novel enchantet the public
and insured its writer's popularity.
Yet
the .contrast of “their latter days. was
still greater. - Scott died a bankrupt, and

bocker’s history” had failed, as had Moses
Thomas, who, as publisher of the ‘‘Anale: tie,” had offered Irving profitable employ-

-language

LYDIA

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
;
- Whooping Cough,

{Lung and Throat Affections

ADAM Brow died at Wolfborough, N
- skeep and Bradford, who issued ‘‘Knicker- | test of conscience, but is the outgrowth of ‘Nov. 25, aged 87 years, 10 months, 16 Hy

_.author, and indeed his success was a sur-

:

| days. Funeral Nov. 18, from the F. B.
ureh,
of which Bro. and Sister Smith are members.

The ghosts of a long list of his murdered
victims, uttering cries of revenge, visit

reputation.

thinghe cared for.
His publishers also decides, ** since 1 cannot prove a lover, 1
“began to have a better runof luck. It is am determined to prove a villain.” He
This,
a remarkable fact that all his early pub. does nothing without a reason.
lishers had fared as bad as Irving had. In- however, does not result from the pro-

Miller's misfortune has just

PULMONARY

Keats says,
There is no tiercer hell than
a failure in a great attempt.”
Richard fails in the greatest of all un“dertakings.
Conscience asserts itself at’
which fully sustained him; and made
war of last and stings him with retribution. His rest,
his end in the flesh peaceful and happy.
His

terprise, and the work’ reached an extenShakespeare vindicates this principle in
-sive sale and was most eagerly read.
_| the character of King Richard HI:
As the Duke of Gloucester, he begins
The crisis of Irving's career was now
«past.
Ill success had thus far been ‘his hi¥ career by resolving to destroy his own
portion, and with the exception of “‘Knick- relafives in order to ascend the throne of
«grbocker” he had done ho great thing in England. To justify himself, he argues
his - life, He now
found that litera- that he is “deformed,” “unhappy iin a
ture was his forte, as if, ‘was the dnly weak, piping time of peace,” and hence

and

DR. X. 6. WHITES

And other Vay Affections,
- Carrie though a child, was noted for her. piety
and reverence for thin
ings sacred, never forgettingat home or abroad,
to’ offer up. ber ‘even:
The Positive Cure
ing prayer. Jirivg her Fini shie “would
For all Female, Complaints,
“The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana‘often say,** Now I must pray,’ and turning
THIS PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
her face from her friends, would spend 4- time
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of’
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
in silent prayer. This is the first entrance of
AND LIFTS IT INTO 4PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND; its superiority over all other remedies of the
the ‘death messenger in this family, and sorel
STRENGTH, 80, THAT THE CUBE Is radical
kind, for
do they feel the bereavement, so difficult. is it tire. It strengthens THE BACK ANDPELVIC ene
RE.
to ‘look: beyond the _grave® to the shining
GION; IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS BY 8
realms where Carrie is enjoying the reality of
TEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR .
NATURAL POSITION. THAT FEELING OF BEARING
the songs she loved the most, and used to sin
DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, IS
80 sweetly, ¢ Safe in the arms of Jesus,” an
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE..
1.¢¢ Sweet by and by.” One whom we all loved;
It will, at all times and uiftier all circuna
because of her genial, warmhearted, gentle
‘stances, act in harmony with the laws that
nature, has passed over the dark river.
Gleegovern the female system.
ful children on the street became sad and wept
Forthecure of Kidney Complaints of eithez
when they heard, ‘Carrie is dead.”
The
sex, this Co
d is unsurpassed.
school of which she was a member closed for
# Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
-| the day, and led by the teacher, joined in the -"is prepared atthe proprietorsi aboratory.
funeral procession. We ¢ommend the stricken
No, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass,
ones to him who said, ¢° Suffer the children to
to come unto me.”
8. I. BOWMAN.
Mrs, Pinkham freely answers alllettersof inquiry.
Send for pamphlets. Address as above.
‘SARAH M., wife of Thomas Nudd, and
No family should be without LydiaE. Pinkham®t
A sure cure for Wounds,
LIVER PL LS. They cure Qussiipation, Bilious.
daughter of Enoch D. Young, of Hampton,
ness,
and Torpidity of the Liver. 25 cts. per box.
died Sept. 30, aged 80 years and 7 months,
wg
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents.
Some more than two years a; 0,4 shock paralyzed her right side, and this together with
Sold by Druggists.
rey| =
fever caused -her—death:— Her
coupled with Christian character, made warm
friends of all'her acquaintances at home and
abroad, and especially so whilst pursuing her
studies at New Hampton Institute in 1866—T.
Her life gave unusual
meaning to the truth
Corns, \
'B
that she was a faithful and affectionate daughter, sister, wife and mother. ‘She was fitted
Strain,
by education and accomplishments for a life of
eminent usefulness; but the Master has called
and all Skin Diseases. Rub
wo SMITHSS =<
| her from her earthly home to be a beacon light
it
in well with the hand.
in the heavenly, and though her ‘earthly atSold by all druggists. Price 25 and 50e per bottle
tachments were strong the heavenly were
REMEDY AND CERTAIN CURE FOR
much stronger,
L. L. HARMON.

1y intellectual, ‘sternly volitional, struggling to annihilate his conscience, and to
ignore moral obligation.
He stands su-

preme among the villains of tragedy.

the Psalmist

L. Helen Smith, died in Middleport,
16, of typhoid fever; aged 1lyears, 2m

intellect,

climax of criminality.
. But’punishment must follow

of

tended by a large concourse of people.
. H. T. BARNARD.

and an inflexible will;but in the third constituent of mind,
emotion, he was wanting.
He is a perdonification ‘of Shakespeare's S
conception of

prayer

vices wére held Sunday, Nov. 28;and were at-

to abide by the strictest moral points.
Thuswe have analyzed Richard’s char-

Bonnicastle” traveled. It was a
because a stern necessity drove him to it. ‘grim determination for years, and he was
He had been admitted to the practice of obliged to press among the literary lumi-

ing a witness, or fighting his oT through

atro-

long evening of his life glided tranquilly woe of others. He is ice. He observes
away, He died at last in 1859, at the age. no morality himself, yet he reqgires others

of his inadaptatéon to anything else, and

‘soon appalled him and he retired in, disgust. Imagine such a man cross-examin-

is

“ Dive thoughts down to my soul,”
March on, join bravely, let’s to it peli mel;
If not te heaven, then hand in hand to hell,”

his welcome was kind, august, and gracefully remembered. +
After seventeen years of life sp¥ht
abroad, Irving came home to Ame
and, selecting for kis place of residertoe
that delightful, romanticjretreat of **Sunnyside,” on the bauks of the Hudson,
the

of seventy-six, of heart disease.
His
death was considered a national misfortune, and across the water in the proud
own unassisted efforts. He was a great “liomes of Albion, he was mourned for and
reader from-early childhood, and thus he lamented only as heroes had been before
Storéd his mind with that amount of gen- him.
!
3
.eral information which became so useful
The fact that Irving was thirty-seven
_ to him in after yedrs.
years of age before he reached a footWithall his talents and extensive Joao hold in literature may prove valuable by
; ing, however, Irving did not énter upon encouraging young writers who are bata literary life because any “of the so- tling with a hard destiny.
It was no
named * biddings of genius” called him flowery pathto greatness by which the.
to it. = He drifted into ‘authorship because author of *“Walfert’s Roost” and ‘Captain

law, but the stern duties of that profession

is

tena-

his point

Ever and anon his conscience raises its
head, and struggles for. supremacy; but

at

Grasthese.

With

Whatever

ciously difficult, whatever

courts,

Campbell
at

will.

he carries

arduous he attempts with eager joy.

and Scotland; saw

Scott at Abbotsford,

his

determination

despite all obstacles.

and turbaned Arabs strolling about the
gracefully pillared
porticoes, were pictures that he revelled in. He made sever-

al visits to England

lose-sight of the villain, and stand in

the presence of genius. This’ i8 the fasci~nating element. of his character, the allpowerful Minerva so bewitching to all,
His intellectual acuteness is only match-

compendium of the rise and progréss of
Mohammedanism that has ever yet appeared. Irving loved the Orient, and
the romance
and beauty of - mosqués and
palaces .of arabesque
work, situated
among gardens of olives. and cypresses

~ than culture or” intellectual attainments,” New World of Letters. sent to the Old, |

- these were what made that literary philanthropist, who' for more than fifty years
was a favorite with the reading classes of
both Great Britain and America.
Washingion Irving was born in the
city ‘of New York, 1783. He was .the
‘eleventh and youngest child of his par-

sublime triumphs of his mind, our attention is fastened. to his majestic ‘intellect.

ing in Jesus!” ' The

was his prayer, and: it. was answered:
*‘ Cast
me not offin time'of old age; forsake me nof\
when my strength faileth.”
An only daugl :
ter mourns the loss of a kind and affectiona e
father, while a grateful denomination pays his |
“memory this willing vribute.
His funeral ser-

Tf

“BY FRED MYRON
7

wns,
LYDIA E- Am,

1 for a Jongiog to: go. This victory was arantel
him as the end drew near ; for at tle writer's last
visit to Him, he wantedto ‘depart, and be win
“Christ.” Jast bef re his death,
he was as ked.
how he felt, and
éxclaimed with’ a beautiful
smile: “Peace, peace, blessed
peace. trust-

PD TATA

i v

| Barcroft’s ; but in ease and purity, in gra C6,

AMERIOAN AUTHORS.

Tike. the quick storm, it comes and engulfs the old ship morality in a sea of moral darkness, while over all, this hobgeblin
sits and grins with dendish satisfactiod.
Queen Elizabeth is beguiled in a manner
none the less artful. - Boiling with: rancorous hate, she spits forththe yegom of her
| rage upan him, but he is not to ¢ disconcerted. Now we seeRichard’s real power
of dissimulation.
Now flashes forth the
consuming fire of his malicious mind.
With self-accusation, he pleads guilty to
all her charges, repents, promises a golden fature, and ere she knows it, gains her
sympathy and confidence, and hastened her
off to lay his suit before-her daughter. Everywhere he ‘ seems a saint when most he
plays the devil,” and expedites his villainy
‘with the vilest hypocrisy. Still he does
not disgust us.
Why? Because, in the

“0ST JY BAX
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EMINENT

It may not bo ds rhetorical

‘a8 Macaulay’s, nor as rhythmical as Prescott's,nor as limpid as Poe’s, not as intense
as Simm's, nor as eloquent us Swen‘burne’s, nor as calmly measured as
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© Hots Summary,
The most important proceedings of the

week

;
placing

John Porter on the retired

-

|

5

Gen.

Fitz

list of the<army

with the rank of colonel, with no ¢ompensa_tion or allowances during the time intervening
between his dismissal arid re-appointment to the
service.
Bills were introduced for promoting
the efficiency of the civil service, and. for prohibiting fedekal officers from making or receiving contributions for political purposes.
A
resolution introduced by Senator Blaine, directing the judiciary committee’to inquire into
the expediency of increasing
the number of
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They
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| Mr. Moody's Seminary at Noithaield.

candj-

returned

of Alabama, will

»

at

ringleaders

in

the

recently

:

:

attempted

are;

of

the

3rd district ‘of.

Republican, ® Hon.

J

Ray; Democratic, Col, G. uw. Hbbley.

pf

of the

«02

MAChIBAD. i. ce

800

57

3g
a
a

650
675
67

@

6 00
600

Cern Meal # bbl...
Rye Flour.....
Oat Meal, common

to

725

rviesvi ns vinsinrsns nve 525 @
innnnamen

good Western....500

285

Oat Meal, fancy bands. ...co.eevvnnenee 2
Buckwheat, ¥ 100 ibs
40
@
CORN. The stock on the-market is.light, as
steamers now in port are taking most of the
ceiptgs
:
oid
:

;

Yellow

High

i,

The British government has concluded to

and extra do......64

64

Mixed, ...«tsvveee 685 @

SLEAMICT,.
0p coniereegess

68

64

No 2 Mixed, cooeevnneed..83 \@

6 50
250
the
re-

68)

62X70 887

@

67

65% @
65

@

66

63°

@

64

65%

BUTTER. There has been a very light trade the
past week, and the tendeney of prices is in favor
of buyers on all kinds except very {ancy lots. There
is a wide difference.in the quality of
Weswern and
Northern creameries, and most of the latter made

fin August are hard to sell at over 28c.

¢ are almost entirely out of the

ADEA

ITE BO a

Exporters

market,

at roti

nd

as prices

hate

New York and Vermont
Creamery
late made, ¥1b’..............30

Do Sumer made. ...

airy,

Vt., fall

made..

evened

: +o

26

28

Dah N. Y. fall made...... Lover sueeaSl
N. Y. and Vt. straight dairies..........22

@

Common to fur dairy Jot8essesivenessecd7

packed, Choioger

sr

2, Pe

@

@

Sov,

28

2

Sherman as United States senator from Ohio is
strong

:

throughout
to

have

the
been

committed on an American citizen in Ecuador

by the suthoritiesdin the inferior of that coumdry;
alld the case will be officially Seported to the
U nited States govennment.
Senator Wade Hampton, in a letter to Bishop

Howe of Bouth Carolina,

asserts that in his

recent, correspondence with - Secretary Sher-

man he did not intend to use. language
could be construed as-enher giving or

of dismonds

and jewelry.

which
invite

-

Turkey has asked the poweys to enter upon
negotintions fora peaceful adjustment of the

Greek question, instead of reforting to arms

for a sestlemeot,

RE

Ancestors”;

:

Fi

;

Sketches
Ly

excellent

Discussions

of

morihern

choice,

inciory, Tlf

a

Living

yorcester County, choice

11

@

wn

1235¢;

@ 175;

Meuium, common

peo-

Questions

in politics, education, industry and religion by
persons specially qualified 16 treat them thor.
oughlyand in an nupartisan spirit.
.
Tad ATLANTIC furnishes its readers in tae

course of the year as much readivg
ed in Twenty Ordinary Volumes of

as

$150,

LANTIC for 18~0 who remit before Degmnber 20,

HOUGHTON,

2t50

.

“monéy-order,

MIFFLIN

"

:

WIDE AWAKE

Circle.

by

&

BOSTON

istmas

¢

Insiructionh

when

rinse them.

want
the
Yours
[J

agency

for m

tray,

WE

eunty,

CROWDER.

“Hopkinsville, Ky., Oct. 31,188,

Dear Sir :— Vour

Washer at hand and tested.

Enclosed find money forl dosgh more,

| - hig

Five of my neighbors

want one,

ovo I can sell a great many in this County,

Woodville,
Ga., Oct. 4, 1830,
doz. more. One of
cursgents

Gentr:—-Sond nN

hay ten
woek.

Lwenty-eight orders in Joss then a
“JNO. L. WRIGHT & CO,
Monticcllo, Miss. Oct. 21, 1880,

Your Washer 18 received and.gives very gone
ercl satisfac
. Sond me your terms
to
agenta,
I can sella gt
ry of t
LT
MTY
Bucur:
ebS
—
uba, Latilerdale Co. , Miss,
Gents :—\
ir -Washer 14 thoroughly tested
and is all 1
i t.
Koclosed find order for 3 dog.
to

with.

cdim:

We

think

we can

sell

|" Address

yr

:

household.

Present

:

wo

L

New

GIOVER,
——

Every

Month.

$2 a year, the delight of the family

EY

BABYIANY, 30 cents a year, for the amusement
o
e ones,
Xs

|’

LITTLE FOLKS’ READER,75 cents
a year, ’ for|
:
Schools and Kindergartens.

|

and

k

.

.

mew

AU

ht

6 @ %;

:

machines

PUBLISHERS.

Kol
tins oF Lh Model Washer the Het mame
which we have heretofore manufactured

:

Bereta of the
a.

ya 4 PERLECE
isc Jimafactit

mmon

APPLES.

756 § $1 00¢c.

;

@ 12 00,

.

\

’

,
fi Arona
3

,
:
f

:

4

v

4

W.DAUGHADAY & 00., 721 Chestnut 8t., Philadelphia.
hd

g

POKK.
Extou prime,® bbl,$12 50 g 13 0; Western'mess, 14 75.8 16 00; Boston cl
JB.00
@ 18 50;
Bo
backs, (h0v @ 19 50, WA
5 0
8
18.90;

]

i

ads

POULTRY AND GAME. We notice a fair demand
for Nor bora Chickens and Turkeys. Northern—
.Chrekeng,chaice 13 15¢; Nor.hern Common to air’
‘108 1205 i N orthern, Fowl 8a tie; Northern, Turkeys
[ ice 448 15c; Common to fair9 a tlc; We tern
leh
larkey -, choice 12 @ 14c; Chickens 10 & 12¢; Partridzes, ¥ pair 50 @ 0; Grouge,¥ pair 100 g 1 20;
Quail, ¥ dozen 75 4 1 00.

:

'»

RIED APPLES. Southern, gaaitered, ¥ 1b ,4 a
4%c; Southern, sliced
4% a 6c; New York,
qa tered 4
bc; New Yoik, sliced 6 a bie;
stern ana Northern, quartered 4% @ 5c; Eastern
and Northern, liced 4% @.%c; Evaporated,cho co
9 a 10:; kvaporated, good » @ 8jc.
HAY aNu STRAW. . Recoipjs continue "liberal,
but not more than evou:l
for the
demand.
Hay,
Kastern and Northern, # ton—Chdice, |
coarse $2300 4 2) 00; Oidinacy $:000 @ 22; Fine
$18 a 20; sSwile Huy 1200 @ 1300;
ye Straw

2600 @ 2800; Out Stéaw $10

1

i losicker fp pnmty JY

@ 150

je

1

7

| of theBESTQUA on OF BRASS, therefore

170
to good 1 60 @ 1 v0; Yel-

Choice,oice, ¥¥ bbl,
bbl, $ $125

ly
pa

describing the world

Sw eeping Reduction in Prices

{

i

his little book

* ofall ourT
Cuts, Rules, Borders, etc., ete, If you alrea
have a PRL OU may save some m
by.
getti
TY uned
ce List, Thowins po
a

:
:

[

Persistent

INK.

may make or
save you hundreds of dollars.
“The popularity of :he
Model
Press is world-wide. It is in use by Business
to-day, in every civilized country on the Globe, Men
It is
strong, fast, reliable and simple, and so easily managed
that
ang boy of 10 years can do nice work, and hundreds of dollars
w
of it every year, and to
mt lis more fascinating
than to play,
Clergymen and Sunday School Superintendents are using the Model
with unbounded success in Church an d 8. S. work, ' We make 12 styles—hand and
foot power, at prices from $3.00 to $175.00, We have just madea

7.

coir

objection heretofore met with

BOSTON.

pamphlet

of the-grea

I wantto bocomo agent
for this

Yours, T. M. HAZUEITURST.
ern,stern

theformer
sit

The SECRET of COOD LUCK |
Be it Large ‘or Small, is the Free, Careful ind
the handsome

Sylvazia,
Ga cQct.28, 1800,
was Fecelved iit good time

THE $1,000 REWARD 7:

80,

OF PRINTER’S

+]

.

aner

P. LOTHROP &

. \

renowned Model Presq,

ano

oe HAL

1 Yanutacturing Corpany, for anyWasiicrebhila

Alden, author of Pansy Books, 30.¢cts. a year.

“USE

Yours HEN

Ta

is Just

| everinvented.

32 Franklin St.,

THE PANSY; an illustrated weekly,by Mrs, G. R.

craic um. ©

Gents: ony

3

:

rand aastaction, 1 have sold one tamy neigh

.

}

,

Laytonville, Md., Oct. 27, 1880.
Washer Stands tho test
and gives

Gents ~The

.

Bev. I D, STEWART,

ar
ee

I want the exclusive agency

for this
ounty, provided you have no agent already.
Respectfully, ~ R. NM. LEVY,

The Star fos to préss Tuesday morning,
sg ign [3 tions for insertion ought to be

CO.

.

Marshall, Ma., Oct. 26, 1880,
Gents ~The Yosner Jecetved, I
confess

when [ saw it I thought
.I was * humbu,
4)
but after trying
itl am more than ed:
You can send threo nore, 1t ought to be in over

Peeriess 58.a 55¢; Chenangoes,

NYGRVEN
ade

1.000

it - has

low Eyes, choide 200 @210; Yellow Eyes, improved 21 a 216; Red Kidneys 1-75 @ 1 90.
PEAS. Canada, choice, # bu, $1 00 g 1 10; Can.
ad», common 8) @ »5c;
Green
Peas; Northern
1 0@ 135; Green Peas, Western 150 a1 75.
]
-POTA) OBS. ‘Btoostook Rose,Wbu ,68a70c; Maine
Central Rose 607g 65¢; Vt Roe 60 ‘a 65¢;\Prol fics
56 a 60¢;

a

R. L. LiDE.

order a change mn the direc tion of their paper.

ere on Saturday previous,

4,

oy.

er m————————————
Dennettsville, South Carolina, Oct. 5, 1880,
received tho Washer and am well

f

STAR

;, How to do it at next to no cost, so as to pay, is all explained
in

Worcester

0

:

:

--

There are eleven in

re

i

postage free;

$4.00 a year, in advance,

Remi. tances shonld be made
draft,or registered letier, to

The little thing went

my w!freould

2

our family, and it did allthe washing, and also
washed a big bed quilt for a test,in two hours,
i toy tha hing hatls heeded 1 every house-

been more than one yea r in arrears, after due
notice and time shall ha ve been given,
35 cents a number. ~ With superb iife-size portrait
REMI)
ANCES musi be made in monof Longfellow,
Bryant,
Whittier,
Lowell
or ey-orders
or bank-checks if possible, or in 8
two portraits $6 00; with
with
Holmes, $5.00;
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
‘three portraits, $7.00; with four portraits, $8.00;
In writing to this office, persons will please
with all five portraits, $9.00
!
5 8 for N pa
designate thei” STATE, as well as town, and
+B
The
and
December
40tll be sent free to all new subscriberfor
s THE. AT- give both the cid dnd new address when they .

- TERMS:

‘we wore greaily waistaken.

ton Commercial College
N. H. Send for ciréulars

MORNING

an |

your

to work aud completed the washing faster

given at the New Hamp-

quest it; and it is discontinued

is containpages each.

12:

4050Five

81.50.

TERMS:
$2.00 per year, if paid strictly. in
advance; $2.20 if bol d within the first thirty
days, and $2.50 if n
For 25 cents received we will send the Star
three months on trial.
Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears,
The Star is not discontinued when the time
expires for which it is paid unless
TONS Te

writers

ou other picturesque lands and interesting
ple.
>

. commen to good......16 8 21

Northern factory,

Christmas Offering.

special

Rov, C. A. Gag.

Northport, Ala, recomended

Re
i

PENMANSHIP
THE

3

e

TUNES:

of

Washer to me.
T. Bb, BROWN,
Genta iavseilic, Arkansas, Oct, 28, 1880, |
e Washgr was received Justordag :
We putitto test this morning expecting it to
aregular humbug ; but I have 16 acknowledge

R. L. DUGDALE,

on
e

-

AND

SAY:

Pickens, Ala., Oct. 25, 1580,

Enclosed ind 83 for n Washer,

to),

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

¥

On biographical, historical
5d social subjects,
by GOLDWIN SMITH ; EDWARD EVERETT HALE,
on the social, polit:cal and ieligious life of the
world in the time of Christ; WiLLIaM M. RosBETTI. on ‘“The Wives of the Poets”; JORN |
“FISKE on “ The Early Culture, Myths and Folk-

20

County, common 7 @ 9c.
Ess.
There
18° a
very
light
supp y
abandon Candabar.
tern, ¥ dozen 30 @ 3c; New York and
ermont 30 @ 32c; Cauvada, fresh st.ck sic;
' The mines of the United Btates have pro: | P. E Island Sc; Western 80¢; Limed 20 @ 22¢ :
duced during the past seven years about $280, Limed, New York sta.e22 4 3c.
BEANS.
Pea, Northern, H. P ,# bu $180 @ $1
000 900 of gold.
90; Pea, Western, H. P ,175 @ 1 85; Pea, Weatern,
common
to
goud | 608 170; Medium, choice hand
The feeling for the selection of Secretary
picked 180g 18) ; Medium, choice screened

very

Essays

OLD.

¢ Ic;
Western fa clory,
:

Oregon’s population i 174,767.

represented as
rit
rHtte

RHYMES

iShort Stories and Sketches,
$1.50.
x
"By HARRIET BEECHER STOWE, T. B. ALbrICH, | SULLIVAN'S VOCAL ALBUM.
SARAH ORNE Jr WETT, CONSTANCE FENIMORE
FAIRY FINGERS. For Piano.
WOOLSON, MARK TWAIN, ROSE TERRY COUKE.

tory, choice 12) & 13¢; Western factory, fair fo
0d10

which they captured,
Sa
It is quite full, numbering a hundred, and the, ~The tesidence of Mrs. Governor Todd in
| prospect
for the future looks very encolirag: “Youngstown, Ohio, w1s robbedof $8000 worth’

State that 8 house twice the gupugity

@

@

ite;

". "The Northfield Young Ladies’ Seminary,
-'thblishe
4 lust sensoh by Mr. D. L.: Moody,
Northfield, Mass’, is progressiog satisfactorily,
ing, us the pupils are bappy . in their home,

3

650
850

@'575

sass. ss Boasnmeeeivess

|, ‘CHEESE.

| ing » challenge to mortal combat.’
The Chiiiin army is advancing on Lima,
esat having effecteda landing at the port of Piocos

zealous in studies, and tbe buildings, finely
built, prove suitable for all uses of the seminabi ry. ADyjjistiots ate oo nutiefyiis from every

@
@

OBi0.

+The candidates for successo
to r
the late Con- | Do = do
ressman Farr,

Each of the above in Cloth, $2.50; Fine Gilt, $3.00
STUDENT'S LIFE IN SONG.
$1.50.
+
CURIOSITIES OF MUSIC.
$150.
$1.50.
BEETHOVEN.
A Romance by Rav.

* The Lady of the Aroostook” * The Undiscovered
Country”; and HENRY JAMES, Jr.,author of
“The American,” “ The Europeans,” etc.

In'Norway, by H. H., and

47D
57

Patente, common to £00d. vee. vveunenn 660

Ladle

A serious outrage is reported

to

"is in danger, and is becoming like Utsh, He
expresses the hope that tue. Legislature will
adopt measuresto crash out'the

wi 0 Was

William B. Woods,

About 160 men and boys were employed at the | inh

»

Democratic

No

a
@

negro. revolt in Cuba have beenexecuted and | Creamery, choice, fresh made, ¥ 1b

night. |

twenty minutes after the alarm was given the
“building was a mass of flames. The walls

is

Cellar

peace has bedn established, throughout the | patey packed, choice oo. rr:
island.
.
Do. do
common to good

Birge & Sens’ paper manufactory;
in Buffs:
All

deed

bp Jhage Strong’s suceessor on the Supreme
bench.

-

than

the

45 republicans to 26 democrats,
i
iY

a—

less

for

&c.

tae

Indiana,
JHINOIS. . veveesesorens seeds
St. Louis........

Knopton

to the school committee. .The council stands,

no stone unturped with a view to defeat the
Government in the trivls of the. indicted
members of Parliament (Parnell and his coagitators.)

of the number were at work, and in

The cause

woman

have been’
suthorities

time, thé business demanding extra help.

one

apples,

Patents, ChoiCe.ces <cvssnnrvaniiv.sred $750

“habit of

dates for aldermen,iu Boston, were elected. Miss
Peabody is the only

and the Land Leaguery. The latter are leaving

lo, N. Y., was destroyed by fire Friday

the

dried

Comm.ssion
cheese and

Minnesota, bakers. ee.eeeieeranns.
Minnesota and Wisconsin, fancy..
WINTER WHEATS.

county,

Qegeral Grant visited Congpess last week.

= Its is

Terrribly Fatal Fire.

in

12th,

- Mayor Prince and the

stuted that Mr. Gladstone will add 10 his, lund
bill a scheme to give State aidto emigration
from Ireland.
1
The condition of affairs in Ireland continues
as serious as ever. 119 men of the Scots Guards
have been sent to Dublin,
There
. more futal coliisions between the

been

bezns,

Common exiras.
WisCOntitte sess.

warrants

Marshall

Washington Mills, and had fer a long time
been keeping company with
his victim, who

_ ymembers of the Cabinet; Messrs.. Bright and
‘Chamberlain, announce their intentioh of re-

PF

in

night the

was a taple maid.
unknown,
;

two-of the

carried into effect.

Sunday

-~..Azales Ajar,” etc; GEORGE P. LATHROP, .author
of t* A Study of Hawthorne”; W. H. BISHOP, author of “ Detmoid”; W.D. HOWELLS, author of

Travel

Produce Report:

' “BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Dec. 18, 1880.
FLOUR. - The market contimues very’ dull and
prices are gradually settlingidown for all kinds.
SPRING WHEATS.
:
Western snperfin@.csscscsssssiciicess $375 @ 400

‘Wardman shot and killed a Miss. Avis Pinkham on the street at Lawrence, Mass., and
afterward committed
suicide.
He
was
a
married man und until recently foremapsin the,

‘led to

The Cabinet have formed a

signing if the plun is

attempting to serve

~’

CLUSTER OF GEMS,
SUNSHINE OF SONG.

By ELIZABETH STUART PHELPS, author of “ $he

Lore of our Aryau

Quincy Market, Boston.

The Erie and New York Central Roads have

upon her ministers,

plan for using cotreivemeasures;

eggs,

promptly followed the example ,of the Pennsylvania Company, and shown their readiness
to give immigrants the benefit of the deduc-

a little scene. The Queen’s -indigmation is
thought to have been excited by Lord Beaconsfield, who has been visiting Her Majesty at

Windsor Castle.

Beston

Bepcgisd by AIITON BROS & C9.,
erchants ard dealers in butter,

in the Dinas colliery

on illicit liquor-sellers

+

on * The Relativn of Sociéty to Crime.”

Jobn B. Hardie, U. 8. Deputy Marshal, was
Ala.

MARKETS.

i

in the same valley, January 13,"1878,
whew sixty
persons lost their lives.

Rebellion.

force, and Mr.-Gladstene’s remionstance

Academy.

THE

An explosion occurred at the Pen-y-Graig collJery in the Rhendda valley, Wales, early on the
morning of the 10th instant, killing eighty-six
persons. The pit is about a mile from the scene

thé entire trade of the.northwest until the year
1900.

urged

D. D.,

O.

West

The explosions in the mines at Stellarton; N.
8.,
contin
and
al} forts to extinguish
the fire in the pits have pru:ed unavailing.

swindle and outrage,by which the cotintry will
be virtually given away to this synuicate.
The contract requires the road to be-completed
by. May, 1891, but the security taken is olf par:
ative|y small.
The vpposition members of Parliament have
issued a manifesto to the peeple of Canada, protesting against the ratification of the government’s, proposed Pacific Railway policy.
sets forth that the ministers have withheld Vv
tal information, preventing “discussion
in the
constituencies, and bave denied, thes right of
the peaple to be consultedon the scheme.
It
maintains that the company will monopolize

has

Lake Ontario.—Rev. J. E. Rankin,
Washington, D. C.
4

|

THEY

A

O. Howard as Superintendent of the

scheme, but others recognize iu it a stupendous

Queen

to

I have no more doubt of the beneficial effeets
of Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure than
I have that the Genesee river. empties into

WHAT

The Rov. C, A. Gaston, Northport, Ala., writes
us: Ott 13, 1580. — I received the Waker and
am well pleased with it. Itdoestho work as well
in tho old fashioned wash-pot (so much used by
tho farmersin this State) as in the siuve bol
My wif I'kes it better every
time she vees it.
would like to be your agentin tLis vicinity.”

W

br

Gen. Schofield lias been replaced by*Gen.

portions of the road already built and lease
the road to them
forever,
The
govern:
ment suppose that the country will be remunerated
by the settlement of the vast and
fertile North-west territory through wheih the
railway runs. A lirge majority of the members of tbe Parliament seem to favor the

- The

in

4

w.

a |

¢25,000,000 acres of land, turn. over to them the

that the disorder in Ireland be put down

are

Yor

&a.,

aR

to the Parliament the proposed contract with a
syndicate’of American,
"English, French and
Canadian capitalists, for completing the con_ struction of and for running the Canada Pacific
Railway.
The government propose
to give
; the syndicate twenty-five millions of dojlarsand

Irish

of Crawford

Old Winter has come with his great white
to
cloak, and bis roistering son, Jack Frost, is
diphtheria lost his life-through his devotion te creeping in at every crevice, even into our
a pitient. _
: -8ystems, and sowing seeds of death. Do not
neglect a Cold or Cough for one day even, for
Josiah Caldwell, a London railway contracit may be too late. Dr. N. G. White’s Pulmotor, has failed, with liabilities amounting to_ nary Elixir is for sale by all dealers in medi$2,500,000.
cine, and should be on the medicine shelf of
every family; and used as directed, has already
A new Mexican ministry has been appointsaved
thousands of- lives, and will yet save
o
ed.
:
;
|
thousands more.

governmentof Canada ‘has’ submitted

The

Earl

:
Serial Stories,

READ

-

GEMS OF STRAUSS.
GEMS OF THE DAN CE.

WILL CONTAIN

8, cambaics,

ns aad

¥

The Canada Pacific Railroad.
The

the

Earnest A. Thornden, a revenue clerk
Chicago, has absconded with $4,000.
Sitting Bull bas stated his willingness
surrender.
A Brooklyn physician who fell a victim

«*

kK

‘and

L

SHOWER OF PEARLS. ‘Vocal Duets,
CREME DE LA CREME. 2 Vols.
OPERATIC PEARLS.

FOR 1881

~
x

as

tos delicate to bo subjected to the ash POAT:
Over 10,000 sold, and cvery one gives satisfacti
The following
testimonials are
uine,
You doubt our statements, write to t.
%

et

of habeas corpus,

and scientist,

dead.

The Atlantic Monthly

Have Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry’
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bron:
chifis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints.
50 cents and $1 a bottle,
37

4-hand-eolléction.

Ps

ic practices. * An application for the release of
the Jatter has been refused by Lord
Chief
Justice Coleridge, of London, who®remanded
the recreant. clergyman back to his confinement,
Mr. Enright has been released on a writ

+

PIANO AT HOME.

the pure whiteness A via goods imparted
. them, The PERF
WASHER is
valuable Jor washingal] Kinde uf fraglie; ine

py

ferprise

atom ed dirty leaving the artic

GEMS OF ENGLISH SONG.
HOME CIRCLE.
Three volumes.
WORLD OF SONG.
ei

rE
PP RA

the

fo

awing 1§ downward through

| ROBERT FRANZ'S SONG ALBUM.

es

in

QO, Mapurrs
& Dealers, 826 Broadway,

of our friéhds”

speak’ of the remarkable power of Warner's
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure,and are convinced
there is nothing so certain and valuable. for
all diseders of the urinary system, both male
and female,
248

son’s camp, Colorado.

The State debt of Missouri is found to be
county'jull at Warwick, and of the Rev. T. 1 $16,250,000.
The success of the Panama Canal en
Pelham Dale, rectorof St. Vedust, in Halloway
jail, charged with disobeying the orders of in Paris is declared to be emormjous; ©
the ecclesiastical court by carrying on rituatist* Senator Buoheompagni, the Italian author
the Rey, W. E. Enright, of Berdesly,
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Ritualism
in the Church
received a rude check by the

Miscellancous.
Christmas will see the locomotive

kind..

there is any odor tor color or deposit in the
urine, it means disease, and requires attention
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